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ABSTRACT:

This study explored how dynamic mathematics software package called GeoGebra, contributed to participants’ learning and understanding of mathematics. The research focused on participants’ experiences as they used and transformed GeoGebra to support their understanding of modulus functions. It highlighted participants’ perspective on the role of GeoGebra in supporting exploration of modulus functions in particular and mathematical ideas in general. The focus of the study was on how participants utilised GeoGebra to address misconceptions and perceptions of modulus functions. The main research questions that guided this study focused on how students used GeoGebra to support their understanding of modulus functions and how GeoGebra related and contributed to their whole learning experiences. The study found that GeoGebra provided a medium for visualisation that linked the abstract aspects of modulus functions with graphical illustrations. The study also noted that working with GeoGebra extended participants’ understanding of modulus functions i.e. (a) in distinguishing the difference between the graphs of \(y = |f(x)|\) and \(y = f(|x|)\) and being able to sketch the two graphs without the aid of GeoGebra; (b) challenging why the integral of \(1/x\) is \(y = \ln |x| + c\) instead of \(y = \ln(x) + c\) since the derivative of \(f(x) = \ln(x)\) is \(1/x\); (c) recognising that not all turning points are stationary; (d) recognising the importance of graphical illustrations when solving equations and inequalities that involve modulus functions, to eliminate spurious answers derived from some algebraic calculations.
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EdD Reflective statement:

The purpose of this reflective statement is not to give a detailed account of all the courses I have done during my EdD programme, but to highlight aspects of the programme that have impacted on my professional development as a mathematics teacher and researcher. To understand the extent of the impact, I will start by giving a brief background of myself and how I became interested in the area of technology in mathematics teaching and learning. I will discuss some aspects of my assignments that shaped my perception of professionalism, my perception of research and my practice as a mathematics teacher in secondary schools and Further Education in England. These institutions are endowed with vast resources of technology that are rarely used in the teaching and learning of mathematics in particular. Finally I will discuss my journey through my Thesis and how it has impacted on my professional practice.

My background:

I initially trained as a primary school teacher. Joining the teaching service immediately after Zimbabwe gained its independence (1980), I found myself drafted into secondary schools to teach mathematics, to cover for science teacher shortage in an education system that had expanded more than tenfold after the country’s independence. I enrolled for a Bachelor in Education degree in Mathematics education, with specific emphasis on teaching ‘A’ level mathematics, which was a shortage area. In January of 1996, I joined further education as a mathematics lecturer in a Teachers’ Training College (an affiliate of the University of Zimbabwe), with added responsibilities of being in-charge of ICT. My own knowledge of computers at that time was limited to personal use, and basic training received during my first degree. I enrolled for a post graduate diploma in computer studies at a local Polytechnic college; I attended a one-month training course in Tel-Aviv (Israel) on how to retrieve information from databases.

The same year (1996) saw five teachers’ training colleges in Zimbabwe introduced to the Internet through a United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) sponsored project. UNESCO launched the ‘Learning without Frontiers’ project which aimed at connecting teachers’ training institutions in Zimbabwe through the Internet. Due to my responsibilities as Lecturer in Charge (ICT), I was drafted into
this project as the College’s point man. In 2003 I moved to the United Kingdom to join family and moved back to teaching mathematics. I kept an interest in technology and mathematics teaching.

A brief description of and reflection on the content of my assignments:
In October 2008 I enrolled at IOE for the EdD programme. My first module was The Foundations of Professionalism. The Foundation of Professionalism assignment did not focus on the use of technology in mathematics teaching and learning but afforded me an opportunity to reflect upon my own professionalism as a mathematics teacher in England. I chose to explore the impact of the National Curriculum on mathematics teachers’ sense of professionalism. My main area of interest was to examine the perception that the National Curriculum framework embodied a shift towards accountability and prescriptive instructional policies. Critics of accountability and prescriptive instructional policies have argued that assessment and accountability have de-professionalised mathematics teaching and discouraged effective teaching (Darling-Hammond, 1997).

A deeper reflection on my assignment indicates that teachers’ professional autonomy was and is still curtailed by the influence of external examinations. My autonomy as a mathematics teacher includes the freedom to decide how I teach and also what I teach (Helsby and McCulloch1996).

In the course of offering this critique I came to the conclusion that whilst the aim of the National Curriculum was to embrace the ‘professional’ opinion of mathematics teachers, it was still fundamentally influenced by policy makers and examination boards that places pupil statistical achievement data above all other sources of evidence. This assignment posits the view that a greater understanding about the effectiveness of a school might be seen, if the inspection process placed higher value upon the professional integrity of mathematics teachers. The writing of this assignment provided me with a valuable opportunity to reflect upon how my professional practice had been fundamentally shaped by a political agenda that places greater emphasis upon test results than upon the collaborative professionalism of mathematics teachers.
Methods of Enquiry 1
The title of my assignment was, “An investigation on how I can use Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) strategy to improve my teaching of functional skills”. The assignment focused on how to design a research proposal. I used the assignment to gain a deeper understanding of issues that pertain to the application of mathematics across the school curriculum. How much link was there between the mathematics subject, other subjects on the school curriculum and real life experiences? These are the questions I carried with me as I went through the EdD programme. How can students learn mathematics in order to be functional in the community? I gained an insight into how to design research questions and how to establish theoretical frameworks relevant to the area of enquiry.

Specialist Course:
This assignment analysed the development and organisation of mathematics in 14–19 education over the last two decades. Assignment title: “An analysis of the provision of mathematics in Post Compulsory Education and Training and its role in the New Diplomas”. As a starting point, I looked at varying views of what mathematics is and what society expects of GCSE graduates. The knowledge and insight gained in this assignment became very valuable when I joined Higher Education in 2012. I began to fully appreciate the provision of mathematics in Post Compulsory Education and Training. Through this assignment, I sharpened my skills of reviewing and critically analysing literature.

Methods of Enquiry 2
The aim of this research was to examine and describe the role of mathematics in the teaching of Design and Technology in secondary schools in England. The research helped me to recognise a gap between current approaches to teaching mathematics and its application, not only outside the classroom, but within other subjects on the school curriculum. The principles that underlined this research were strongly influenced, by constructivists concerns that teaching of mathematics should occur within a context that is more meaningful to students (Clements 1987). The main focus was on whether students’ lack of mathematical skills acted as a barrier in the teaching of Design and
Technology? Whether teachers find students ready to apply their mathematical skills in Design and Technology? Focus was also on teachers’ pedagogical views on whether mathematics teaching in the school is consistent with the requirements in their subject area? Participating teachers acknowledged the impact of students’ mathematics knowledge on the teaching of design and technology. Different teachers indicated that they used different approaches to deal with mathematics so that it does not act as a barrier to students’ progress in their subject.

The Institute Focused Study (IFS):
The IFS looked at the school’s technological landscape focusing on electronic resources which were available in the school; how frequently teachers used them; teachers’ perceptions of the usefulness of each resource and to what extent teachers’ pedagogical practices had changed as a result of this landscape. Two theoretical frameworks (Levels of technology Innovation and Instrumental approach) were used to aide this investigation. Study sample comprised of 4 female and 2 male teachers from the mathematics department at the College. Study results showed that despite the availability of a wide range of electronic resources at the college, teachers used more instructional software resources than tool software that could promote high-order thinking skills. However, methods of integrating the same resource differed from teacher to teacher. The study also found that, though teachers expressed confidence in using different types of electronic resources, this did not translate to how frequently they used these resources. There was no evidence, however, to show the extent to which electronic resources have influenced teachers’ pedagogical styles. The study helped me to identify a gap in the use of technology in schools and colleges, which I exploited in my thesis. This gap was focusing on students’ experiences in using technology.

The thesis examines the experience of learners using GeoGebra to investigate modulus functions within a constructivist paradigm. It presents a reflective journey into the contributions of technology in understanding modulus functions and concentrates of learners’ experiences while using GeoGebra. The contributions of technology in the teaching and learning of mathematics were examined firstly by exploring literature that deals with the use of dynamic mathematics software in teaching and learning
mathematics. My work on the thesis reflects my journey through all the modules completed during the EdD programme. These are manifest in the selection of theoretical frameworks, qualitative methods of data collection and analysis of data. The study finds that GeoGebra-assisted instruction, as a supplement to traditional classroom instruction, allows participants to explore aspects of modulus functions beyond the confines of the A Level Core 3 specifications.

Reflecting on my progression through the EdD programme indicates that the assignments acted as building blocks towards the construction of the final thesis report. They all focused on mathematics teaching and the role of technology in the teaching and learning of mathematics. Each time I worked on an assignment, designing research questions, I gained more information which influenced my initial perceptions and knowledge about pedagogical practices in mathematics. Most difficult in each assignment was to come up with a topic and research questions that would link with the previous work, therefore this demanded wider reading. Assignments helped me to understand the status of technology in mathematics education. I gained knowledge on how to search for literature, write research problems, identify theoretical frameworks, how to analyse the literature and form a coherent argument.

Receiving assignment feedback was one of the most important aspects of my studies. Through the feedback process, I saw myself as others see me. Feedback was a reaction by tutors, usually in terms of their knowledge and perceptions, telling me how my presentations could improve.

The journey through this research study has reshaped my vision on the use of technology in the classroom. The EdD programme made me realise that technology integration in mathematics education is not much about how many websites are accessible to students, or how organised a PowerPoint presentation is or about my own knowledge of the technology. It is the application of technology in ways that help students in the Zone of proximal development (see Vygotsky 1978) to achieve more than they could without technology. Working within a GeoGebra showed me how much knowledge students gained within a short space of time and how much they achieved, which would not have been possible without the use of GeoGebra. I now realise the
power of technology in teaching and I use digital technologies in mathematics, which allows students to explore and discover their own knowledge.

List of module assignments:
1. **Foundations of Professionalism**: The national curriculum: a constraint or positive prompt to mathematics teacher professionalism.
2. **Methods of Enquiry 1**: An investigation on how I can use Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) strategy to improve my teaching of functional skills.
3. **Post Compulsory Education and Training (PCET)**: An analysis of the provision of mathematics in Post Compulsory Education and Training and its role in the New Diplomas
4. **Methods of Enquiry 2**: The role of mathematics in the teaching and learning of Design and Technology.
The contributions of Interactive Dynamic Mathematics software in probing understanding of mathematical concepts: Case study on the use GeoGebra in learning the concept of modulus functions.

CHAPTER 1

In this Chapter, I outline the broad theme and purpose of the study alongside a description of the context that led me to develop an interest in this field. The chapter includes the broad aim of the research, which informed the basis of the review of literature contained in Chapter 2. I briefly highlight research studies on the use of technology in mathematics teaching and learning and the theoretical perspectives selected for the study. A detailed review of literature on dynamic mathematics software, GeoGebra and the modulus functions is discussed in Chapter 2.

1.0 INTRODUCTION:

This study explored how dynamic mathematics software package called GeoGebra, contributed to participants’ learning and understanding of mathematics. The research focused on participants’ experiences as they used and transformed GeoGebra to support their understanding of modulus functions. It highlighted participants’ perspective on the role of GeoGebra in supporting exploration of modulus functions in particular and mathematical ideas in general. The focus of the study was not much, on how using GeoGebra enabled effective or efficient learning of mathematics, but on how participants utilised GeoGebra to address misconceptions and perceptions of modulus functions. The interactive capabilities of GeoGebra challenged me to create learning activities that engaged participants and encouraged more exploratory approaches to learning, where the participants were initiators and controllers of the construction of knowledge on modulus functions. The main research questions that guided this study focused on how students used GeoGebra to support their understanding of modulus functions and how GeoGebra related and contributed to their whole learning experiences.

The study found that GeoGebra provided a medium for visualisation that linked the abstract aspects of modulus functions with graphical illustrations. The study also noted
that working with GeoGebra extended participants’ understanding of modulus functions i.e. (a) in distinguishing the difference between the graphs of $y = |f(x)|$ and $y = f(|x|)$ and being able to sketch the two graphs without the aid of GeoGebra; (b) challenging why the integral of $1/x$ is $y = \ln |x| + c$ instead of $y = \ln(x) + c$ since the derivative of $f(x) = \ln(x)$ is $1/x$; (c) recognising that not all turning points are stationary; (d) recognising the importance of graphical illustrations when solving equations and inequalities that involve modulus functions, to eliminate spurious answers derived from some algebraic calculations.

1.1 BACKGROUND TO STUDY:

The motivation for this study came from my own experiences as a mathematics teacher in schools and a lecturer in Further Education in England. The selection of modulus functions, as a topic, was instigated by: (i) its presence in the ‘A’ Level mathematics curriculum; (ii) its investigatory nature when solving equations and inequalities; (iii) the predominant role of graphical representations; (iv) the need to relieve pupils of work intensive technical operations involving graph sketching and (v) misconceptions identified in research literature (Monaghan and Ozmantar 2006) plus my own experience of teaching modulus functions at this level.

Ferrara et al (2006) notes that functions in general and modulus functions in particular are difficult for students to understand and conceptualise. In my own experience of teaching mathematics at ‘A’ level, I observed that students struggled to answer questions related to modulus functions. Students rarely used graphical illustrations when solving equations or inequalities that involved modulus functions. Monaghan and Ozmantar (2006) observed that students could not distinguish the difference between the graphical representations for the functions $y = |f(x)|$ and $y = f(|x|)$. They noted that students had the perception that all graphs of modulus functions looked the same when constructed from the graph of $y = f(x)$.

My second motivation was the need to integrate technology in my teaching. My Institute Focused Study (IFS: 2010), in partial fulfilment of my doctorate studies, focused on the extent of technology integration in mathematics teaching at a secondary school in England. I found very little evidence of technology integration in the teaching of
mathematics. Teachers mainly used PowerPoint presentations and mathematics websites for setting pupils’ homework on Moodle. Moodle is a free open-source learning platform for producing modular internet based courses. Teachers used interactive whiteboards mainly as a replacement of the chalkboard and the overhead projector.

In a bid to improve the teaching and learning of mathematics, the school (studied in the IFS) had invested heavily in computer software and hardware specific to mathematics teaching and learning. However, this was not backed up with staff development courses on how to use the technology. I observed that there was very little use of the dynamic mathematics software resources like Geometer Sketchpad and Autograph, for which the school paid annual subscription fees. My observations supported Ofsted (2012) report, under the heading ‘Under-exploited ICT and Practical Resources’, which noted that technology use within school mathematics is still teacher-led. Teachers mainly used presentational tools such as PowerPoint, revision, practice and homework websites and very little of the dynamic mathematics software resources. Hedberg (2007) also noted that teachers perceived technology primarily as presentational and visual rather than as an instrument to facilitate mathematical thinking and reasoning.

I chose the dynamic mathematics software, GeoGebra, due to its accessibility during normal mathematics lessons and outside lesson time on students’ iPhones, laptops and personal computers. In addition, there were many GeoGebra resources, related to modulus functions, readily available to teachers and pupils on the college portal. The college worked closely with MEI (Mathematics Education for Industry). MEI is a UK-based mathematics education charity, which supports teachers through a range of professional development opportunities and creates innovative teaching and learning resources. MEI became an Institute of GeoGebra in 2013. This move was intended to provide schools with free access to high quality training and resources for GeoGebra. Due to the college’s close association with MEI, there were lots of GeoGebra resources available to students in a variety of topics. However, at the time of undertaking this study, very few of the GeoGebra resources were being utilised by students and lecturers.
The third motivation came from a review of government initiatives, national policies and new ‘A’ level mathematics curriculum for England and Wales (2013). Government initiatives on reforms in mathematics education suggested major changes in the teaching of mathematics. It recommended learners to become actively involved in constructing their own knowledge and developing mathematical concepts as they explored, explained, and justified solution strategies to mathematical tasks. For more than a decade, the Department for Education and Skills (DfES), which existed until 2007 and Ofsted (2008 and 2012), advocated for the use of technology in the teaching of mathematics to allow pupils to explore and learn mathematics through experiments and observations. Ofsted report (2012): ‘Mathematics Made to Measure’, drew attention to the underdeveloped use of ICT, at school level, to enhance learning and promote pupils’ problem solving skills. The educational reforms in ‘A’ Level mathematics focus on using technology to develop problem solving skills among students. Government initiatives and national policies emphasise students’ development of high-order thinking and problems solving skills. I realised a need to take the challenge of using technology to learners. This study focused on learners’ experiences within a mathematics classroom.

The fourth and last motivation for this study was to address the gap in research literature on students’ interaction with technology to develop an understanding of mathematical concepts. This study adds to the growing list of research literature that focuses on the use of technology in the teaching and learning of mathematics. There is research on the use of technology in teaching mathematics, but most has focused on undergraduate mathematics concepts such as calculus (Serhan 2009, Nardi 2008); using dynamic geometry software at secondary school level (Aymemi, 2009; Mehanovic, 2011); and GeoGebra in the teaching of primary school mathematics (Chrysanthou, 2008). This leaves a gap on fundamental concepts of modulus functions at ‘A’ Level. The study focused on learners’ experiences of using GeoGebra to investigate the concept of modulus functions. It explored how GeoGebra contributed to their learning and understanding of modulus functions at ‘A’ level.
1.2 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY:
The main purpose of this study was to explore how dynamic mathematics software package called GeoGebra, contributed to participants' learning and understanding of mathematics.

In spite of the great expectations expressed by many educators and researchers in the last two decades, it is hard to ascertain the extent to which technology has been really integrated in mathematics learning at school level. Most of the literature available (discussed in detail in Chapter 2) offers a wide range of theories, methodologies and interpretations, which are often related to the potentialities of technology for mathematics education, rather than pupils' experiences in using technology in their learning. Research is dominated by publications about innovative use of different types of software and their applications in teaching and learning mathematics (Lagrange et al 2003).

In England, as far back as 1999, the Teacher Training Agency (TTA) cited in Chrysanthou (2008:12) offered a rationale for making use of ICT to support children's learning of mathematics. TTA suggested then, that information and communication technology (ICT) had the potential to make a significant contribution to pupils learning mathematics. ICT could help learners to: explore, interpret and explain patterns….; develop logical thinking ….; and develop mental imagery. Van Voorst (1999:2) highlights that “technology helps students to visualise certain mathematical concepts better…” and that “it adds a new dimension to teaching of mathematics”.

Literature, as will be discussed in Chapter 2 is very positive and rarely negative about the impact of technology use in the teaching and learning of mathematics. Research on dynamic mathematics software focuses on technological and pedagogical issues, largely overlooking learners’ experiences in using the technology. Sharpe et al (2005) argue that many studies have focused primarily on pedagogy and teachers’ experiences rather than on how learners actually use and experience technology.

Other research studies have been conducted in order to find out more about technology integration from an instrumental genesis perspective (Rabardel 1995, Artigue, 2002,

However, to date there is limited research evidence that acknowledges learner perspective in the development of tools, pedagogy and learning experiences while using technology. GeoGebra, the focus of this study is a recent addition to the new technological tools to find its way into the classrooms. Being generally available just recently, there are comparatively a good number of studies (Hohenwarter 2004, Hohenwarter et al 2006, 2007, 2008, Dikovic 2009, Bayazit & Aksoy 2007, Mehanovic 2011, Mainali & Key 2012) that have looked at GeoGebra and its use by learners in classroom settings. This study adds to the growing research work on technology use in learning but with a special focus on ‘A’ Level participants and their learning experiences as they work with GeoGebra.

I carried out this study in the role of a practitioner-researcher with a group of six ‘A’ level students in their second year of study. Whilst this cannot be deemed representative, nevertheless, the study can claim to respond to the need for insider-researcher’s perspective on how GeoGebra can be utilised in an ordinary mathematics classroom. The topic chosen for this study was modulus functions and it is chosen from the Core 3 ‘A’ Level mathematics curriculum for England and Wales. More specifically, this study observed and investigated participants’ experiences of using GeoGebra to understand the concept of modulus functions.

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS:
The primary research questions that guided this research are:

1. In what ways did participants use GeoGebra to support their understanding of the concept of modulus functions?
2. How does GeoGebra relate to and contribute to the whole learning experience?
In order to explore in depth ways in which participants used GeoGebra to support their understanding of the concept of modulus functions, a secondary research question was created for research question 1: Does the use of GeoGebra increase speed and efficiency of the process of sketching graphs involving modulus functions and improve the accuracy and presentation of results in participants’ written work? I used Ruthven and Hennessey’s (2002) model to highlight the contributions of digital tools and resources in mathematics teaching and learning.

Research question 2 was sub-divide into three sub-research questions:

a. Is there any evidence of participants using GeoGebra to support processes of checking, refining and improving strategies and solutions?

b. Does the use of GeoGebra overcome participants’ difficulties and enhance their sense of capability and confidence to tackle difficult tasks?

c. Does the employment of GeoGebra foster participant independence and peer exchange, notably by providing opportunities for pupils to share knowledge and provide mutual support?

Research questions 1 and 2 split the study into four specific aspects. The first aspect was to establish a participant-perspective of GeoGebra as a software and tool in the learning environment. The second aspect was to investigate how participants used GeoGebra to support their learning. The third aspect was to identify approaches or strategies used by participants while learning with GeoGebra. The fourth and final aspect was to identify how participants integrated GeoGebra in their normal learning activities. These four aspects guided me in the selection of theoretical frameworks, data collection and data analysis methods.

I selected the instrumental genesis and semiotic mediation theoretical frameworks. Instrumental genesis framework provided the theoretical lens through which I made sense of how learners used GeoGebra and how GeoGebra contributed to their understanding of mathematics. Semiotic mediation provided the means to understand how participants used the graphical and symbolic algebraic representations to construct knowledge of modulus function. These frameworks are discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
The two frameworks were supplemented by Goos et al’s (2004) four metaphors, which theorise the varying degrees to which students use technology. Goos et al’s (2004) carried a three year longitudinal study that investigated the role of electronic technologies in students’ exploration of mathematical ideas and in mediating their social interactions with teachers and peers. Their study explicitly addressed technology as a tool that is integral to the mathematical practice of students and teachers in particular learning environments. Goos et al (2004) came up with four roles for technology in relation to teaching and learning interactions (master, servant, partner and extension of self). These metaphors are discussed in detail in Chapter 2: Section 2.1.3.

I examined in detail the experience of the participants while using GeoGebra, as they worked through set tasks during mathematics lessons. This study worked with a small group of participants with the aim to interpret the experiences of each individual while working in a GeoGebra environment. I carried out observations during scheduled workshop sessions. The workshops are slots on the main timetable aimed at giving students additional support in their learning.

Participants’ activities and discussions were captured on screencast videos and analysed to aggregate frequently used features of GeoGebra; the ways in which participants used the software; the discussions; conjectures derived from their observations of multiple representations and the approaches they used to solve problems.

In the last session, I elicited for participants’ views about their experiences of using GeoGebra during the sessions. Open questions were raised during these discussions. The purpose of open questions was to provide an opportunity for participants to describe their learning experiences and how they used GeoGebra. Lesson observation notes, data from screencast video recordings and group interview was triangulated based on themes derived from the research questions.

Since the research focused on participants’ experiences of investigating a mathematical concept using GeoGebra, data collected through screencast video clips and field notes was analysed using an interpretive phenomenological analysis approach. Interpretive
phenomenological analysis (IPA) is a recently developed approach to qualitative enquiry committed to examining how people make sense of their major life experiences (Smith et al 2012). I selected it for this study because it is concerned with exploring experience of participants in its own terms. Smith et al (2012) define phenomenology as a philosophical approach to the study of experience. The founding principal of phenomenological inquiry, which has its roots in the field of healthcare research, is that experience should be examined in the way that it occurs and in its own terms.

This study is interpretive in the sense that participants recorded their activities and gave an account of their experiences during interviews. As a researcher, I interpreted participants’ interpretations of their own experiences. I also analysed and interpreted activities recorded on screencast video clips as well as responses from interview data, in order to understand their experiences. I tried to make sense of participants, making sense of what was happening to their learning process. Interpretive phenomenological analysis is committed to a detailed examination of a particular case (Smith et al 2012).

1.4 OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY:
This research is rooted in the theoretical framework of a Vygotskian perspective focusing on the construction of knowledge and on the mediation of tools accomplished through technology. The research therefore adopted a case study approach within a qualitative design to investigate how participants used dynamic mathematics software to develop an understanding of mathematical concepts. This approach allowed me to get in-depth understanding of the experiences of participants as they used dynamic mathematics software to explore the concept of modulus functions. The selected software for this study was GeoGebra. I focused on a small group of participants, working within a GeoGebra environment to learn about the concept of modulus functions.

The research also sought to expand the discourse of how students employ technology in their mathematical studies or more explicitly how they adapted and moulded GeoGebra for their own needs.
The literature review in Chapter 2 focuses on literature particularly relevant to this study. I divided Chapter 2 into four sections. The first section discusses the theoretical framework chosen for the study. The second section reviews literature on mathematics learning while using dynamic mathematics software. The third section analyses and discusses the functioning of specific elements of GeoGebra as semiotic registers in classroom activities. The fourth and final section looks at the concept of modulus functions as stipulated in the 'A' Level curriculum.

Chapter 3 describes the methodology applied to answer the following research questions: (1) How students employed GeoGebra to support their understanding of modulus functions and their properties? (2) How GeoGebra related to and contributed to the whole learning experience? It discusses in detail the research methodology used, research design selected, participants’ profiles and how the sample was selected. It also covers methods of data collection, data analysis methods and ethical considerations.

Chapter 4 outlines, describes and comments on the activities carried out during six sessions of the study. In each session, I highlighted how participants used technology (in this case, GeoGebra) to learn different aspects of modulus functions particular to each session. Session 1 was divided into three activities. It focused on the introduction of GeoGebra, while at the same time working with problems that involved modulus functions. Session 2, dealt with the investigation of graphs of polynomials involving modulus functions. In session 3 participants sketched and compared the graphs of $y = |f(x)|$ and $y = f(|x|)$. Session 4 looked at equations involving modulus functions. Session 5 was a follow up to session 4 but focused on solving inequalities involving modulus functions. In the final session, we carried out a group interview in the form of a discussion. An exercise, based on past examination questions, was also given to check participants’ understanding of the concept of modulus function. Their answers and presentation of work was analysed.

Data consists of extracts from screencast video clips captured during sessions, field notes carried out during lesson observations and class discussions, pencil and paper sketches made by pupils in some activities and interviews carried out with participants.
during and at the end of the study. Data is analysed using an interpretive phenomenological analysis framework (Smith et al 2012).

Chapter 5 is a summary of research conclusions and discussions. The first section contains answers to the research questions and summarises those results that are relevant to the teaching of modulus functions in a GeoGebra environment. The second section discusses the research findings and outlines some highlights of the research and recommendations.

Chapter 6 outlines the contributions and implications of the study. It also discusses the limitations of the study.
CHAPTER 2:

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE:

Chapter 1 briefly outlined the background to the study, research questions, and purpose of the study, with the ultimate aim to investigate how dynamic mathematics software supports the learning of mathematical concepts. This chapter outlines the theoretical frameworks used and how they contributed to the study. It outlines the role played by technology and multiple representations in the process of learning. The review looks at the contribution of dynamic mathematics software packages in developing and understanding mathematical concepts in general. It focuses on various studies that have investigated the use of technology in the teaching and learning of mathematics in general and algebraic functions in particular. The review served to highlight gaps in the literature where this study could fit.

2.0 Literature review:

Marshall and Rossman (1999) cited in Creswell (2008) and Cooper (1984) argue that reviewing literature relates the study to a larger and on-going dialogue about a topic, filling in gaps and extending prior studies. The study referenced different pieces of research, which in my opinion constituted a coherent set focusing on issues relevant to this study.

Review of literature related to this study provided a framework for establishing the layout of the study and benchmarks for comparing results with findings from other studies that investigated the use of dynamic mathematics software in the teaching and learning of mathematics. It also gave me an insight on how other comparable studies selected methodologies, methods and theoretical frameworks and how data was analysed (Gray 2009). This informed and guided my choice of methods of data collection, presentation and analysis.

The literature review, therefore, concentrates on five main areas of research relevant to this study. The first section describes the framework used to conduct the research and to analyse the data for this study. The second section examines previous studies that focused on integration of dynamic mathematics software in mathematics teaching and
learning and highlights their findings. The third section focuses on the role of multiple representations in the teaching of mathematics in general and algebraic functions in particular. The fourth section focuses on the software, GeoGebra and includes a brief history of its development, its features and why it was selected for this study. The fifth and last section focuses on modulus functions: their place in the A level curriculum in England and Wales, their nature and research studies that have investigated the teaching of modulus functions.

2.1 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK:
The field of technology use in the teaching and learning of mathematics has over the years, presented a theoretical challenge to researchers. Various conceptual frameworks that potentially provide an insight into technology in the learning and teaching of mathematics have been proposed. Research studies on technology integration in mathematics education (Verillon & Rabardel 1995; Rabardel 1995; Guin & Trouche 1999; Lagrange 1999; Artigue 1998; Artigue 2002; Trouche, 2005), have taken place, primarily from a constructivist perspective on learning, which emphasises the social and cultural nature of mathematics activities. The constructivist approach to learning argues that learning is personally constructed and is achieved through interaction with tools / artefacts (Kafai & Resnick 1996).

Constructivist learning theory is founded in the research of Jean Piaget. Piaget's (1973) central concern was not whether children construct knowledge but rather the process through which they construct knowledge. Recent views of constructivist learning in mathematics education research add to the work of Vygotsky (1978). Vygotsky believed that individuals could achieve higher ground through interaction with more knowledgeable individuals.

Vygotsky pointed out that in the practical sphere, human beings use artefacts, reaching achievements that would otherwise have remained out of reach. My perspective of constructivist learning approach combines views of Piaget and Vygotsky. My perspective evolved as a result of reviewing literature and reflecting on my own teaching practices.
Individuals construct knowledge and social interaction facilitates that knowledge construction. This research, therefore, is rooted more in a Vygotskian socio-constructivist perspective focusing on how learners construct knowledge and how GeoGebra, as an artefact in a learning environment, mediates in the learning process.

2.1.1 Philosophical Paradigms: Objectivism and Constructivism:
Objectivism has dominated the field of education since the time of B.F. Skinner and Robert Gagné. Vrasidas (2000) argue that most of the traditional approaches to learning and teaching based on behavioristic and cognitive theories share philosophical assumptions that are fundamental in objectivism. According to Vrasidas (2000), the objectivist believes that there is a real world out there consisting of entities structured according to their properties and relations. They believe that real world is fully structured and that it can be modeled. Knowledge and truth exist outside the mind of the individual and are therefore objective (Tam 2000; Jonassen 1991a). This implies that knowing and learning are processes for representing and mirroring reality. Individuals can interpret either knowledge as correct or incorrect (Jonassen 1991).

Objectivists regard thinking as effective only if it adequately describes some objective reality. The position that objectivism makes is that the world is real, that it is structured, and that its structure can be modeled for the learner. The major assumptions of objectivism are that: knowledge exists outside the learner and there is an absolute truth; learners are told about the world and are expected to replicate its content and structure in their thinking. It asserts that there is a particular body of knowledge that needs to be transmitted to a learner. Learners are not encouraged to make their own interpretations of what they perceive the reality to be (Jonassen 1991).

The role of education in the objectivist view is to help students learn about the world. Learning is, thus viewed as the acquisition and accumulation of a finite set of skills and facts (Tam 2000).

The philosophical and epistemological assumptions of objectivism are then contrasted with constructivism. Constructivism is a philosophical and epistemological approach, which describes learning as a change in meaning constructed from experience (Newby
et al. 1996). It places learners at the centre of the learning process. Constructivism holds that knowing, is a process of actively interpreting and constructing individual knowledge representations. At the heart of constructivism, is a concern for lived experience or the world as experienced and understood by the learner. This is radically different from what objectivists conceive to be learning.

Constructivism is concerned with how learners construct knowledge. Simon (1995) argues that constructivism derives from a philosophical position that human beings have no access to an objective reality, that is, a reality independent of our way of knowing it. Human beings construct knowledge of the world from their perceptions and experiences, which are themselves, mediated through previous knowledge. Constructivism acknowledges the existence of the external reality. However, Vrasidas (2000) argues that this external reality only sets boundaries of what people can experience. Vrasidas (2000) concurs with Jonassen (1991) who argues that reality is local and people construct their own reality through interpreting perceptual experiences of the external world. No one true reality exists, except for individual interpretations of the world. Interpretations are shaped by experience and social interactions.

In this study, I used a constructivist epistemology as a philosophical approach to investigate the scope, structure and very nature of knowledge constructed through participants’ interaction with GeoGebra.

2.1.2 The constructivist approach:

Constructivist theory has been prominent in recent research on mathematics learning and teaching and has provided a basis for recent reforms in mathematics teaching. In the 90s, constructivist approach to teaching was central to empirical and theoretical research in mathematics education carried out by Steffe and Gale (1995), Cobb (1995), von Glasersfeld (1991), and Cobb, Yackel & Wood (1992) to mention a few.

Constructivism focuses attention on how people learn. Recent efforts to integrate technology in the classroom have been within a constructivist framework (Gilakjani et al 2013). Jonassen (1991) argues that in a constructivist-learning environment, students use technology to manipulate data and explore relationships. It suggests that
mathematical knowledge results from learners forming models in response to tasks and challenges that come from actively engaging mathematics problems and environments – not from simply taking in information.

There are two constructivist perspectives that have dominated research on technology in mathematics education: (1) radical constructivism and (2) social constructivism. Cobb (1994) argues that the radical and social constructivism cannot be separated because both complement each other. The two perspectives share the same epistemological assumption that knowledge or meaning is not discovered, but constructed by the human mind. Knowledge is actively created or invented by the learner, not passively received from the environment (Cobb 1994). Students need to construct their own understanding of mathematical concepts.

The major difference between radical and social constructivism is around the locus of knowledge construction. Even though both perspectives have the same general interest on how individuals learn or construct knowledge, they differ markedly with respect to the mechanisms they see at work.

Radical constructivism is associated with Ernst von Glasersfeld, whose thinking was profoundly influenced by the theories of Piaget. von Glasersfeld (1989) defines radical constructivism according to the conceptions of knowledge. He sees knowledge as being constructed by the learner through the senses or by way of communication (von Glasersfeld 1989). von Glasersfeld assumes that external reality cannot be known and that the learner constructs all knowledge ranging from everyday observations to scientific knowledge. von Glasersfeld focuses on the individual learner and pays scant attention to the social processes in knowledge construction.

Radical constructivists argue that it is not possible to judge knowledge as an ontological or metaphysical reality (Terhart 2003). It emphasises discovery learning in complex situations and learning in social contexts, while strongly distrusting systematic evaluation of educational outcomes. Radical constructivists argue that students must discover knowledge by themselves without explicit instruction. It focuses on the individual’s construction of knowledge, thus taking a cognitive or psychological
perspective. Simon (1995) argues that even though social interaction is seen as an important context in radical constructivism, the focus is on the reorganisation of individual cognition.

This research is rooted in the social constructivist theoretical perspective, with particular regards to the social construction of knowledge through the mediation of technology. The selection of a constructivist epistemology was influenced by social constructivist perspective, which assumes that learning precedes intellectual development through mediated transactions and that social interaction plays a fundamental role in the children’s acquisition of knowledge (Cole 1996, Wertsch 1991).

Social constructivism views learning as a collective process by which people learn through interaction with artefacts, signs, other peers and adults (Goos et al 2001). It focuses on how individuals construct and make sense of their world (Robson, 2009). Social constructivists argue that the formation of learning requires, among other things, the use of technology and symbolic tools (Artigue 2002) to act as mediators of knowledge acquisition.

Vygotsky, one of the proponents of social constructivism, focused on the social factors that influence learning. In Vygotsky’s days, there was no digital technology, which has radically changed the learning environment from what he originally conceived it to be. The introduction of technology has seen a number of researchers (Ridgeway 1997, Verillon & Rabardel 1995) revisiting Vygotsky’s socio-constructivist theories with the view to reconceptualise them within the emerging research field of technology in mathematics education (Clark-Wilson 2010). Developments in technology have brought in new dimensions to warrant technology inclusion within the domain of cultural artefacts available in mathematics learning environments. Crawford (1996) considers technology as cultural artefacts that students can use to mediate and internalise mathematics learning.

The social constructivist perspective adopted for this study entails understanding how interaction with GeoGebra shaped the development of the learners’ conception of modulus functions in General Certificate of Education (GCE) Advanced level
mathematics, how they interacted with the software and what they learned as they worked in this environment.

Kaptelinin (2005) claims that the nature of any artefact can be understood within the framework of human activity, by understanding the ways people use this artefact and the needs it serves. Kaptelinin (2005: 56) argues that, “... technology is just another artefact that mediates the interaction between learners and their learning environment”. The human activity perspective states that computer technology does not only change the tasks but also often empowers the individual learner to develop cognitive structures that remain in the mind even if the external tool is no longer used (Kaptelinin 2005).

The research follows two major theoretical frameworks within a socio-constructivist perspective: (a) instrumental genesis which draws on Vygotsky’s (1978) work on tool use and; (b) semiotic mediation perspective (Bartolini Bussi & Mariotti 2008, Nardi 1996), which looks at the potentiality of artefacts in fostering a relationship between pupils and mathematical knowledge. The next section explains how the two perspectives (instrumental genesis and semiotic mediation) provide a unified theoretical framework in examining the learning process in a GeoGebra integrated mathematics classroom.

2.1.3 Instrumental approach:
Instrumental genesis, attributed to social constructivist Rabardel (1995), draws on Vygotsky’s (1978) work on tool use. The complex nature of tool use has acquired considerable attention within cognitive ergonomics (Rabardel 1995) as well as the activity theory Engeström (1999). The instrumental approach focuses on the way individual learners use tools (Artigue, 2002; Rabardel, 2002; Trouche, 2005; Verillon & Rabardel, 1995). The approach stresses the distinction between the artefact – the object and the instrument.

For the purpose of this study, words ‘artefact’ and ‘instrument’ are often used interchangeably to mean the same thing. However, the distinction between artefact and instrument helped me to analyse separately the potentialities of GeoGebra and the actual uses that were realised through it, as explained below.
Rabardel (1995) defines an artefact as the material symbolic object designed according to a particular goal, embedding a specific knowledge. He defines an instrument as a mixed entity made up of both artefact-type components and schematic components. Instruments are a construction of an individual with a psychological character strictly related to how an artefact is being utilised within a context. Vygotsky (1981) cited in Clark-Wilson (2010) defines artefacts as artificial devices for mastering mental processes and offers a list of examples, which include language, counting systems, algebraic symbols and diagrams.

Rabardel (2002) views an artefact as a particular object with intrinsic characteristics, designed and realised for the purpose of accomplishing a particular task. Artefacts are artificial objects that have been invented for certain purposes. To use a specific artefact, the learner needs to develop schemes, progressively. In the analysis of educational software used in this study, I initially treated the elements of the interface of GeoGebra as artefacts and observed them being developed into instruments as participants worked through modulus function activities.

Rabardel (1995) argues that an instrument is more than an artefact. It consists of the artefact and cognitive schemes, needed to use the artefact. An instrument is the association of an artefact and the modalities of its use, as elaborated by the user (Rabardel 1995). Rabardel further argues that learners transform an artefact into an instrument in order to perform a task. In the case of this study, an instrument is defined as the artefact used to perform the task plus the learners’ schemes, which allow them to perform the task and control the learning activity.

Rabardel (1995) refers to the process of building an instrument from an artefact as instrumental genesis. Guin and Trouche (1999) describe instrumental genesis as the process by which an artefact is transformed into an instrument by the user. An artefact at the outset does not have an instrumental value. It is a material or abstract object, given to a user. An artefact becomes an instrument through a process, or a genesis, by the construction of cognitive schemes (Verillon and Rabardel 1995).
Instrumental genesis consists of two interrelated processes: the instrumentation process directed towards the user and the instrumentalisation process directed towards the artefact (Verillon and Rabardel 1995).

Instrumentation process is directed towards the user, loading the artefact with potentialities and eventually transforming it for specific uses. An instrument is thus, made up of an artefact component and a cognitive component (knowledge necessary for using the artefact for performing the task). The process of constructing cognitive schemes is developmental since they emerge as users execute tasks (Verngaud 1996). Cognitive schemes are psychological constructs that operationalise an artefact in order to carry out specific tasks (Artigue 2002).

In the past, some psychologists (Verillon & Rabardel, 1995) have shown through empirical research, how by drawing on learners’ previous knowledge and experience, artefacts give rise to mental construction of knowledge. While using an artefact in a mathematical activity, the artefact shapes the learner’s mental conception of the activity and the learner builds his/her own schemes of action for the artefact (Guin & Trouche, 1999; Hoyles, Noss & Kent, 2004; Mariotti, 2002; Trouche, 2005). Trouche (2005) says that instrumentation comprises not only the rules and heuristics for applying an artefact to task, but also an understanding of the task through which that application becomes meaningful to the user.

Artigue (2002) defines instrumentalisation as the process when users discover the various functionalities of the artefact and transform them into personal use. It is concerned with the emergence and development of utilisation schemes. Instrumentalisation process depends on the user and leads to an internalisation of the uses of the artefact. Instrumentalisation can go through different phases: a stage of discovery and selection of the relevant functions, a stage of personalisation and a stage of transformation of the artefact sometimes in a direction unplanned by the designer.

Instrumental genesis therefore, comprises the development of cognitive schemes containing conceptual understanding and techniques for using an artefact for a specific task. The resulting instrument integrates the artefact and mental schemes. The user's
knowledge guides the way the tool is used and in a sense shapes the artefact into an instrument.

Researchers (Verillon & Rabardel, 1995; Rabardel, 2002; Guin & Trouche, 1999; Lagrange, 1999a; Artigue et al., 1998; Artigue, 2002 and Trouche, 2005) have used instrumental genesis framework to elaborate a mutual transformation of learner and artefacts in the course of construction of knowledge with technological tools. White (2008) analysed three classroom episodes, investigating the relationship between a designer’s objectives and students’ use of the tool in situated activities in a learning environment. White (2008:9) concluded that, “Instrumental genesis makes an artefact meaningful in the context of mathematical activities and provides a means by which users simultaneously make sense of the artefact and the concept being studied”.

The instrumental genesis framework focuses on the mediating role of tools by stressing the co-emergence of tool techniques and meaning in the process of learning. In this study, the instrumental genesis framework addressed the first research question: “In what ways did participants use GeoGebra to support their understanding of the concept of modulus functions”. I used the instrumental genesis framework to make sense of students’ mathematics activities where GeoGebra was distinctively instrumental in the learning process. It provided an appropriate theoretical framework for analysing the process through which GeoGebra became a conceptual tool, simultaneously characterising the ways participants came to implement and understand the software in the context of learning the concept of modulus functions. Instrumental genesis dealt with the technology aspect of this study, focusing on how participants used GeoGebra.

To analyse instrumental genesis within a group context, I used Goos et al’s (2004) four metaphors, which theorise the varying degrees to which students use technology. The instrumental genesis framework focuses on the way individual learners use tools (Artigue 2002, Rabardel 2002, Trouche 2005, Verillon & Rabardel 1995). Goos et al. (2004) focus on group interactions and whole class discussions where students use technology to share and test their mathematical understanding.
The four metaphors were drawn from a three-year longitudinal study of senior secondary school classrooms. The longitudinal study examined pedagogical issues in using technology as a mediator in mathematics teaching. From that study, Goos et al (2004) illustrated four roles for technology in relation to teaching and learning interactions. Firstly, they illustrated technology as a master. At the first level, students’ knowledge and usage of the technology was limited to a narrow range of operations. Secondly, they illustrated technology as a servant. Students used technology as a supplementary tool but not in creative ways that changed the nature of activities. Thirdly, technology is illustrated as a partner. Students used technology creatively to provide new ways of approaching existing tasks, an observation also made by Templer, Klung & Gould (1998). Technology was also used to mediate collaboration and discussion during lessons. The last of the four metaphors was where technology was used as an extension of self. At this level, students used technology to extend their existing competencies. Technology became a natural part of their mathematical tools. Students became confident to use the technology to explore new ideas.

For meanings to emerge from the mathematical context, it was crucial to identify the relationship between the use of the artefact and the mathematical knowledge. Semiotic mediation framework discussed below, was the appropriate framework to analyse this relationship.

2.1.4 Semiotic mediation framework:

Semiotic mediation framework enabled me to understand the effects of multiple representations and their contribution to participants’ learning experiences. Analyses such as those by Maracci and Mariotti (2009) cited in Drijvers, Kieran & Mariotti (2010) show that the semiotic mediation framework complements theories on instrumentation. Semiotic mediation deals with the potentiality of fostering a relationship between pupils and mathematical knowledge, through the means of representations.

Arzarello (2006) sees the combination instrument-artefact as a semiotic system in the wider sense of the term. An instrument is a semiotic representation of an artefact with rules of use that bear an intentional character (Arzarello 2006).
Over the last years, semiotic mediation has been broadly discussed as a theoretical perspective for analysing and describing some central problems of mathematics education. Falcade et al. (2007), Bartolini Bussi and Mariotti (2008) and Duval (2006) conducted research in the field of mathematics education for many years. They contributed to the development of a theoretical framework for semiotic mediation in the mathematics classroom with publications in several research studies.

In a research project that involved 10th grade classes (15 – 16 year old students) in France and Italy, Falcade et al (2007) investigated Cabri tools as instruments of semiotic mediation in the learning and teaching of mathematics. From excerpts of collective discussions during their project, they noted particular ways in which the ‘trace’ tool in Cabri functioned as a potential semiotic mediator but the report does not specify “How?”

In semiotic terms, learning mathematics is viewed as acquiring the competence to express oneself appropriately through the means of symbols or multiple representations (Hoffmann 2001). The process of semiotic mediation occurs when learners use an artefact to accomplish a mathematical task. Any artefact is a tool of semiotic mediation as long as it is intentionally used to mediate mathematical content. There are techniques related to the actual use of the artefact and techniques related to the mathematical tasks developed in the process. Mathematical knowledge gained by students through experience with technological tools is shaped, not only by the tasks they tackle or by their interactions with the teacher and other students, but also by the features of the artefact (Jones 2000). Cobb (1995) argues that the artefact that students use is central to the process by which students acquire knowledge and skills. They shape and transform mental processes. However, the function of semiotic mediation of an artefact is not automatically activated by merely using the artefact. For meanings to emerge, it is crucial to identify the relationship between the use of the artefact and the mathematical knowledge.

In a classroom setting, a mediated mathematical action is grounded in the way various tools such as mathematical symbols, computer generated diagrams, graphs, notation systems of software, iconic and graphic representations are appropriated. Rogoff (1990) claims that participating in mathematical activities, mediated by technology, enables the
students to internalise technology as a thinking tool and then move towards structural reorganisation of mind that makes it possible to think without such tools.

GeoGebra is a computational software with semiotic capabilities, because it provides a close connection between the symbolic manipulation and visualisation capabilities of Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) and Dynamic Geometry Software (DGS). The features of GeoGebra that can contribute to the learning of mathematics are seen much more clearly in the semiotic perspective than using the instrumental approach. GeoGebra has a very specific way of simultaneously using multiple windows to display the same concept. In its interface, all the windows (the CAS window, Graphics window, Spreadsheet, 3D graphics and algebra window) can be viewed simultaneously.

Duval (2006) defines semiotic registers as systems that permit transformation of representations from one format to another. A semiotic system for representations consists of a ‘source register’ (i.e. the Input window) and a ‘target register’ (i.e. graphics and algebraic screens in GeoGebra). According to Duval (2006), viewing multiple screens simultaneously creates an environment for the possible conversion of the same concept between the two semiotic registers. This helps learners unify concepts (Duval 2006). Various kinds of conversions between the registers/screens touch on the cognitive complexity of comprehension in mathematics learning and on the specific thinking processes required in a mathematical activity (Duval 2006). Comprehension assumes the coordination of at least two registers of semiotic representations (Duval 2006).

GeoGebra presented a semiotic system and each representation in the multiple windows, was considered, in this research, as a semiotic register in the sense defined by Duval (2006). The representations in the GeoGebra input window represents the source registers, with the graphs and algebraic expressions displayed in the multiple windows as the target registers. However, by using a mouse to drag the graph across the screen; selecting a tool from the menu; using commands from the ‘Input Help’ menu or using sliders to change value of parameters, can sometimes assume the role of source registers. In GeoGebra, the 2-D graphics register has a slider component that forms an environment for dynamic variations. Duval (2006) claims, variations in the
graphics register provided by the slider and the algebraic register are key elements in the construction of associated meanings in algebraic functions.

Duval argues that being able to convert representations between semiotic registers is the threshold of mathematical comprehension. Understanding and learning mathematics presupposes the ability to transform representations within given semiotic systems and to switch between the different registers Duval (2006).

The next section defines how the phrase ‘dynamic mathematics software’ is used in this study and highlights claims and findings from research literature on the dynamic mathematics software’s capabilities to enhance mathematics teaching and learning.

2.2 Dynamic mathematics software:
The term ‘dynamic mathematics software’ is used in this study to refer to Dynamic Geometry Software (DGS) such as Cabri and Geometer Sketchpad (which concentrates on relationships between points, lines and circles) and Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) such as Derive, Autograph and Maple, (which focus on manipulation of symbolic expressions). This study specifically focuses on GeoGebra, a hybrid software which combines functions from DGS and CAS. Hoyles and Noss (2003) view dynamic geometry systems as pedagogic tools finely tuned for the exploration of a mathematical domain and providing a setting in which students can construct and experiment with geometrical objects and relationships.

Dynamic mathematics software environments are intended to improve the learning of mathematics by creating a context in which sense can be made of a mathematical activity (Gutierrez, Laborde, Noss & Rakov 1999). Pioneering work by researchers in mathematics education has associated dynamic mathematics software with pedagogical orientation, in which it serves to create experimental environments where collaborative learning and student exploration are encouraged. Research in dynamic mathematics software: Computer Algebra Systems (Artigue, 2002, Ruthven, 2002), and Dynamic Geometry Software (Mariotti 2002, Laborde 2003), generally presents the software as a potentially important and effective tool in the teaching and learning of mathematics.
Ruthven et al. (2008) argue that dynamic mathematics software has the potential for changing the beliefs and the behaviour of learners. This in turn changes learners’ view of mathematics from a static-deductive activity that emphasises proofs already discovered by others, to an exploratory-inductive activity that emphasises the heuristics involved in discovering results (Ruthven et al. 2008).

Mainali & Key (2012) claim that dynamic mathematics software offers new tools that go beyond pencil and paper methods. This concurs with Ruthven’s argument that dynamic mathematics software enhances the discovery learning process by enabling students to explore more and more examples on the computer screen than is feasible with pencil and paper. The multiple related representations in dynamic mathematics software environments provide an opportunity for direct manipulation of both symbolic and graphic representations (Mainali & Key 2012).

Pitta-Pantazi and Christou (2009) only highlight the capabilities of dynamic geometry learning environment in accommodating different cognitive styles and how it enhances students’ learning without any supporting evidence to their claim.

The claims made in the preceding paragraphs are however, not baseless. In the last two decades, Hoyles & Jones (1998), Kokol-Voljc (1999) and Laborde (2003) investigated and analysed dynamic geometry software and concluded that it enhanced the teaching and learning of traditional Euclidean geometry.

Arzarello et al. (2002), Falcade et al (2007), Gawlick (2002, 2005) found that the use of dynamic geometry software (DGS) promotes students’ understanding of geometry. After analysing the interaction between geometry as a subject, Cabri as a computer tool and students as users, Straesser (2009) concluded that mathematical tasks involving the use of Cabri deeply change geometry and the process of learning mathematics. Falcade, et al., (2007) found that using the trace tool in Cabri provided learners with a variety of representations helping them to understand functional dependency in the context of functions. De Villiers (1997, 1998) cited in Hadas (2000) illustrated how students enriched investigations in dynamic geometry environments by asking the ‘what if’ questions, which lead to generalisations and discoveries.
On the negative, Holzl (2001) argues that dynamic geometry software has been reduced to a verifying approach, in which students are simply expected to vary geometric configurations in order to produce empirical confirmation of already formulated Euclidean results.

Most research on dynamic mathematics software I came across focuses on technological and pedagogical issues, largely overlooking learners. Sharpe et al (2005) state that many studies have focused primarily on pedagogy and teachers’ experiences rather than on how learners actually use and experience technology. Other studies have focused on the role of dynamic mathematics software as a tool in the process of learning mathematics. This research therefore identifies a gap on learners’ experiences of using dynamic mathematics software (GeoGebra) to investigate a particular phenomenon (modulus functions).

There are other salient features of dynamic mathematics software which I considered to be important to this study. These are: provision for instant feedback; speed of execution; and ability to provide differentiated learning situations, which are discussed below in greater detail.

2.2.1 Instant feedback:
Dynamic mathematics software provides fast and reliable feedback, which is non-judgemental and impartial. It allows students to work with real-time images, something that cannot be done within traditional pen and paper environment. Clements (2000) argues that working in real-time encourages students to make their own conjectures and to test out and modify their ideas. This study, involved participants using a dynamic mathematics software (GeoGebra) to construct graphs of functions $y = f(x)$ to $y = |f(x)|$ or $y = f(|x|)$ and manipulating the representations using ‘sliders’, getting immediate feedback on the nature of the transformed representations. Instant feedback allowed participants the freedom to construct their own understanding of modulus functions based on the common features of the graphs that were immediately presented on the screen. It also allowed participants to monitor and manage their learning which is consistent with constructivist based learning.
2.2.2 Speed of execution:
Dynamic mathematics software enables students to produce many examples when exploring mathematical problems. This supports observation of patterns, fostering the making and justification of generalisations. Dick (1992) and Hopkins (1992) observed that dynamic mathematics software allowed students to explore more difficult problems, by providing quick ways of presenting data in different formats, something that was slow and tedious while using pencil and paper. By reducing time, that in the past was spent learning and performing tedious pencil and paper arithmetic and algebraic algorithms, dynamic mathematics software allows students to spend more time developing mathematical understanding, reasoning and application. It provides participants with learning tools that mediate their learning.

In this study, GeoGebra presented participants with opportunities to investigate many cases of modulus functions at high speed. One aspect that the study explored was whether this increase in the speed of execution promoted deeper understanding of the concept of modulus functions. The focus was on whether the increased speed of execution allowed participants to spend more time focusing on understanding things that change and things that stays the same, and the time to interpret results (Dick 1992, Hopkins 1992).

2.2.3 Differentiated learning:

The next section looks at the role of multiple representations in the learning of mathematics and how this impacts on this study.
2.3 The role of multiple representations on teaching and learning.

The role of GeoGebra in probing understanding of modulus functions through the use of its multiple representational facilities formed the foundation of this study. The use of multiple representations has been strongly connected with the complex process of learning in mathematics, and more particularly, with seeking students’ better understanding of important mathematical concepts. Ozgun-Koca (2001) argues that the use of multiple representations has unavoidable contributions on meaningful algebra learning. Bayazit and Aksoy (2007) argue that representing the same concept in two different ways on the same screen promotes learners’ depth of understanding and development of knowledge across the representations. This section focuses on the contributions of multiple representations in the learning and teaching of mathematics.

Ozgun-Koca (2001) defines multiple representations as mathematical embodiments of ideas and concepts that provide the same information in more than one form.

Duval (2006), classifies representations as either internal or external. Goldin & Janvier (1998) define external representations as structured situations that can be seen as embodying mathematical ideas. Cobb, Yackel and Wood (1992) view external representations as situated in the students’ environments. On the other hand, constructivists view internal representations as those that exist inside students’ heads. Internal representations describe some aspects of the process of mathematical thinking and problem solving (Cobb, Yackel and Wood 1992). They are individual cognitive configurations inferred from human behaviour (Goldin & Janvier 1998).

The need for students to use multiple representations has widely been accepted within mathematics education and research. This is manifest in the increased interest in designing free technology that supports multiple representations of mathematical concepts.

In 2001 Markus Hohenwarter initiated the development of GeoGebra with the aim of coming up with a completely new kind of tool for mathematics education in secondary schools. In 2011 DESMOS Inc. developed a free web-based platform for users to perform calculations, share and create interactive resources.
The important role that multiple representations play in the learning of mathematics can explain the wide number of investigations focusing on this topic in mathematics education research. A growing research base in cognitive psychology, cognitive science and mathematics education points to the crucial role of multiple representations in mathematical problem solving. Socio-cultural discourses have increasingly recognised multiple representations as central to the appropriation of knowledge through representational activity. The discourse on the nature and role of representational environments is well established, with several key texts devoted solely to this theme (Confrey, 1990; Janvier 1987, Kaput 1989).


and more flexible understanding of mathematical concepts. Studies by Ozgun-Koca (2001) and Pitts (2003) provide evidence about the effectiveness of multiple representations based instruction in college algebra course. They found that the use of multiple representations enabled students to establish connections between varieties of representational modes.

Kaput (1992) points out that the use of multiple representations presents a clear and better picture of a concept or idea. Kaput argues that when multiple representations are utilised to illustrate various aspects of a mathematical idea, they contribute to the complexity of the learning environment and reduce the cognitive load on the part of learners. Learners, who seek deep understanding, are expected to grasp, not only the dynamic nature of each representation but also the dynamic connections among multiple representations (Kaput 1992). According to Duval (2006), the most difficult aspects of learning mathematics, is learning how to handle conversions between different representations of the same concept.

Schoenfeld, Smith and Arcavi (1993) cited in Ainsworth (1999) examined one student’s understanding of mathematical functions using a multi-representational environment that exploited both algebraic and graphical representations to support learning. The student’s increasingly successful performance led the researchers to conclude that she had mastered fundamental components of the learning domain by exploiting multiple representations involving algebra and graphs.

Findings from research studies conducted by Orton (1983) and Tall (1985) indicate that the use of multiple representations is advantageous to promoting conceptual understanding of graphs of derivatives.

In a non-computer environment, Brenner et al (1995) conducted a twenty day multiple representation study including variables in algebraic problem solving with seventh and eighth graders. In post-test results, they found that treatment students were more successful in representing and solving problems involving functions and words. Multiple representation-based instructions promoted conceptual understanding of algebra and made students conceptualise functions better than when they used pencil and paper.
Cikla (2004) investigated the effects of multiple representation-based instructions on Seventh Grade students' performance in algebra in a public school in Turkey. The conclusions from Cikla's study revealed that multiple representation-based instructions had a significant effect on students' algebra performance.

However, there are some noted weaknesses or disadvantages of using multiple representations in mathematics teaching and learning. Yerushalmy (1991) found that even after extensive experience with multi-representational learning experiences designed to teach understanding of functions, only twelve per cent of students gave answers that involved both numerical and visual representations. Most answers indicated that pupils used one representation and neglected the other. Yerushalmy's research suggests that appreciating the links, mainly across multiple representations, is not automatic.

Poppe (1993) explored the effects of differing technological approaches to calculus on students’ use and understanding of multiple representations when solving problems. Poppe found that although students realised that tables, graphs and mapping diagrams were helpful, they did not use them simultaneously, in order to solve unfamiliar problems unless suggested to do so. Dufour-Janvier et al (1987) investigated the accessibility of representations and concluded that linking of the representations is sometimes abstract to students, and this could provoke lack of meaning to them.

Duval (2006) noted that when the roles of representations in source registers and representations in the target registers are inverted within a multiple representation conversion task, the problem is radically changed for students. This was noted when students could easily draw graphs from given equations but failed to present correct answers when the registers were inverted (i.e. starting with the graph and asking for the algebraic function that represents the graph).

Advocates of a constructivist approach to education argue that dynamically linking representations through use of technology leaves a learner too passive in the process (Ainsworth 1999). Ainsworth argues that such dynamic links discourage reflection on the nature of the transformation, leading to failure by the learner to construct the required
understanding. Students can see things dynamically changing but might not understand how they are changing and the role of the teacher in providing guidance and explanations is crucial.

The next section focuses on the features and interface of GeoGebra. GeoGebra has the capacity to link mathematics object to each other in a multiple representational environment. It provides real-time dynamic changes to all corresponding representations that are simultaneously displayed on the computer screen. GeoGebra provides options to move between visual mathematics options on its multiple screens, and options to dynamically change the objects. Images on the multiple screens can be enlarged for clarity, functions can be modified and colour coded. GeoGebra offers learners the possibility to simultaneously access different representations of the same concept.

2.4 CASE OF GEOGEBRA:
In choosing software appropriate for this study I considered four key aspects (pedagogical; mathematical; organisational and accessibility). The pedagogical aspect highlighted whether the software could be used to help participants learn modulus functions, develop concepts, increase knowledge, improve understanding and reinforce skills. The second, mathematical aspect, considered whether the software had facilities to process algebraic and graphical functions? Was it possible for the learners to link the different semiotic registers dynamically? Thirdly, it was important to consider the organisational aspect. This looked at whether the software could produce graphs easily and efficiently, manage time and provide multiple-representations of the same aspect.

Finally, I considered the aspect of accessibility and cost. Although computer software for mathematics has developed extensively, concerns have been raised about the apparent limited opportunities for students to access technology during mathematics lessons (Ofsted, 2008, BECTA, 2007). Software packages like Autograph and Geometer Sketchpad were, at the time of this study, available on the college portal but not accessible to students outside college hours (0830 – 1700 hours). During college hours, groups needed to book time in the Learning Resources Centre to access these packages. Sometimes the college network was very slow and made it difficult to plan a full lesson in the Learning Resources Centre. Most of the time was consumed while

The dynamic mathematics software that met all the set criteria for this study was GeoGebra. GeoGebra is an open-source software which was developed, specifically for teaching of mathematics in schools by Markus Hohenwarter and an international team of programmers. GeoGebra was designed to contribute to the achievement of specific tasks in the teaching and learning of mathematics. It is freely available and can be downloaded from www.geogebra.org.

Due to several useful features of the package, the GeoGebra community is growing, not only in England but internationally. The community involves international developers, mathematicians, mathematics educators, classroom teachers and students (Hohenwarter & Hohenwarter, 2009; Hohenwarter & Preiner, 2007). GeoGebra has evolved in response to the demands of mathematics itself.

GeoGebra has also gained growing international recognition in the field of research in mathematics education, since its official release in 2006. In the last decade, there has been a lot of focus on GeoGebra. Hohenwarter and Jones (2007), Hohenwarter and Preiner (2007), Hohenwarter & Lavicza (2007), Chrysanthou (2008), Mehdiyev (2009), Dikovic (2009), Preiner (2008), have focused on the use and development of GeoGebra in mathematics teaching and learning.

Some of the investigations (Hohenwarter and Jones 2007, Hohenwarter and Lavicza, 2007 and Hohenwarter and Hohenwarter 2009) focused much on developing GeoGebra as a powerful teaching resource, while a few (Ruthven & Hennessey 2003, Chrysanthou 2008, Mehdiyev 2009) have investigated the potential of GeoGebra to support mathematics activities which link algebraic and geometric reasoning.

Mainali and Key (2012) investigated teachers’ impressions, feelings and beliefs concerning GeoGebra and found that all participants had positive impressions of using GeoGebra. Participating teachers seemed interested in the way they were engrossed in tasks and they expressed their enthusiasm in using the software. Dikovic (2009) looked

2.4.1 The GeoGebra interface:

Fig 2.1: The GeoGebra interface.

GeoGebra combines ease to use perspectives of Algebra, Geometry, Spreadsheets, Computer Algebra Systems (CAS), 3-D and Probability (see Fig 2.1). GeoGebra is based on Java, an independent platform, which can run on most operating systems. It is open-source software, which enables students to create their own applets and upload them on YouTube for future reference or for the purposes of sharing with peers.
It is worth noting that the development and improvements in GeoGebra react to the needs of the users. There are certain features that were not available in GeoGebra 4.4 at the time of data collection (for example: automatic colour coding of representations of same concepts). GeoGebra Version 5.0 which was released after the data collection automatically assigns different colours to different functions entered on the same screen.

**Fig 2.2: GeoGebra Menu:**

Tools on the menu have been designed for specific use. The toolbar consists of a set of toolboxes in which GeoGebra's dynamic geometry tools are organised. These tools can be activated and applied by using the mouse to achieve a specific task. Each icon on the toolbar consists of a drop-down menu that can be viewed by clicking on the icon (see Fig 2.3) allowing for selection of precise action.

**Fig 2.3: A drop-down menu on one of the icons.**

The drop-down menu allows students to select whatever option is applicable to their investigation. The name of the activated tool as well as the drop-down menu options, give students useful information on how to operate the corresponding tool and how to create new objects.

GeoGebra is designed to contribute to the achievement of mathematical tasks. From the instrumental genesis perspective, it is an artefact that embeds knowledge and has characteristics implemented by mathematics educators and mathematicians (Rabardel 1995). Its development into a useful instrument can only be enacted by users as they work to achieve particular tasks. In this study, GeoGebra only becomes an instrument for the participants when they are able to use its functionalities to investigate modulus...
function graphs. The instrumental approach advocates that schemes of use should be built by the participant.

GeoGebra provides a multiple screen presentation, which includes Algebra view; Graphics view; Spreadsheet view; Input and the Tool Bar at the top (see Fig 2.4). The base philosophy of the developers of GeoGebra has been to present the user with a large set of visualisation tools so that users can visualise abstract geometrical and algebraic concepts in real time. GeoGebra plays a role, not only in stimulating and shaping students’ visual images but in providing access to new forms of representations as well as to multiple and linked representations (Kaput, 1986).

**Fig 2.4: Multiple representations on the GeoGebra screen.**

GeoGebra provides a versatile tool for visualising mathematical ideas (Hohenwarter 2006). Fig 2.4 shows the algebraic representation of $y = x^2 + 3x - 1$ and $y = x + 2$ in the algebra view and the corresponding graphical representation in the graphics view. Algebraic functions and their corresponding representations share the same colour for easy reference. The multiple screen representation facility provides an opportunity for students to see the multiple representations of the same mathematical concept.
Participants can also view and solve equations $y = x + 2$ and $y = x^2 + 3x - 1$ simultaneously. To solve simultaneous equations $y = x + 2$ and $y = x^2 + 3x - 1$, learners can select the intersection icon found in one of the drop-down menus. When they click on each graph in the graphics view, the coordinates of the points of intersection are automatically displayed on the algebra view, hence giving the required solution of the simultaneous equations.

GeoGebra screen has multiple windows (algebraic, graphical, input and tool bar) and provides facilities to manipulate representations in the different windows. It is possible for the users on one hand, to investigate the parameters of the equation of a curve by dragging the curve in the graphics window and observe the changes to the equation in the algebraic window. On the other hand, users can change the equation of the curve directly and observe the way the representation in the graphics window change (Hohenwarter and Jones 2007).

GeoGebra has multiple representations for every object: the algebra screen shows either, the coordinates, an explicit or implicit function, or an equation in parametric form, while the graphics screen displays the corresponding graphical representation. In GeoGebra, both representations can be influenced directly by the user. The graphical representation can be changed by dragging points on sliders, while the algebraic representation is changed dynamically. The algebraic representation can be modified using the keyboard and GeoGebra will automatically adjust the related graphical representation.

Sliders play an important role in the manipulation of multiple representations on the GeoGebra screen. The next section discusses sliders and their functions in the teaching and learning of mathematics.
2.4.2 Sliders:
The graphics register in GeoGebra has a slider component that forms an environment with dynamic variations. Variations in the graphics register are a key element in the construction of associated meaning of functions.

Fig 2.5: Sliders

Sliders play a crucial role in investigating graphs of functions that involve parameters. With the rise of dynamic mathematics learning environments, sliders are increasingly being used as pedagogical tools to create interactive mathematics activities that encourage students to explore mathematical ideas. Lingguo and Selcuk (2010) argue that sliders play a pedagogical role in the learning of concepts, where multiple representations are used in order to understand the phenomenon. From a pedagogical perspective, sliders serve various roles in mathematical teaching and learning, providing opportunities and challenges for learners. In the case of graphs of modulus functions $y = |ax^2 + bx + c|$, sliders are used for the underlying values of $a$, $b$ and $c$ in order to draw different representations. It is worth noting that sliders are used to set up initial conditions for a problem situation with the explicit intention to allow for participants’ guided investigations.
Sliders are used for dragging, enabling participants to manipulate initial conditions of a problem situation and observe dynamic changes in a variety of related multiple representations. It allows the user to adjust the values of the corresponding variable through dragging. It is easy to use sliders in a function of the format $y = ax^2 + bx + c$ to avoid typing varying values of $a$, $b$ and $c$ repeatedly. Sliders enable learners to explore multiple cases of functions, without changing the degree of polynomial.

2.4.3 The uniqueness of GeoGebra:
What defines GeoGebra as a unique piece of software is its semiotic abilities, for instance in the simultaneous and dynamic representations of mathematical concepts on the same screen. This was more interesting than the software’s capability to solve specific problems in an effective way. The availability of GeoGebra in and outside the classroom offers new opportunities for students to communicate and analyse their mathematical thinking.

GeoGebra provides constant double representations of mathematical concepts. The conversion from one form of representation to another could cognitively differ in a GeoGebra environment, compared to pencil and paper environment (Misfeldt 2008). According to Duval (2006), the most difficult aspects of learning mathematics, is learning how to handle conversions between different representations of the same concept. The constant presence of dual representations on a GeoGebra screen marks a potentially large difference in accessibility to the mathematical topic of modulus function graphs.

GeoGebra extends the concepts of dynamic geometry to the fields of algebra and mathematical analysis. It fosters justification and generalisation by enabling fast, accurate sketches and exploration of multiple representational forms.

Dikovic (2009), Hohenwarter and Preiner (2008) argue that GeoGebra is more user-friendly compared to a graphic calculator, and that it offers an easy-to-use interface, multilingual menus, commands and a help line.
2.5 THE CASE OF MODULUS FUNCTIONS:

Applications in the algebraic domain of graphs, equations and inequalities of modulus functions are an integral part of the Core 3 GCE mathematics curriculum in England. The Core 3 Mathematics specifications (2014 – 2015) for Edexcel specify that students should be able to understand:

(i) The meaning of the modulus notation and modulus function |x|;
(ii) Algebraic solutions of equations and inequalities involving modulus functions
(iii) Sketch the graphs of y = f(x); y = |f(x)| and
(iv) y = f(|x|) given the graph of y = f(x)

This study focused on modulus functions. I selected the concept of modulus functions because of the investigatory nature of the concept when solving equations and inequalities and the predominant role graphical representations can play in understanding the concept.

I came across only one research literature on students’ understanding of absolute value functions by Monaghan and Ozmantar (2006), and virtually nothing on the use of GeoGebra on modulus function (or absolute value functions). Most of the literature I came across was more or less equally divided between reports in professional journals for teachers and short research reports about the potentiality of GeoGebra and its use in teacher education or university calculus.

The selection of the topic ‘modulus functions’ emanated from my observations when teaching the modulus functions topic. I noted students having problems in dealing with questions involving modulus functions. A few of the problems are highlighted in the three extracts presented below.
The first question required students to solve the equation $|2x + 1| = 3x - 2$. One student presented:

**Insert 2.1**

\[
\begin{align*}
|2x + 1| &= 3x - 2 \\
\begin{cases}
|2x + 1| &= 2x + 1 \\
2x + 1 &= 3x - 2 \\
3 &= x
\end{cases} \\
|2x + 1| &= -2x - 1 \\
-2x - 1 &= 3x - 2 \\
| &= 5x \\
x &= \frac{3}{5}
\end{align*}
\]

The student’s work was presented in a very logical way, considering the two possible cases when $|2x + 1| = 2x + 1$ and when $|2x + 1| = -2x - 1$. Without the aid of a diagram the student failed to recognise that the functions $f(x) = |2x + 1|$ and $g(x) = 3x - 2$ only have one point of intersection $(3, 7)$.

Another question required students to solve $|3 - 2x| = 4|x|$. One student presented this solution (*my own typing*).

\[
\begin{align*}
|3 - 2x| &= 4|x| \\
3 &= 6x \\
x &= \frac{3}{6}
\end{align*}
\]

What attracted my attention to this solution was the use of the modulus function notation in the final answer, which is already positive. This highlights a misunderstanding of the absolute value concept.

Another student used the aid of a sketch to solve the same problem as above, but abandoned the graph for an algebraic method.
Insert 2.2

\[
\begin{align*}
|3-2x| &= 4|x| \\
(3-2x)^2 &= 16x^2 \\
(3-2x)(3-2x) &= 16x^2 \\
9-12x+4x^2 &= 16x^2 \\
4x^2+4x-3 &= 0 \\
x &= \frac{-4 \pm \sqrt{(4)^2-4(4)(-3)}}{8} \\
x &= \frac{1}{2} \text{ or } x = \frac{-3}{2}
\end{align*}
\]

The three selected examples displayed the varying approaches learners used to solve equations involving modulus functions. The first two examples used algebraic methods with no link to graphical representations. An attempt to use graphical representations was made in the third extract, but was abandoned in favour of the algebraic method of squaring both sides of the equation.

These observations are not unique to these three students only. The MEI examiners’ reports on questions involving modulus functions also made similar observations:

The June 2008, Question 2 examination report noted that, in solving the inequality \(|2x - 1| \leq 3\) most candidates correctly derived \(x \leq 2\), but had difficulties in handling the left hand boundary of the inequality. Some candidates squared both sides, getting \(x^2 - x - 2 \leq 0\), but made the error of arguing that \((x+1)(x-2)\leq0\) \(\Rightarrow x \leq -1\) and \(x \leq 2\). Very few students used a graphical approach.

The June 2012 report identified a very common error where candidates were failing to change the inequality sign when proceeding from \(-2x > 5\) to \(x < -2.5\). It also noted that a few candidates sketched the graph of \(y = |2x + 1|\) to solve the problem. Other errors seen occasionally were \(|2x + 1| > -4\) when the modulus
function $|2x + 1|$ cannot be negative. Some candidates did not seem to appreciate that nesting the two inequalities $-2.5 > x > 1.5$ is incorrect. (MEI Core 3 June 2012, Question 2).

In solving the equation $|2x - 1| = |x|$, the report noted that most candidates attempted this by considering $\pm (2x - 1) = \pm x$, with some thinking that this led to four different possibilities and indeed finding more than two solutions by faulty algebra. A few candidates squared both sides, found the correct quadratic and solved this by either factorising or formula. Very few candidates used the graphical method (MEI Core 3 June 2011, Question 1).

The reports highlight problems that students face when solving equations involving modulus functions. There is very little use of graphs in solving equations and inequalities involving modulus functions. MEI curriculum specification (2015) recommends the use graphs when solving equations such as $|x - 2| = 2x - 1$ or inequalities like $|3x + 2| < 8$ or $|x - 3| \geq 5$ to avoid getting superfluous solutions from algebra-only based solutions.

The examination reports and students’ work show that the concept of modulus functions is difficult for students to understand. A study carried out by Monaghan and Ozmantar (2006) in Turkish schools also established that students became confused about the difference between the graphs of $y = |f(x)|$ and $y = f(|x|)$. Monaghan and Ozmantar (2006) also cited the problems encountered in the introduction of the formal definitions of $|x| = x$ if $x \geq 0$ and $|x| = -x$ if $x < 0$, as creating difficulties for students who see this as “contradictory to their perception of an absolute value as a positive number” (Monaghan and Ozmantar 2006:236).

2.6 SUMMARY:
The present study investigated the use GeoGebra to teach modulus functions to six ‘A’ level students. This chapter provided an overview of literature pertaining to the development of a theoretical framework for this study, while at the same time taking into account the theories behind multiple representations. The review presented a number of key research findings on the use of multiple representations. The review attempted to
get a clearer understanding of the ways learners used the multi-representational technologies to learn mathematical concepts.

Review of related literature focused on the theoretical framework and the philosophical paradigms chosen for this study. It looked at multiple representations in general and GeoGebra in particular and how technology has / is impacting of learners’ understanding of concepts. The focus topic, modulus functions, was also discussed highlighting its structure and the rationale of choosing it. Issues considered in the review of literature helped in focusing the study on the use of technology in teaching and learning mathematics.
CHAPTER 3:

3.0 METHODOLOGY, DESIGN and DATA COLLECTION and ANALYSIS:
There is a range of methodologies and methods available in mathematics education. In this chapter I make explicit the theories that influenced my work, since these theories influenced the ways in which I collected and analysed data. The chapter describes the methodology applied to answer the research questions. Specific topics included in this chapter are: research methodology, research design, participants and sampling techniques, methods of data collection, trustworthiness of the study, methods of data analysis and ethical considerations.

3.1 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
Crotty (1998) refers to research methodology as a systematic and theoretical analysis of the methods applied in a field of study. In education, research is situated within diverse epistemological traditions (i.e. positivism, constructivism, pragmatism, postmodernism), creating a diverse intellectual and methodological landscape.

Crotty (1998) defines epistemology as the study of knowledge and how we know what we know. Maynard (1994) cited in Crotty (1998), and Gray (2009), define epistemology as a philosophical background used to decide what kinds of knowledge are legitimate or adequate for a particular research. An epistemology is concerned with what knowledge is and how it can be acquired, and the extent to which the acquired knowledge is important to any given subject.

There are two main methodological positions namely qualitative and quantitative, used in education research. Quantitative methods are mostly employed by positivists (Crotty 1998). Quantitative research is based on measurement of quantity or amount. The process is described in terms of one or more quantities. The results of quantitative research are essentially a number or a set of numbers. Quantitative research adopts two major epistemological positions: the first position is the assumption that it is possible to acquire knowledge about the world unmediated and with no interferences. This implies that objectivity is possible, because everyone observes things in the same way. The
second assumption is that observation is never objective but always affected by the social constructions of reality.

Rajasekar et al (2006:9) list the characteristics of quantitative methods as: “numerical; non-descriptive; applies statistics or mathematics and uses numbers; an iterative process whereby evidence is evaluated; conclusive; and the results are often presented in tables and graphs”. The great advantage of quantitative approach, derived from these characteristics, is that the data is usually easy to replicate.

On the other hand, qualitative research is usually employed by constructivists. Qualitative research follows a naturalistic paradigm based on the notion that reality is not predetermined but constructed by research participants (Polit 2001).

As with all research in education, there are different interpretations and definitions for qualitative research. It is alternatively called naturalistic inquiry, field study, case study, participant observation and ethnography (Bryman, 2008; Merriam 1998; Yin 2009). Holloway and Wheeler (2010) refer to qualitative research as a form of social enquiry that focuses on the way people interpret and make sense of their experiences. Burns and Grove (2003:19) describe a qualitative approach as “a systematic approach used to describe life experiences and situations to give them meaning”. According to Creswell (2008) qualitative researchers keep a focus on the meanings that the participants hold about the problem or issue. In a mathematics classroom, data is collected as participants interact in small groups; in whole-class discussions; with the teacher or working individually.

This study follows an Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) approach to gain insight into participants’ experiences while using technology. Interpretive phenomenological analysis is a recently developed and rapidly growing approach to qualitative enquiry (Smith et al 2012). It originated and is best known in psychology but is increasingly being picked up by researchers working in cognitive psychology, social and health sciences. IPA focuses on experiences of individual participants, looking at what sense they make of what is happening to them. The founding principal of IPA, which has its roots in the field of healthcare research, is that experience should be
examined in the way that it occurs and in its own terms. IPA is usually used to study small numbers of participants aiming to reveal the experience of each individual. It is concerned with the detailed examination of lived experience.

This study focused on the experience of six participants in a classroom environment, using GeoGebra to investigate modulus functions within a constructivist paradigm. The rationale for using IPA in this research was to explore and describe how learners experienced technology in the process of investigating modulus functions. The choice of an IPA approach seemed appropriate since the study is concerned with exploring participants’ experiences. The classroom setting remained the direct source of data (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2003). An IPA approach was also appropriate to capture real-time experiences as learners were at work.

### 3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN:

Parahoo (1997) describes a research design as a plan that describes how, when and where data is collected and analysed. Philliber et al. (1980) consider a research design as a blueprint for research, dealing with at least four problems: research questions; which data are relevant; what data to collect and how to analyse the results. It also includes how data is collected, what instruments are employed, how the instruments are used and how the collected data is analysed. For Borg and Gall (1989) a research design is a process of creating an empirical test to support or refute a knowledge claim. Polit (2001:167) define a research design as “the researchers’ overall, for answering research questions or testing the research hypothesis”. Creswell (2008) views research designs as specific procedures involved in the last three steps of the research process: data collection, data analysis and report writing. All the above definitions (Creswell 2008; Parahoo1997; Borg and Gall 1989; Polit 2001 and Philliber 1980) share a common view that research designs lay out a process for data collection and data analysis.

The research design selected for this study incorporated IPA theories within a socio-constructivists paradigm, in an attempt to explore how participants interacted with technology in the mathematical activities set for this study. This study adopted a case study approach, structured according to Crotty’s (1998) suggested research process. Crotty (1998:4) suggests that in developing a research design, the researcher should
answer basic questions: “what theoretical perspective lies behind the methodology; what methodology controls our choice and use of methods and what methods are proposed to be used”.

The IPA approach, grounded within a constructivist epistemology, considers truth and meaning as constructed and interpreted by individuals through experiences. It is concerned with the detailed examination of human lived experience expressed in its own terms rather than according to predefined category systems.

Since this study was concerned with the process rather than the outcomes or product, the research questions were best answered through a case study design within an IPA paradigm. Yildirim & Simsek (2006) define a case study as an empirical research method which studies a phenomenon within its real life framework, in which boundaries between the fact and the content are not clear. It is used when more than one evidence or source of data is available. In case studies, the researcher does not only observe the subject under research as in quantitative designs, but participates in the study in person to analyse both the subject and the participants.

My focus on a small group of participants, working with GeoGebra to understand a specific phenomenon suited a case study approach. I collected data through screencast video recordings and compiled field notes. The IPA approach allowed me to get in-depth understanding of the experiences and perceptions of participants as they used GeoGebra to explore the concept of modulus functions and how they developed an understanding of the concept.

3.2.1 The Pilot Study

A pilot study was carried out in October 2013, with different participants who were also working at Core 3 ‘A’ level mathematics. The pilot study was set out to test the research instruments, the software GeoGebra and viability of group size. It also looked at the suitability of screencast video recording software and noted its shortcomings. The free version of the screencast video recording software (JING) allowed five minute recording sessions and participants had to keep switching it on after every five minutes for more recordings. Sometimes, when immersed in the problem, participants failed to realise that
recording had stopped. After noting these shortcomings, I paid a subscription to get a full version of JING, which proved to be a better version than the free version used during the pilot study. The new version allowed for longer periods of recording and provided timeframes in which recordings took place.

The pilot study helped me to review my research questions to focus on two aspects: (i) students’ experiences with the software GeoGebra as an instrument in their environment and (ii) how the use of multiple representations contributed to the learning of the concept of modulus functions. These two aspects influenced the choice of the theoretical frameworks and sampling techniques for this study.

3.2.2 Sampling techniques, sample and participants:
Sampling involves the selection of a number of study units from a defined study population. Fraenkel & Wallen (2006) define a sample as a small group drawn from a population on which information is obtained. Qualitative researchers usually work with small numbers.

Sampling is a process of selecting a group of people with whom to conduct a study (Burns and Grove 2003). The most common sampling methods used in qualitative research are purposive sampling, quota sampling and snowballing. IPA research usually works with purposive sampling because it seeks to obtain insights into particular experiences that occur within a specific location, context and time (Smith et al 2012 & Gray 2009). According to Parahoo (1997), in selecting a sample, researchers use their own judgement to select participants to be included in the study based on their knowledge of the phenomenon. Burns (2000), Miles & Huberman (1994), cited in Gray (2009:182), and Creswell (2008) advise that the best strategy is to initially target those cases that are most likely to yield the richest data or in-depth picture. Smith et al (2012) argues that participants should be selected on the basis that they represent a perspective rather than a population.
3.2.2.1 Sample:

This study was carried out in a Sixth Form College located in a City in England. The college serves approximately 1000 students, 150 of who study mathematics at AS, A2 and Further Mathematics Level. Sampling was theoretically consistent with the qualitative paradigm in general, and with IPA’s orientation in particular. The research sample was obtained from a group of ‘A’ level mathematics students, who volunteered to take part in the research. The topic under investigation was peculiar to a particular group of A Level students, therefore participant selection process considered two criteria. (1) All participants were drawn from volunteers studying GCE Core 3 mathematics module. (2) Participants were also supposed to be available during scheduled workshop sessions. This was to allow continuity and progression in activities. The workshop sessions are slots reserved on the college timetable, outside the normal mathematics timetable. The sessions are intended to offer students an opportunity to get extra help outside classroom time but during the college day.

Due to detailed case-by-case analysis of individual transcripts, IPA studies usually benefit from a concentrated focus on a small number of cases. Smith et al (2012) do not set a limit on the number of cases to be studied at doctoral level research, but however proposes a small number of between four and eight cases. I settled for a sample of six ‘A’ Level participants, selected from classes on my timetable, to develop an insight into: a) how they engaged GeoGebra in their learning of mathematics and (b) how GeoGebra, through its multiple representational facilities, related to and contributed to their whole learning experience?

With permission from the college head and the curriculum leader, I explained my research project and its objectives to all students in my A2 classes from whom I requested for volunteers. Initially eight students volunteered but two withdrew due to clashes on their timetable. Six students took part in the project. I made it clear that the project would be contacted outside their normal timetable. The six participants met as a small group during scheduled workshop sessions under my supervision and worked mostly in pairs using laptops. A sample size of six was also consistent with Holloway and Wheeler (2002:128) who assert that “sample size does not influence the importance
or quality of the study” and note that there are no guidelines in determining sample size in qualitative research. Onwuegbuzie & Leech (2007) suggest that sample sizes in qualitative research should not be so large that it becomes difficult to extract thick, rich data. On the other hand, Flick (2006) suggests that the sample should not be too small so that it becomes difficult to achieve data saturation.

The selected participants had not encountered any work on modulus functions in Core 1 or Core 2 modules. At the time of the study, they had been introduced to the concept of functions and had covered work involving definition of functions, types of functions (even, odd or periodic), domains, ranges, composition of functions and inverse functions and their graphs, including graphs of functions and their inverses. From the Core 1 and Core 2 modules, participants had encountered curve sketching of simple polynomials by identifying x and y intercepts and finding coordinates of the maximum or minimum point (Core 1) and by identifying turning points using calculus (Core 2).

3.2.2.2 Participant profiles:
The names used in these profiles are pseudonyms, for confidentiality, but the profiles are real.

John: John was 17 years old at the time of this study. He had passed AS mathematics with an overall grade C. In the initial interview, John had indicated that he had struggled with curve sketching in Core 1. However, he pointed out that he enjoyed curve sketching when calculus (Core 2) was used to identify stationary points. College records indicated that John had done well in his Core 1 and 2 modules averaging a score of seventy five per cent in both modules but had scored a grade E in the Statistics 1 module. On the functions topic, John indicated that he was still struggling to distinguish between even, odd and periodic functions.

Peter: Peter was 18 years old. He had attained an overall grade B in his AS mathematics and was predicted to get a grade B in ‘A’ level mathematics. Peter was also studying Further Pure mathematics (FP 1) module and he was confident with his curve sketching including functions involving rational algebraic fractions, since this work is also covered in more detail in FP 1. Unlike John, classroom discussions and topic
assessment results indicated that Peter had mastered the aspects of functions covered by the time of the study (i.e. types of functions, inverse functions and curve sketching). From my own observations, Peter had no hesitations when it came to participating during lesson discussions.

**Susan:** Susan was 17 years old. She had attained an overall grade C in her AS mathematics and indicated that she needed some extra help in Core 3 mathematics. She indicated that she was fine with her mathematics during lessons but struggled to apply basic concepts when solving examination related questions. She came across as someone who lacked confidence and most of the time sought for second opinion from friends before answering a question.

**James:** James was 19 years old. He was on an intensive one year course covering AS and A2 mathematics. James had just joined the college and was doing all six ‘A’ level modules in one year. By the time of this study, James was still trying to come to grips with algebra at Core 1 and Core 2 level. He had been out of formal education for three years. James had already been identified by the department as a student who needed extra help. He lacked confidence and preferred to work on his own most of the time.

**Emma:** Emma was 18 years old. This was Emma’s third year in college having repeated AS mathematics. She had attained an overall grade C on the second attempt of her AS mathematics. Emma claimed that she was comfortable with sketching graphs of algebraic functions from her Core 1 & 2 modules. She was still trying to figure out composition of functions and the types of functions (i.e. odd, even and periodic). Mid-topic assessment also indicated that she could find the inverse of a function but struggled to sketch the graph of the inverse function. Emma did not come across as a shy person. She enjoyed discussions.

**Sophie:** Sophie was 17 years old. Very confident and predicted a grade A in her A level mathematics. Sophie had attained an overall grade A in her AS mathematics. She enjoyed working on her own most of the time. Sophie had no problems with sketching graphs of algebraic functions. She could recognise links between topics previously learnt and current work. She came across as someone who could think outside the box.
None of the six participants had encountered modulus functions beyond its use in stating the validity of a binomial expansion as $|x| < 1$. The whole concept of graphs, equations and inequalities involving modulus functions was new to them. All had encountered the software GeoGebra while doing course work on numerical analysis in the Core 3 module a few weeks prior to the start of the research sessions. However, there were some aspects of GeoGebra pertinent to the learning of modulus functions that had to be introduced to them at the start of this study.

3.3 RESEARCH METHODS:
This section describes not only the research methods, but also considers the logic behind the methods used in the context of this study and explains why I used a particular method or technique and why I did not use other methods.

Gray (2009), Cohen et al (2003), Crotty (1998) refer to research methods as the range of techniques or procedures used in educational research to gather and analyse data related to the research questions. They are concerned with the collection of data, how data is analysed and validated. In this study, I used qualitative methods consistent with the IPA approach to gather data. Since the aim of this study was to investigate participants’ experiences with GeoGebra in a specific classroom environment, I employed data collection methods that draw on ethnographic techniques such as case study, lesson observations and interviews. Participants were granted opportunities to work freely and reflectively and to develop and express their ideas independently.

3.4 METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION:
Consistent with the ontological and epistemological position that the world is socially constructed and all knowledge that we can have about it is subject to interpretation, IPA use interviews, focus groups, observations and other qualitative methods to get an in-depth sight into a field, with a richness of description not obtainable by quantitative research. Photographs, films and video are used as forms and sources of data (Flick 1998).

Data collection techniques chosen for this study were based on case studies within an IPA perspective. In case study research, data collection draws on multiple sources of
information such as observations, interviews and audio materials (Creswell 2008). This study used observations, video recordings and interviews. I collected data from participants’ screencast and audio recordings while they investigated modulus functions. I also compiled field notes during the research sessions.

3.4.1 Screencast video and audio recordings:
To understand how participants used GeoGebra in the learning process, I used a screencast capturing software called JING. JING captures every activity on the laptop/computer screen including the entire desktop, menus and screencast video with sound from external sources, e.g. participants’ voices. JING captured actual conversations and all the on-screen activities as participants were investigating modulus functions. By using JING, I was able to view participants’ activities and listen to their discussions long after the lessons were finished. From a research perspective, the recordings from JING gave information about what tools in GeoGebra were utilised during the lesson activities and what approaches were used to solve a particular problem.

The use of GeoGebra and JING was more prevalent during Sessions I, II and III but appeared to fade away in the subsequent sessions as participants became more familiar with graphs of modulus functions and they could sketch them freehand. In the last three sessions I relied more on observations and field notes taken during session activities and discussions.

Pirie (1996) cited in Powell et al. (2003) observes that videotaping a classroom phenomenon is likely to be the least intrusive, yet most inclusive way to study the phenomenon. JING captured all on-screen activities highlighting a variety of approaches employed by participants while investigating modulus functions. The moment-by-moment screencast recordings from JING gave me an opportunity to re-examine data again and again. Recording sessions freed me from taking detailed notes on participants’ activities and discussions, but allowed me more time to focus on group discussions as I moved from group to group taking notes.
This study took place over a three-week period in October 2014. Six sessions were conducted over a period of three weeks. Each session was one and half hours long, which is the duration of a normal timetabled lesson in the College where the study was undertaken.

Participants worked in pairs and were reminded to switch on the recording facility at the beginning of each activity. The first session was divided into three activities; with the first activity focusing on the introduction of GeoGebra and the concept of modulus functions. In the second activity, participants used GeoGebra to investigate graphs of linear functions involving modulus functions (See Appendix B). This was followed up by the third activity where participants continued to use GeoGebra to identify functions of given graphs involving modulus functions (see Appendix E).

During the second session participants investigated graphs of polynomials involving modulus functions using algebra. Data was collected from discussions through field notes and participants’ handwritten work. In instances where they used GeoGebra to check their solutions, participants were encouraged to record their activities. Participants used GeoGebra in the third session to investigate and compare graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \). They also used GeoGebra to investigate graphical representations of the sum of two modulus functions \( |ax + b| + |cx + d| \). Activities in this session were captured on JING and these were complimented with field notes.

The fourth session focused on solving equations involving modulus functions. Some questions were selected from a worksheet (see Appendix B). Participants had the freedom to use GeoGebra or pencil and paper. Data was drawn from participants’ answers to the exercise and screencast videos recorded during the session.

Session 5 focused on solving equations and inequalities involving modulus functions with the aid of graphs. The use of algebraic methods to solve equations and inequalities were discussed and the merits and demerits of using both methods were highlighted.

Research by Arzarello & Edwards (2005) has shown that children benefit from gesturing during mathematics instruction. One weakness of JING was its inability to capture gestures, such as finger pointing to the screen, facial expressions and body language.
as participants worked in a GeoGebra environment. Some of participants’ experiences expressed through gestures were therefore not captured. However, the group was small enough to enable me to recognise voices and identify which clip belonged to which pair in most instances.

3.4.2 Session observations:
Creswell (2008) views observation as a process of gathering open-ended, first-hand information as it occurs in a setting. Observations can be structured or unstructured, participant or non-participant (Bell, 2006). In unstructured observations, participants are prepared to spend a great deal of time on fieldwork, familiarising and accumulating data from which they anticipate that focus and structure will emerge.

I selected participant observation for this study. Bell (2006:186) says participant observation involves the researcher “participating in the daily life of an individual, group or community, listening, observing, questioning and understanding the life of the individuals concerned”. I worked with a group of participants who were well known to me and I was carrying out a study in an environment very familiar to me, therefore it was difficult to stand back and not participate in some of the discussions (Robson 2009, Simpson et al 2003).

Observations during the sessions afforded me a chance to gather live data from session activities as it emerged, getting close to pairs and observing directly what was happening. The information obtained related to what was currently happening and was not complicated by participants’ previous knowledge or future intentions. Observations also gave me direct access to the learning environment. I designed an observation protocol, to provide guidelines for field-note taking. This provided a list of issues I was looking for. I responded and took notes whenever an event on this list occurred. The notes compiled during observations complimented data collected from the JING screencast video clips.
Observation Protocol:

1. How participants selected the relevant windows and began to use GeoGebra for a specific task?
2. How participants navigated their own way through specific tools on the GeoGebra menu? Finding the correct syntax; identifying correct tools and movement of cursor between windows.
3. Were participants able to complete activities within the allocated time frame?
4. How often did participants ask me for help?
5. Did participants ask peers for additional help instead of me?
6. Did participants link their investigations to previous knowledge?
7. Were there any emerging themes linked to but outside the confines of curriculum specification?

3.4.3 Interviews

Cohen et al. (2003) regard an interview as an exchange of views between two or more people on a topic. Gray (2009) defines an interview as a conversation between two people, which begins with the interviewer, with the purpose of collecting data relevant to their research, and focuses on content which is determined by the research goals. Creswell (2008) lists four interview approaches used in qualitative research: one-to-one, focus groups, telephone and electronic mail (e-mail).

Based on evidence from video recordings, I held group interviews with participants at the beginning of each lesson, to clarify or probe more on issues I had noted as ‘unclear’ or ‘requiring further investigation’. Open questions were used to allow participants to best voice their experiences without being constrained by my perspectives. These open questions were based on screencast video clips viewed before the next session. In the interviews, I also asked participants to elaborate on their perception of GeoGebra with respect to the learning of modulus functions.
The following questions were used to guide the interviews:

1. Can you tell me something about how you used GeoGebra during the activities?

2. Did you find it easy to find the correct commands and tools? Which features did you find easy/difficult to use?

3. Did you enjoy using GeoGebra? Why?

4. Is there anything you found difficult or you could not do on GeoGebra during the activities?

5. How much do you feel the use of GeoGebra has helped you in this session to understand graphs of modulus functions, to solve equations and inequalities involving modulus function?

6. Do you feel GeoGebra has improved your understanding of modulus functions and made your learning easier?

7. Is there anything else you would like to share?

Data collected through group interviews was used to cross-check the accuracy of data gathered from screencast video clips and lesson observations (LeCompte et al 1982). Interviews provided a means of triangulating inferences made about graphs of modulus functions during the investigations.

A group discussion was held in the last session to find out participants’ general experience with the software and check whether it had helped them to understand modulus functions. Aspects like ease of use, speed of execution and courage to attempt more complicated questions were asked to help answer the second research question focusing on participants’ overall experience with GeoGebra. I listed participants’ responses on a flip chart as we were discussing. This helped in controlling the speed of the conversation and allowed me to capture as much as was being discussed (see Appendix J for the list of responses)
3.5 METHODS OF DATA ANALYSIS:
I adopted an Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis approach to analyse the data. Data analysis started with organisation and description of the data modelled around an interpretive phenomenological analysis framework (Smith et al 2012). Initially, the activities in the learning arrangements served as the units of analysis. Line numbers were used to organise and document data, which is presented in excerpts of conversations and brief narratives of screencast video activities (Vignettes). Events in screencast videos and audios that related to research questions were transcribed and discussed. I constructed story lines as a reconstruction of participants’ learning process and in some cases, modified terms used in the conversations, to provide clarity to the narratives.

The first research question, “In what ways did participants employ GeoGebra to support their understanding of the concept of modulus functions?” was answered, first by analysing the ways in which participants made meaning of the tools in GeoGebra. In the recorded sessions, I was looking for instances when participants related different graphical and algebraic representation registers to each other. I also looked at how participants used immediate feedback from GeoGebra to further explore the concept of modulus functions.

After careful observation of sessions, audio recordings and transcribing all video and interview data, an interpretive phenomenological analysis framework was used to analyse the data collected for this study. Data obtained was summarised and interpreted according to research questions. Quotations were included in the vignettes to reflect the opinions and experiences of the participants.

Audio and screencast video recordings, accompanied with participants’ written work were converted to text in order to observe the epistemic actions of recognising, building-with and sketching the modulus function graphs. The analysis reflected the different representations of modulus functions and the type of GeoGebra tools used. The observation notes taken during the sessions were evaluated, compared and contrasted with video recordings. Finally, comments were made based on data, to interpret findings and explain the relations in between video clips and draw conclusions.
3.5.1 Data Transcription:

Screencast video recordings from the lessons were transcribed throughout the investigation period. Transcribing is the process of transferring to a page the activities and positioning the discussions that occur during the recorded session (Powell et al. 2003). Transcription involved a close look at the screencast videos through repeated viewing, then recording them in text form. The transcription of recordings was also modelled around interpretive phenomenological analysis framework (IPA) also borrowing from some steps proposed by Powell et al (2003), on transcribing video data:

1. The first step required viewing and re-reviewing (reading and re-reading according to Smith et al 2012). Powell et al (2003) argues that this step requires viewing of video data attentively to become familiar with the contents of the video.

2. “Initial noting” (Smith et al 2012:83): In this phase, video data is describing in such a way that anyone reading the transcript will gain a clear idea of what happened. Data was just descriptive not interpretative or inferential (Powell et al 2003).

3. The third stage involves development or identification of emerging themes within the context of my research questions. The original whole of the transcript becomes a set of parts as one begins to conduct the analysis (Smith et al 2012).

4. After identifying themes, stage 4 involves the development of a charting or mapping of how the themes fit together. The analyst searches for connections across emergent themes (Smith et al 2012). Some of the themes may be discarded at this stage depending upon the overall research questions and their scope.

5. Moving to the next case. After transcribing the first video clip, stage 5 involves moving to the other clips and carrying out stages 1 to 4 again. Though each case is treated in its own terms, it is possible that the transcription of these videos may be influenced by themes identified in the first script (Smith et al 2012).
6. Looking for patterns across cases. This stage may involve laying each table or figure out on a large surface and looking across them for any similarities. One looks for connections across cases illuminating the most potent themes (Smith et al 2012).

The next section describes how data was transcribed and analysed in this study following the six stages articulated above.

3.5.1.1 Viewing screencast video data attentively
To become familiar with the content of the screencast video and audio data, I watched and listened to the clips several times. I repeatedly viewed screencast video and audio clips and compared it with field notes and notes from interviews to enhance triangulation in my data analysis. The first phase, involved watching and listening without intentionally imposing a specific analytical lens on my viewing (Powell et al 2003). The goal was to become familiar with the recorded sessions in full and ensure that the participant became the focus of the analysis (Smith et al 2012).

3.5.1.2 Initial noting
The use of screencast video data from JING resulted in an enormous amount of information, which posed a challenge of knowing it in fine detail. In this phase of describing data, the first written transcripts were just descriptive and not interpretive or inferential. The focus was on producing a comprehensive and detailed set of notes. It was a straight case of stating what was seen on the screen and what discussions were recorded. In some instances, I reinterpreted and modified participants’ comments to provide a smooth flow of the narratives. Powell et al (2003) and Smith et al. (2012) say that the idea of this phase is to describe the data so that someone reading the descriptions would have an objective idea of the contents of the screencast video clips. Attentively watching and listening to the screencast videos helped me to become more familiar with the stream of participant discussions.

3.5.1.3 Developing emergent themes:
The data analysis phase consisted of carefully reviewing the screencast video clips and identifying emerging themes within the context of the research questions. An aspect
was considered a theme if it either confirmed or disaffirmed research questions (Kiczek, 2000; Maher, 2002; Maher & Martino 1996a) or was significant in its relation to particular research questions being pursued (Glaser & Strauss 1967).

Sequences of emerging themes were analysed, thus building narratives and interpretations of what was observed in screencast video clips. The list of themes that were considered draws from Ruthven et al. (2009) emerging themes on the contribution of technology to the learning process of mathematics. These themes include: (i) increased speed and efficiency; (ii) supporting processes of checking, re-trialling and refinement; (iii) enhancing participants’ sense of capability; (iv) facilitating clear organisation and vivid presentation of materials (v) enhancing the variety and appeal of classroom activities; and (vi) fostering individual independence and peer exchange. I used these themes as a starting point for my data analysis.

Themes (i) and (ii) related to the first research question: How do participants employ GeoGebra to support their understanding of modulus functions and their properties? Themes (iii) – (vi) tried to address the second research question: How does GeoGebra relate to and contribute to the whole learning experience?

I also jotted down some instances, outside the research questions that emerged as participants were investigating modulus functions.

3.5.1.4 Connections across emergent themes:
Atkinson and Heritage (1984) and Erickson (1992) say that transcription of videos can be selective but theoretically guided by the research questions. Transcription is a process of transferring data from video recordings to a page. I transcribed screencast video clips to identify connections across participants’ understanding of modulus functions. In transcribing screencast video clips, I tried not to give my own perspective of the events, but focused on those aspects that I considered relevant to the research questions. The transcripts produced were a close approximation of interactions and discussions that took place during the sessions. I kept transcripts in appropriate narrative reports, to provide evidence of findings in the participants’ own words. During this stage, I transcribed events, to analyse elements of discussions and flow of ideas as
well as screencast video presentations. I also analysed portions of screencast video clips data to provide evidence for important answers to the research questions.

3.5.1.5. Moving to next cases:
I transcribed more screencast video clips from other pairs, noting anything not observed from the first clips and bracketing ideas already identified.

3.5.1.6 Looking for patterns across themes:
Looking for patterns helped me to interpret data. This activity is similar to identifying emerging themes, which requires watching screencast video clips intensively and closely for long period. During this phase of the analysis, I focused my attention on looking for patterns across themes to highlight the contributions of GeoGebra in the teaching of modulus functions. The developed patterns focused on my research questions.

I annotated the transcripts with codes (T1, T2 etc.).

T1 focused on the speed and efficiency with which participants tackled tasks in GeoGebra. It included:
- Number of tasks tackled with GeoGebra within a given space of time;
- Methods of data input:
  - Input screen;
  - Tools on the menu.
  - Use of mouse
  - Use of sliders
  - Dragging

T2: This included any aspects that supported processes of checking, re-trialling and refinement. These included:
- Instances in their work where participants used GeoGebra and for what purposes (e.g.)
  - To deduce common definitions of modulus functions.
  - Out of curiosity to check what graphs of modulus functions looked like.
  - To verify graphical representations or solutions to equations and/or inequalities;
- Sharing statements or comments unrelated to the discussion topic.
T3: Any instances which highlighted and increased participants’ capabilities to tackle a problem with the aid of GeoGebra. These included:
  - The use of GeoGebra to tackle more complicated problems;
  - The use GeoGebra to extend their competencies on modulus functions?
T4: Focused on clarity in organisation of work and the use of multiple representations when solving problems;
T5: This focused on instances where the variety and appeal of classroom activities was observed;
T6: These are instances of individual independence and peer exchanges while using GeoGebra.

The identified patterns were defined in relation to the research questions pursued in this study.

3.6 TRUSTWORTHINESS OF THE STUDY:
There is no accepted consensus about the standards by which qualitative research should be measured. The quality of a study, from a qualitative perspective is concerned with the soundness or trustworthiness of findings of the study, warranted by the methods that have been employed. Since the research concepts of reliability and validity are rooted in positivist perspective, Guba and Lincoln (1985) substituted them with ‘trustworthiness’. According to Guba and Lincoln (1985), trustworthiness contains four aspects: credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. These four aspects were adopted for this study.

Credibility: The mathematics topic selected for this study (modulus functions) was from the participants’ curriculum. All research activities fitted well within the college schemes of work. The sample selected best represented the population. I used multiple data collection methods (i.e. on screen recordings, observations and interviews) synonymous with qualitative research methodology, in order to enhance credibility in the findings. Field notes were collected during lesson observations and most lesson activities were video recorded. I adhered to an open-ended perspective of constructivism, by allowing participants to assist with data collection (Johnson 1997). Participants were shown how
to record on-screen activities and their conversations. Video clips used in this research, were recorded by participants. I complimented field notes with video recordings and cross checked my interpretations of video data through group interviews. Johnson (1997:284) argues, “engaging multiple methods such as observations, interviews and video/audio recordings leads to a more valid, reliable and diverse construction of realities”. Participants were allowed to verify transcripts of the recordings. Research findings were taken back to the participants to verify the accuracy.

**Transferability:** The burden of transferability lies with the reader (Mertens, 2010) however, sufficient detail on how data was collected and analysed is discussed in this chapter. To allow transferability, I provided sufficient detail of the context of the activities carried out during this study, to enable readers to decide whether these activities are similar to situations in which they are working and whether they can be replicated.

**Dependability:** The collection of data and continuous processing and analysis of data during the course of the research allowed for verification of some themes that emerged from the recordings.

**Confirmability:** The topic selected for the study was from the ‘A’ level mathematics curriculum (see Appendix H). I took steps to demonstrate that the findings emerged from data collected from participants’ experiences, not from my own predispositions. Where ever possible, data was presented in narrative vignettes before being analysed. Findings that emerged from the research can be reconfirmed by replicating the same activities with different participants using the same technology.

Trustworthiness in qualitative research can be facilitated through the construction of appropriate methods of data collection and analysis (Sarandakos 2005).

**3.7 MY ROLE AS RESEARCHER:**
During sessions I assumed the role of a participant observer and facilitator even though I retained my role as the lecturer in charge of the sessions. According to constructivism, teachers in a classroom should be facilitators who help learners understand mathematics concepts or solve problems independently (Gamoran, Secda & Marrett 1998). They define facilitators as supporters, providers of guidelines, people who ask
questions and talk with learners. In this study, I set the goals for the sessions, explained briefly the tasks to be carried out and participated in discussions when invited by the participants.

Cohen et al (2003) recommend the use of participant observations in studying small groups for a short time to derive data from ‘real life’ (Robson 2009:189) settings. Monaghan (2004) recommends researchers to study social interaction through participant observations. I was a participant observer, in the sense that participants carried on, with their activities, with very little assistance from me. In cases where I joined in the conversations, it was to follow up a point picked up from a pair’s discussions. Adopting a participant observer role was particularly helpful in my data collection. Close contact and immersion in some discussions was necessary for understanding the meanings and actions of participants during the investigations and the processes by which participants constructed conjectures from their investigations. Through participant observation, I had a chance to observe participants working with GeoGebra and check the technical aspects of their recordings. Participants worked in a GeoGebra environment without seeing me as an intruder (Robson 2009). However, participants viewed me as an authority, judging by the number of times they consulted me for clarification on some aspects of modulus functions. In most cases I avoided giving direct answers but referred the question back to the participants, prompting them to use GeoGebra for further investigations.

3.8 ETHICAL ISSUES:
According to Kumar (2005:192) “ethical” means principles of conduct that are considered correct, especially those of a given profession or group. The principles of conduct are the most important as they address the issue of content of ethical behaviour in a profession. In conducting this study, I followed the ethical guidelines laid down by the British Educational Research Association (BERA 2004).

I carried out this study as a practitioner researcher working with a small group of six “A” Level participants in the College where I was based. Having initiated a project that was relying on participants, the importance of ethical contact could not have been taken for granted. I took precautions to ensure that the balance between my professional and
research role, as an insider was maintained. Being an insider researcher, I was familiar with the College setup and had established relationships with participants from their previous year of study. I also had access to their previous achievement records and their individual profiles. It was imperative to observe standard ethics such as obtaining permissions, maintaining confidentiality and guaranteeing concealment of identities (Denscombe 1998 in Bell 2006).

Before the study began, I communicated the purpose of my research to the participants and the College authorities, making it clear what the study was all about and what it was that I wanted to do with the participants. I made it clear to the participants that neither their academic needs, nor my assessment of their academic work would be compromised by their participation in this study. The Head of the college and the Curriculum Leader (Mathematics) were assured that GeoGebra software would only be used when it fitted with the C3 – Core mathematics learning objectives on modulus functions. I also took into consideration recommendations from the Ofsted (2012) report that participation in activities involving the use of technology should not be for the sake of using technology but should add value to participants’ learning, foster problem solving techniques and promote high order thinking skills.

To ensure that participants made an informed decision, I provided them with the framework and aspects of the study, describing objectives and the intended outcomes for each session (See Appendix G). I also made it explicitly clear to participants that they were not under any pressure to participate in the research. However participating in each session, would be assumed as consent granted. I sought informed consent from three participants who were 18 and over at the time of the research and parental consent for three of the participants below the age of 18. Diener & Crandall cited in Cohen (2003:51) define informed consent as ‘that procedure in which individuals choose whether to participate in an investigation after being informed of facts that would be likely to influence their decision”. Seeking informed consent meant that I made sure that participants were fully informed and understood what it meant to have their onscreen activities and conversations recorded, and that they had consented to the intended uses of the recorded data.
Capturing information pertaining to participants' classroom activities with videos in this research introduced more ethical issues, including informed consent before the start and during the process of recording classroom activities. Roschelle (2000) suggests obtaining progressive levels of consent, as and when needed. I sought consent before recordings commenced. However, participants were informed that any unanticipated recordings acquired accidentally, such as some off-the-activity conversations or use of bad language would not be used in the research (Roschelle 2000).

Participants were accorded the right to access a complete rendition of the video transcripts upon which the analysis was based, for them to verify if this was a true interpretation of their work.

I also sought informed consent from the Head of College and the participants’ parents to record lessons activities during the sessions. Participants were fully informed through the consent letter about the implications of having their mathematical activities captured on screencast videos and the intended use of the recordings.

Within my capacity as a participant researcher, I only guaranteed anonymity where it was possible but was honest when this guarantee was not possible to maintain. This being a study involving a few individual participants, I only guaranteed anonymity and confidentiality through use of pseudonyms (Cohen 2003) in the final report. I used all screencast video and audio recordings made in the research for writing the report only. No tapes were to appear in the final report. I kept all tapes securely in my home for a period of six months after the report, in case I wanted to cross-reference some information. Thereafter all recordings were to be destroyed. Participants reserved the right to read transcripts from the JING recordings, to see if they were a true reflection of what had transpired during lessons.

I informed the Head of Academy that anonymity, in some instances could not be guaranteed even if a pseudonym was used for the college. In a case where the findings of this study were published, the report will be published under my real name and becomes part of a research work in the public domain. The details will become hardly
confidential, since anybody who knows me and knows where I teach would also know the identity of the school.

3.9 SUMMARY:
This chapter provided a theoretical approach for the methodology adopted for this research. It outlined sampling techniques, details of participants’ profiles, methods of data collection and analysis. Each method of data collection used in this study was discussed. The chapter also outlined how screencast video data collected using JING, data collected from field notes and data collected through interviews was transcribed and analysed following an interpretive phenomenological analysis framework.
CHAPTER 4:

4.0 DATA COLLECTION AND DATA ANALYSIS:

In this chapter, I consider data drawn from a sequence of six sessions in which participants worked mostly in pairs and investigated a series of modulus function problems using GeoGebra. The chapter outlines, describes and comments on the activities carried out during the six sessions of the study. In each session, I highlight how participants used technology (in this case, GeoGebra) to learn different aspects of modulus functions. My data consists of extracts from screencast video clips captured during some sessions, field notes taken during observations, group interviews and discussions held throughout the sessions and some scripts from participants consisting of pencil and paper sketches and hand written scripts from set exercises. The sessions are in chronological order but some of the activities within the sessions are not. I tried to arrange them in a way that highlights the learning process as participants went through the investigations.

My sample consisted of six ‘A’ Level (A2) participants purposefully selected for this study. We used GeoGebra to examine participants’ experiences of using technology in a learning process. Participants worked in pairs and were encouraged to discuss aloud for screencast video and audio recording purposes. Such an instruction made participants conscious that they were being recorded, hence discussions were, at times, controlled and focused on the task during the first few activities.

Each of the six sessions was divided into sequential activities. The average length of each activity varied, depending on the complexity of the problem under investigation. The sequence of activities was, at times disrupted when unexpected graphical representations of modulus functions appeared on the screen and participants became curious to investigate further along the lines of the emerging themes.

Working in pairs became less and less overtime, as the six participants became more familiar with the work on modulus functions and preferred to work individually. Four of the participants managed to download the GeoGebra App on their Android and Smartphones, which reduced the use of laptops and pair-work. In such instances, I
relied on field notes taken during the sessions. I maintained the role of a participant observer during all the six sessions of the study.

Each session comprised of activities and each activity had given guidelines or set questions. However, at times participants went beyond set tasks and exercises.

4.1 SESSION 1: Introduction to GeoGebra and the modulus function:

In a classroom setting, a mediated mathematical action is grounded in the way various tools such as mathematical symbols, technology and language, are appropriated (Rogoff 1990). Session 1 was divided into three activities. The first activity dealt with familiarisation with GeoGebra but focusing on how to appropriate various tools that were relevant to the concept of modulus functions. This activity focused on introducing GeoGebra as a tool in the participants’ learning environment. The second activity focused on using GeoGebra to investigate graphs of the functions $y = |ax + b| + c$. Activity 3 was used as an enhancement and checking activity to check participants’ level of understanding of modulus functions, based on the work covered in the first two activities.

The lesson started with an arrangement of the six participants in pairs. An Interactive Whiteboard was used to introduce GeoGebra tools relevant to the learning of modulus functions and to discuss the layout of the multiple screens of GeoGebra. A few simple algebraic functions were used to demonstrate the screen layout. Instead of giving direct explanations on how to sketch the graphs involving modulus functions, participants were guided through questions that focused on the development of the concept of modulus functions (see Appendix A). The questions were selected from an exercise in Neill and Quadling (2003:282) textbook, to allow participants to familiarise themselves with the GeoGebra software while at the same time exploring the concept of modulus functions.

At this stage, participants were introduced to JING, a screencast video capturing software that was used to record some on-screen activities and discussions from participants. Participants were allotted a short period to playfully explore the recording software. The first ten minutes generated some chuckles and amusements as
participants recorded and played back their recordings. During the ten minutes, participants’ attention was more focused on the recording software than GeoGebra.

4.1.1 Activity 1:
In this first activity, we used laptops, Interactive Whiteboard and an overhead projector. The activity was devoted to learning how to access input registers and sketch modulus functions in GeoGebra. Participants had encountered GeoGebra (the software) while doing a piece of Core 3 coursework on ‘Numerical methods’, therefore they were familiar with certain features of the software. The focus of this activity was to introduce participants to tools used in the process of learning modulus functions. The activity was initially concerned with the basic GeoGebra tools listed in Table 4.1, i.e. algebra input; movement tools like sliders keyboard arrows; point tool; tangent tool, how to get coordinates of points of intersection; and how to change scales on the axes using the mouse. I also demonstrated tools for personalizing presentations e.g. how to change colour or line width.

Table 4.1: List of some of the artefacts and input language introduced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Syntax or symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input window</td>
<td>( y = \text{abs}(2x+3) ) or ( y = \text{abs}(2\times x+3) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y =</td>
<td>2x + 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard Arrows</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Keyboard Arrows" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiating ( f(x) )</td>
<td>( f'(x) ) or ( \text{differential}(f(x)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tangent icon</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Tangent" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intersection icon</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Intersection" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slider icon</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Slider" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before formally introducing tools listed in Table 4.1, participants received instructions to:

- Type-in a modulus function in the Input View
- Observe the graphs in the graphic view, and their related algebraic representations in the Algebraic View.
- Make comments on structure of the graphs, and
- Test if comments were valid by inputting more functions.
- Explain observations, highlighting situations in which initial comments were either true or false.

I selected a few screencast video clips from the recordings that provided rich data that highlighted participants’ experiences of using GeoGebra. The screencast video clips were transcribed and presented in short narratives (Vignettes).

Vignette 1 outlines extracts of transcripts from a screencast video clip captured within the first few moments of the session, when Peter and Susan started entering functions on a GeoGebra screen before the formal introductions of the tools.

**Vignette 1: Becoming familiar with GeoGebra’s inputs (Instrumentation process):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line 13</th>
<th>y = x is typed in the Input window.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line 14</td>
<td>A straight line appears in the graphics window while an algebraic representation a : y = x appears in the algebra window;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 15</td>
<td>y=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 16</td>
<td>Peter: “Ooohs. What have I done wrong?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 17</td>
<td>Peter: “Let me use abs(x) instead of the vertical bars. That’s what it is called on the graphics calculator”;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 18</td>
<td>y = abs(x) is typed and a graph appears in the graphics window and the equation f(x) =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 19</td>
<td>“Great!’ Peter shouts out to the rest of the participants! “Type in y = a... b.... s...(x) in place of vertical bars”. [Peter spells out the word]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 20</td>
<td>Me: “Don’t forget to write down the description of the graphs you see on the screen.” [I prompt participants].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 21</td>
<td>Susan: “The graph of modulus function is V shaped. This one has a vertex at (0, 0),”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 22</td>
<td>Susan: “... Hmmm. Let’s try another function”;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 23</td>
<td>[Clicks from keyboard]. y = abs(x + 3) is typed in the input window;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Line 24: Another V shaped graph appears in the Graphic window and \( f(x) = |3x + 1| \) appears in the Algebra window.

Line 25: \( y = (2x - 4) \) is typed,

Line 26: Another V shaped graph appears and a function \( g(x) = |2x - 4| \) is displayed in the algebra window (Fig 4.2),

Line 27: “All the graphs of modulus functions are V shaped” [Audio].

Each time \( y = \text{abs} [<\text{Function}>] \), is typed in the Input window, GeoGebra automatically assigns it to different labels: \( f(x) \) or \( g(x) \) (see Fig 4.2). This saved participants from searching for notation to use each time they entered different functions on the same screen.

**Fig 4.1: Graph of \( f(x) = |x| \)**

The vignette highlights participants’ process of becoming familiar with the input aspects of GeoGebra. There were minor delays in finding the correct syntax for modulus function at the beginning as highlighted in the comments in Vignette 1. Participants identified correct syntax for inputting modulus functions without my assistance and continued with more investigations.

At this early stage of the investigation, participants were confronted with three different semiotic registers. GeoGebra requires some specific format of input, as discussed in Vignette 1 (Lines 15 - 18). The Input register only accepts language “\text{abs}(f(x))” (see
Line 25). The output registers, the algebra screen, converts the input $y = \text{abs}(2x - 4)$ and gives it as $g(x) = |2x - 4|$ (see Line 26), while the graphic screen displays the graphical representation of the function (see Fig 4.1). The algebraic expression and its corresponding graphical representation require interpretation by the participants. However, in this activity, participants focused on finding the correct syntax and there was no discussion about the presentations in the graphics screen or any question about why it is different from linear graphs. There are a few lines (see Line 21 and Line 27) in the conversation where there is mention about the shape of the graph, but no formal description is given.

Within the process of familiarising with the software, participants are already moving beyond the task by trying modulus functions other than $y = |x|$ (see Lines 23 – 26).
Vignette 1 illustrates participants’ journey as they learnt how to use GeoGebra, while at the same time exploring the modulus function concept and getting a glimpse of the graphs of modulus functions. The same process was observed in Vignette 2. Peter and Susan established the link between the symbols “| |”, the abbreviation “abs” and the term “modulus value”. This highlighted instances where participants were getting familiar with GeoGebra, discovering correct syntax that enabled them to communicate with the software throughout the duration of the study.

As participants entered more functions on the same screen (Fig 4.2), it became difficult to distinguish, which function in the algebra window represented which graph in the graphics window. At this point, I demonstrated on the Interactive Whiteboard, a facility in GeoGebra, which allows colour coding of graphs and their respective functions.

Vignette 2 is a narrative of Peter and Susan’s work as they personalised the graphs and investigated more functions, selected from a list of questions given in exercise 1 (See Appendix A).
Vignette 2: *Personalising graphical representations on the GeoGebra screen:*

**Susan and Peter continued...**

---

**Line 35:** \( y = \text{abs}(2x - 4) \) is typed;

**Line 36:** \( g(x) = |2x - 4| \) appears in the algebra section and another V shaped graph appears in the Graphics window (See Fig 4.2);

**Line 37:** \( y = \text{abs}(3x+1) \) is typed;

**Line 38:** \( f(x) = |3x + 1| \) appears in one window and another V shaped graph appears in the graphics view.

**Line 39:** Susan: “Each time we type in \( y \) is equal to some function, the output comes up as \( f(x) \), \( g(x) \) or \( h(x) \).”

**Line 40:** Peter: “That’s machine generated. We do not need to worry about naming the functions \( f(x) \) or \( h(x) \).”

---

**Line 40:** Mouse pointer moves onto one of the graphs and a little menu appears on the screen (see Fig 4.2).

**Line 41:** Mouse clicks on ‘Object Properties’ on the screen;

---

**Line 45:** A few more clicks and the graph changes colour to red (Fig 4.3)

* [The corresponding function in the algebraic window changes to red as well]*

**Line 46:** Another graph turns blue (see Fig 4.3);

**Line 47:** Cursor moves around the screen, a graph turns red and another one turns blue.

**Line 48:** The cursor moves onto the horizontal axis and it is dragged to the right of the screen.

**Line 49:** As the cursor is dragged, the x-axis scale is stretched giving a 0.5 interval.

---

Within this vignette, participants learnt how to colour code representations and how to change the scales on the axes using a combination of the ‘move’ tool on the menu bar and the mouse. This enabled participants to enlarge or shrink the graphs for better view.
Fig 4.3: Graphs of the functions $q(x)$ and $h(x)$.

GeoGebra provided an opportunity to observe two different presentations of the same mathematical concept in the algebra and graphics windows. Manipulations carried out in one window, were immediately updated in another and the impact of the actions taken upon the graphical representation was observed on the corresponding depiction in the algebra window. Colour codes (see Fig 4.3) linked multiple representations in the two algebraic and graphics windows. Any dynamic changes happening in one window could be easily associated with changes in another window. When more functions were displayed on the same screen, colour codes presented easier-to-follow relationships between the multiple representations. Bayazit and Aksoy (2007) argue that representing the same concept in two different ways on the same screen promotes learners’ depth of understanding and development of knowledge across the representations.

Activities recorded in Vignette 1 and 2 indicate that participants quickly adapted to the use of GeoGebra with minimal instructions from me. Though not discussed in depth, these excerpts of discussions show the emergence of the idea of the shape of the graph of $y = |f(x)|$, informally described as ‘V’ shaped.
Vignette 3 is a short narrative of participants trying to describe modulus function graphs.

**Vignette 3: Investigating graphs of modulus functions:**

**Susan and Peter continued ........**

**........**

**Line 52:** Peter: “Both graphs are V shaped”.

**Line 53:** Susan: “They all turn at the x-axis”.

**Line 54:** Me: “Focus on one function, for example, \( y = \text{abs}(x + 3) \) and see how it relates to the graph of \( y = x + 3 \)”.

**Line 55:** \( y = x + 3 \) is typed on the same screen,

**Line 56:** A click on ‘Object properties’ and a dotted line appears (see fig 4.4)

**Line 57:** Peter: “It seems like some points are reflected in the x – axis”.

**Line 58:** Susan: “Look! .... point A(-4, -1) goes to B(-4, 1); C(-5, -2) to D(-5, 2)”

**Line 58:** Peter: “Points A, C, E and G, are reflected in the x-axis to B, D, F and H respectively”.

**Line 59:** Susan: “It’s only those points of the graph of \( y = x + 3 \), below the x-axis that have been affected”.
Fig 4.4: The graphs of $y = x + 3$ and $f(x) = |x + 3|$. 

Fig 4.4 displays the graphs of $y = x + 3$ and $y = |x + 3|$ and clearly displays coordinates of each point A, B, C etc. in the algebraic window. GeoGebra displays clear and accurate graphical representations providing participants with an opportunity to come up with rough descriptions of graphs of modulus functions. It has afforded them opportunities for further investigation without consuming a lot of time. Participants entered more functions and viewed more graphical representations on the screens, from which they deduced common features related to properties of graphs of modulus functions (V shaped, turning at the x-axis and reflected in the x-axis).

From a summary of discussions noted on screencast video, participants made the following observations:

- the part of the graph of $y = x + 3$ for $x \geq -3$ remains the same as that of $f(x)=|x+3|$, 
- But the part of the graph of $y = x + 3$ for $x < -3$ is reflected in the x-axis. 
- All values of $y$ below the x-axis are reflected in the x-axis.
Peter and Susan used accurate visual representations in Fig 4.4 to verify their hunches that the graph of \( y = |f(x)| \) turns at the x-axis and does not exist below the x-axis.

What is interesting to note is the point to point comparison of points apparently being done from use of accurate diagrams produced by GeoGebra, based on the idea of the dynamic relationship between points on the graph of \( y = x + 3 \) and \( y = |x + 3| \). Analysis of the data from activities shows the role of GeoGebra in the early formulation of mental images of the graph of modulus functions. The display of graphical representations on a grid made it easy to compare coordinates accurately. This is evidence to support the view that GeoGebra facilitates the construction of mental images of graphs of modulus functions.

A few themes emerged from the analysis of conversations and on-screen activities in Vignettes 1, 2 and 3. GeoGebra failed to recognise \( |x| \) as a valid input and participants had to find alternative coding to represent the same. GeoGebra recognised ‘abs(x)’ in place of \( |x| \). An entry of \( y = \text{abs}(x) \) in the Input window yielded \( f(x) = |x| \) in the algebra window, which was totally different from the input. GeoGebra also recognised \( f(x) = \text{abs}(x) \) as an input.

There was a process of meaning-making taking place in terms of input language and output language. GeoGebra displayed three different representations for the same function: \( y = \text{abs}(x + 3) \) for Input; \( f(x) = |x + 3| \) in the Algebraic window and the ‘V’ shaped graph in the graphics windows. Panasuk (2010) suggests that one of the indicators of conceptual understanding is the ability to recognise structurally the same relationship posed via multiple representations. In the absence of data from participants’ contributions, it was difficult at this stage to recognise if participants understood the different representations displayed on the screen. In many instances, as shown on the screen, participants entered a function and moved on to the next function without discussing the link between the representations.

In Line 19, Peter shouted to the rest of the group to enter \( y = \text{abs}(x) \). I noted this as an instance when GeoGebra fostered peer exchange by providing opportunities for participants to share knowledge and provide mutual support to each other. Participants
also used GeoGebra to support processes of checking; refining and testing initial observations (see Line 23 – Line 26 and Lines 35 – 50).

Vignette 4 is a narrative from a clip that came towards the end of the activity 1. In this activity, John and Emma were investigating trigonometry function \( y = \sin(x) \) involving modulus functions selected from the ten questions in Appendix A. I selected this clips because of its departure from the usual investigation of linear functions involving modulus.

**Vignette 4: Investigating trigonometry functions involving the modulus function:**

**John and Emma**

.......  
**Line 84:** John types \( y = \sin(x) \);  
**Line 85:** A click on the screen pulls down a ‘Graphics’ menu;  
**Line 86:** Another Click on ‘Graphics’ and a few more clicks allow John to change the x-axis scale from rational numbers to \( \pi \) (Fig 4.5);  
**Line 87:** \( y = \text{abs} (\sin(x)) \) is typed on the same screen and the graph of \( f(x) = |\sin(x)| \) appears on the screen (Fig 4.6);  
**Line 95:** A few clicks on the graph of \( y = \sin(x) \);
**Line 96:** Pulls down a ‘Function f’ menu (see Fig 4.6);  
**Line 97:** Selects ‘Object properties’ and formats the graphs;  
**Line 98:** Parts of the graph of \( f(x) = \sin (x) \) below the x-axis as a dotted line (see fig 4.6)
Fig 4.5: The graph of $f(x) = \sin(x)$.

Fig 4.6: The graph of $f(x) = \sin(x)$ and $g(x) = |\sin(x)|$ on the same screen.
Traditional approaches to teaching modulus functions normally consider linear functions that involve modulus signs only. An analysis of participants' activities in Vignette 4 shows participants attempting graphs of modulus functions involving more complicated functions. The graph of $y = \sin(x)$ is a slight departure from the linear functions done by participants at the start of the activity. Displaying the graphs of $f(x) = \sin(x)$ and $g(x) = |\sin(x)|$ on the same window further confirmed the conjecture made by Susan and Peter that all parts of the graph of $y = f(x)$ below the x-axis are reflected in the x-axis. The graph of $g(x) = |\sin(x)|$ is different from the algebraic functions involving modulus functions that have been highlighted in Fig 4.1 to Fig 4.4 in that it does not have a distinct V shape.

Vignette 5: Refining participants’ understanding of the properties modulus functions:

John and Emma continued …..

…………

Line 96: Emma: “The parts of the graph of $y = \sin(x)$ are reflected in the x-axis to give the graph of $y$ is equal to modulus function of $\sin(x)$.”

Line 97: Emma observes that the domain of the functions $f(x)$ and $g(x)$ remain the same but the range of $f(x)$ is $-1 \leq f(x) \leq 1$ while that of $g(x)$ changes to $0 \leq f(x) \leq 1$.

…………

Line 99: John: “Hhhhhmmmm!!”

Line 100: John: “In other words, we can say that the graphs of modulus functions do not exist below the axis x-axis”

Line 101: Emma: “We have to be careful with that assumption. The graph of $y = |x| - 2$ was shifted 2 units below the x-axis [reference to earlier work in the activity].

Line 102: John: “For $y = |f(x + a)| + b$, the graph of $y = |f(x)|$ is translated ‘b’ units up or down and ‘a’ units to the left”.

Line 103: Emma: “Yes but it’s no longer the graph of $y = |f(x)|$. It’s a translation of $y=|f(x)|$ and that gives you a function different from just the modulus function”.

[Emma summons previous knowledge on transformations of function graphs]

Line 104: Emma: “…. and my point is that graphs of modulus functions can exist below the x-axis. We cannot generalise that graphs of modulus functions do not exist below the x-axis”.


**Line 105:** John: “Okay then. We can say for all functions \( y = |f(x)| \), the graph does not exist below the x-axis. … but it will be different for \( y = |f(x)| + a \), which involves some vertical translation of the graph”.

**Line 106:** “Let’s type in more functions to check if that is generally true”.

At this point John and Emma entered more functions in GeoGebra to verify their observations. Through discussions, Emma and John began to formulate language (see Line 105) that provided a formal description of the graphs of modulus functions.

Participants still observed some sharp corners on the graph of \( y = |\sin(x)| \). The phrase ‘V shaped’, previously used to describe the turning points was no longer used in this Vignette. They used the term “reflection” and also identified the line of reflection as the x-axis. Elements of a formal definition of graphs of modulus function were beginning to emerge. Participants however noted that there was one characteristic of the graphs of modulus functions that had remained consistent: The graph of the modulus function was above the x-axis.

There are two aspects of the sub-research questions that are highlighted in this activity:
a) GeoGebra enhances participants’ sense of capability and confidence to tackle tasks beyond the ordinary algebraic functions (see Vignette 5). John and Emma extended modulus functions beyond what curriculum dictated. They displayed confidence by picking questions randomly from the worksheet and investigating their graphs using GeoGebra.
b) GeoGebra was fostering peer exchange (see Line 96 – Line 105), notably by providing opportunities for participants to share knowledge as is further illustrated in the next vignette, where John and Emma also selected a question from Appendix A.
Vignette 6: Further investigation of the nature of graphs of modulus functions:

John and Emma continue

……………….

**Line 154:** y = -2abs(2x - 1) is entered;
**Line 155:** Fig 4.7 appears on the screen;
**Line 156:** Emma: “This V is upside-down and it’s all below the x-axis now”;
**Line 157:** John: “It’s the opposite of the other graphs”.
**Line 158:** Emma: “It’s the effect of multiplying modulus function f(x) by a negative number. That reflects it in the x-axis”;
**Line 159:** Peter: “It’s the graph of y=2|f(x)| that has been reflected in the x-axis”.
**Line 160:** Peter: “What remains true is that it turns the moment it hits the x-axis”.

………………

John and Emma concluded that the graph of f(x) = -a|x - b| + c is an upside down V with vertex (b, c), and gradient negative a for x > b and gradient a for x < a.

**Fig 4.7:** Graph of f(x) = -2|2x - 1|
Fig 4.7 displays the graph of $f(x) = -2|2x - 1|$ from John and Emma’s screencast video clip. It clearly showed the participants that there are some graphs involving modulus functions that exist below the x-axis. The representation dispelled the misconception that graphs of modulus functions do not exist below the x-axis as earlier highlighted (see Line 100: Vignette 5). John was of the opinion that if a function included an absolute value sign, then the graph must be above the x-axis. The same misconception was observed in a study carried out among 20 Turkish 16 – 18 years old students, (Monaghan & Ozmantar 2006), which noted a misconception that graphs involving modulus functions only exist above the x-axis.

Emma used GeoGebra to justify her argument and show John why she was right. She failed to come up with a convincing verbal argument in Vignette 5 but used technology to demonstrate her point. She takes advantage of the availability of technology to enter more functions of the form $y = a|x + b| + c$. Emma used GeoGebra (see Fig 4.7) to demonstrate that the graph of $y = -2 |2x - 1|$ exists below the x-axis.

The first activity was meant for participants to familiarise themselves with GeoGebra. However, because of its practical nature and the use of modulus function questions, which participants had never encountered before, participants quickly moved on to explore the nature of graphs of simple modulus functions listed in Appendix A. Participants started making observations about the properties of modulus function graphs once they learnt how to input functions on the software. Once participants became familiar with tools and the input process, they went straight on to input modulus functions and started making comments about their observations.

There was also the element of increased speed of execution and improved accuracy of the presentations. GeoGebra, unlike pencil and paper, presented accurate diagrams and not sketches. Participants did not spend much time arguing about the graphical correctness of representations on the screens. GeoGebra gave participants opportunities to execute problems that were more complicated without even considering their complexity. Pape and Tochanov (2001) cited in Panasuk (2010) observed that when students generate representations of a concept while solving a problem, they
naturally tend to reduce the level of abstraction to a level that is compatible with their existing cognitive structure.

The amount of work covered in this activity was more than what was initially planned. Participants familiarised themselves with the features of GeoGebra but at the same time used the software to investigate less familiar modulus functions selected from Appendix A.

An analysis of video transcripts revealed that the participants engaged in activities, which had many features of exploratory work. They asked each other for information and opinions; they sought definitions and patterns and discussed ideas about modulus functions. Participants shared their thoughts and verified their observations through inputting more functions in GeoGebra. Any challenges met were generally constructive and all participants were involved in working towards making sense of the modulus functions, at first based on the graphical representations, then relating it to algebraic representations to generalise.

At the end of the activities, each pair summarised, in writing, their experiences with GeoGebra and graphs of modulus functions. These summaries were complemented with notes from whole group discussions held at the end of activity 1. After the first activity, I also led a whole group discussion to summarise some of the observations about the software and the subject content, which had emerged during the activity. Participants expressed these observations in their own language. Table 4.2 summarises the six participants’ reflections and experiences about GeoGebra (the software) and modulus functions (the subject content).
Table 4.2 is a summary of the discussions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>About GeoGebra</th>
<th>About Modulus function graphs</th>
<th>Commentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Susan and Peter  | - We had a few problems finding the correct language, but once we started, it was easy to use  
                  | - It allowed us to complete the 12 tasks easily  
                  | - The presentation of the function and the graph on the same screen made it easier to understand what graphs of modulus function looked like | - The graph of $y = |f(x)|$ for linear functions is V shaped  
                  |                                                                      | - The graph does not exist below the x-axis  
                  |                                                                      | - You can sketch it by reflecting all parts of $y = f(x)$ below the x-axis in the x-axis  
                  |                                                                      | - The graph of modulus function $f(x) = |x|$ is similar to the graph of $f(x) = x$ except that the negative half of the graph is reflected over the x-axis | - The descriptions were not as formal as defined in textbooks. Each pair used different terms to describe the same aspect of graphs of modulus functions. Definitions were based on properties observed on the screens.  
                  |                                                                      | - There are elements of participants linking their observations to previous knowledge, i.e. a link between the graph of $y = f(x)$ and $y = |f(x)|$; a discussion about domain and range of functions.  
                  |                                                                      | - Use of different terminology was used by each group to define the same properties, highlights the aspects of differentiated learning facilitated by GeoGebra. |           |
| John and Emma    | - Easy to use once you know how to input functions,  
                  | - Colourful displays made it easier to link the graphs,  
                  | - Could try many functions in a short space of time,  
                  | - Could try more complicated functions without fear of getting wrong diagrams,  
                  | - Allowed us to spend more time on understanding the graphs. | - The graph of $y = |f(x)|$ is symmetric about the x coordinate of the vertex,  
                  |                                                                      | - The parts of the graph of $y=f(x)$ below the x-axis were reflected in the x-axis,  
                  |                                                                      | - The graph of $y=|f(x)|$ does not exist below the x-axis.  
                  |                                                                      | - The graph of $f(x) = |x|$ looks like a V with its vertex at (0, 0). Its gradient is 1 on the right side of the vertex, and -1 on the left side of the vertex. | - Participants were not restricted to textbook definitions but discussed properties as they saw them on the screen. |           |
| James and Sophie | - Easy to use,  
                  | - Clear graphs, displayed on a grid,  
                  | - Could personalise graphs easily by changing colour and scale,  
                  | - Could drag or animate functions,  
                  | - Fast to use and this enabled us to work through many examples in a short space of time,  
                  | - The multiple representations made it easier to compare graphs by drawing them of the same screen. | - Graph of $y = |f(x)|$ has some sharp corners,  
                  |                                                                      | - Graph of $y = |f(x)|$ does not exist below the x-axis,  
                  |                                                                      | - To sketch the graph of $y = |f(x)|$, you can sketch the graph of $f(x)$ first and then reflect every part below the x-axis in the x-axis,  
                  |                                                                      | - The domain remained the same but the range of functions was reduced to $f(x) \geq 0$. |           |

Most of the descriptions in Table 4.2 were based on the six participants’ visual interpretations of the multiple representations. Though all participants were investigating the same concept, I noted that the differences in the language, the phrases in the descriptions and discussion points, varied from pair to pair. Susan and Peter observed that the graph of $y = |f(x)|$ is V shaped and turns at the x-axis, while Emma and John
used the term ‘symmetric at the vertex’ to define the shape of the graph of \( y = |f(x)| \). Emma and John went further to state the equation of the line of symmetry as the \( x \) coordinate at the turning point. At this early stage, participants were already beginning to note some properties of the modulus function graphs before the actual activities on modulus functions begins. In their dialogue, John and Emma mentioned two properties: (i) the graph has sharp corners; and (ii) domain and range to compare the graphs of \( y = f(x) \) and \( y = |f(x)| \). Generally, all pairs used the phrase ‘reflection in the x-axis’. It was generally agreed that, to sketch the graph of \( y = |f(x)| \), you needed to sketch the graph of \( y = f(x) \) first. Then take any part of the graph below the x-axis and reflect it in the x-axis.

Three benefits of using GeoGebra observed at this stage were: (i) increased speed and efficiency (participants worked with accurate graphs, not sketches); (ii) supporting processes of checking, re-trialling and refinement (Ruthven et al 2008). Emma used GeoGebra to support her argument: Fig 4.7) and (iii) enhancement of participants’ sense of capability (participants ventured beyond basic algebraic functions to include trigonometry and exponential functions, moving towards creating meaning for what modulus function is about).

This first part of the session was to become a reference point for participants. A set of relevant tools, based on their use in investigating modulus functions, was established.

### 4.1.2 Activity 2:

**Using GeoGebra to investigate the graphs of \( y = |ax + b| + c \):**

The objective of Activity 2 was to formally start investigating functions of the nature \( y = |ax + b| + c \) using sliders, with the intention of leading participants to design interactive applets in GeoGebra.

In order to investigate graphs of the nature \( f(x) = |ax + b| + c \) without having to constantly type in new functions in the Input window, it was necessary to introduce the **Slider** tool. The version of GeoGebra used for this study only recognised an input in the format \( y = \text{abs} (ax + b) + c \) as correct, if parameters \( a, b \) and \( c \) were pre-defined as Sliders (see Fig 4.9). A Slider is a tool in GeoGebra that represents a variable. It is a
tool used in interactive and dynamic mathematical learning environments, in the same mode as dragging in Dynamic Geometry or Cabri (Lingguo and Selcuk 2010).

Participants were required to observe and note changes on the graphs of modulus functions, as they changed values of parameters on the sliders. Participants examined graphs in the graphics screen and their corresponding representations shown in the algebra screen and made inferences about the dynamic changes they observed. Colour codes continued to provide a clear link between graphical and algebraic representations on the multiple screens. Motion simulated on the screens afforded participants opportunities to see dynamically, algebraic and graphical changes in real-time.

**Activity guidelines:**
- Follow instructions and create Sliders a, b and c.
- Enter the function $y = \text{abs}(ax + b) + c$

**Using parameter a**
- Change the value of parameter $a$ by moving the bubble on the slider with a mouse.
- How does it influence the algebraic function in the algebra section?
- What happens to the graph when you change the value of $a$?
- Write down your observations.

**Using Parameter b**
- Change the parameter value $b$.
- What happens to the graph when you change the value of $b$?
- How does this influence the graph of the modulus function?
- Write down your observations?

**Using Parameter C**
- Change the parameter value of $c$.
- What happens to the graph when you change the value of $c$?
- What is the relation between the $y$-coordinate and the $x$-coordinate of each point of intersection as the parameters change?
- Animate all sliders and observe the movements in the Graphics window.
Vignette 7 is an extract from a screencast video clip where participants were creating and using Sliders.

**Vignette 7: Getting familiar with sliders:**

**James and Sophie**

.....

**Line 181:** Selects the ‘Slider’ icon on the tool bar;

**Line 182:** A click in the graphics section of the screen;

**Line 183:** A dialog window appears (See Fig 4.9);

**Line 184:** A click on ‘Apply’;

**Line 185:** Slider labelled a appears in the graphics section of the screen (Fig 4.10);

**Line 186:** The process is repeated (a slider labelled b automatically appears on the screen,

**Line 187:** ........ another slider is automatically labelled c (See Fig 4.10,

**Line 188:** Someone types \( y = \text{abs} (ax + b) + c \) in the INPUT box,

**Line 189:** A graph appears in the graphics view (See Fig 4.8).
Fig 4.9: Creating Sliders:

This is the screen that appears after Line 183.
**Fig 4.10:** *This is the screen that appears after lines 185 – 187.*

![Graph of y = |ax + b| + c after lines 185-187.](image)

**Fig 4.11:** *Graph of y = |ax + b| + c (Line 188-189).*

![Graph of y = |ax + b| + c after the creation of the sliders.](image)

Fig 4.11 shows the graph of $y = |ax + b| + c$ after the creation of the sliders. Fig 4.11 was a construction that changed in real time when the participants changed values on the sliders. By increasing the value of ‘$a$’, participants observed the V shaped graph of $f(x) = |ax + b| + C$ becoming narrower.
Vignette 8: The effects of changing the values of slider \( y = |ax + b| + c \).

James and Sophie

........

Line 319: Moves the slider \( b \) to the right and the graph moves to the left

Line 320: As \( b \) increases, the graph is translated to the left, and moves to the right when \( b \) decreases,

Line 321: The distance \( AB \) remains unchanged.

Line 322: Sophie says, “Translation vector is \( \mathbf{v} = \begin{pmatrix} -b \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \).”

Line 334: As \( c \) changes value, the graph moves vertically up or down the screen.

Line 335: The distance \( AB \) changes, as value on slider \( c \) is changes.

Line 336: James remarks, “There is a vertical translation vector \( \mathbf{v} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ c \end{pmatrix} \).”

Line 336: Sophie: “When \( c \) is greater than four, the distance \( AB \) is also undefined”.

Line 338: Sophie: “… but when \( c \) becomes smaller than 4, the distance \( AB \) continuous to be displayed as zero”

GeoGebra has a tool that measures distance between two defined points. However, this tool has its shortcomings as observed in the video clip. In the process of adjusting Slider value of ‘\( c \)’ to translate the graph of \( y = |ax + b| + c \) above the line \( y = 4 \), distance \( AB \) is specified as ‘undefined’ on the screen. This message ‘Distance \( AB = 0 \)’ remains on the screen even after the graph has been translated back to its original position. GeoGebra ceases to measure the correct distance between points A and B. To continue with the investigation, James and Sophie had to clear the screen and start the whole process in Vignette 8 again.

James and Sophie concluded that the graph of the modulus function \( f(x) = |ax + b| + c \) is a V-shaped with vertex \((-b/a, c)\) and gradient ‘\( a \)’ on the right side of the vertex \((x > -b/a)\) and gradient ‘\(-a\)’ on the left side of the vertex \((x < -b/a)\). This observation sits well for linear functions involving the modulus function, but more investigations for polynomials of degree two or higher involving modulus functions needed to be done.

Susan and Peter settled for the quadratic function \( f(x) = |ax^2 - b| + c \). Vignette 9 is based on their activity as they investigated the properties of the function. They created
an animated applet to investigate the effect of sliders on a quadratic graph involving modulus functions.

**Fig 4.12:** Screencast shot from James and Sophie’s animated applet.

Fig 4.12 is a screencast shot from an animated applet created by Susan and Peter.

The Vignette 9 started after all the processes of creating an applet had been completed.

**Vignette 9:** Further investigations using animated applets:

----------

**Susan and Peter**

**Line 363:** Peter: “As ‘a’ moves to the right, the graph becomes narrower. It becomes wider as ‘a’ moves to the left”.

**Line 364:** Susan, “Let’s animate Slider ‘b’”.

**Line 365:** Click on slider ‘b’,

**Line 366:** Selects ‘Animation on’,
Line 367: Peter: “Shape of the graph changes as the bubble on the slider moves from -5 to 5”;

Line 368: Susan: “Describe how”;

Line 369: Peter: “This one is difficult to describe. At one point it becomes a U shape and at another point, I can see the ‘mount’ in between becoming bigger and bigger”.

Line 370: Slider ‘c’ is set on ‘animation on’ and the graphs moves up and down the screen;

Line 371: Susan briefly switches off the animation [Pause],

Line 372: Peter says, “The graphs seem to turn at whatever value of ‘c’ we set. Just check… If you change c = 1, the graph does not go below the line y = 1” (See Fig 4.12).

Line 373: Value of c is changed on several occasions,

Line 374: Susan: “It’s true. The value of c determines the minimum points on the graph”

Line 375: Peter: “The range of each function is for values of f(x) ≥ c”.

Line 376: Susan: “Yes, the graph is always reflected in the line y = c”.

There was an instance when Sliders ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ were animated and the graph moved around the screen but remained above f(x) ≥ c. It was difficult to extract much conversation from the video clip because in most instances there was no audible conversation recorded during animations on the applet. However, there was evidence of participants beginning to formulate general descriptions of the behaviour of the graph of y = |ax^2 - b| + c (see lines 375 and 376). Vignette 9 gives some evidence of the internalisation of the process of using sliders and the slider artefact becoming an instrument. Internalisation of the slider tool is depicted in the way it is used in subsequent activities to solve new problems.

Besides illustrating the potentialities of the slider tool as a semiotic mediator, the work also showed the contribution of this tool to the emergence of a definition of the properties of graphs of modulus functions. The discussion in Vignette 9 illustrates meaning emerging from the activity using sliders. Susan and Peter tried to make certain interpretations by moving the sliders and analysing changes that occurred in the multiple representations, as viewed in the algebraic and graphics windows.
Table 4.3 summarises observations from screencast video clips and conversations captured during activity 1 and 2. The summary avoids duplicating observations common to all the three pairs. It only highlights observations that were unique to each pair.

**Table 4.3: A summary of participants' observations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants (Using the quadratic function)</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>General Commentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| John and Emma                             | - When slider ‘a’ changes, there is a horizontal stretch with stretch factor 1/a  
- The graph never goes below the x-axis  
- When a is positive, the graph assumes the shape of a quadratic function, When a is negative, part of the quadratic graph that would have been below the x-axis is reflected in the x-axis | - The use of GeoGebra generated a lot of discussions as participants took time to observe the animated applets without manually entering any data.  
- Some of the notation in this table has been modified to make the thesis look better.  
- Though working on different screen, and using different descriptive language, all pairs seemed to come to the same general conclusions about the transformations |

| Susan and Peter (Using a linear function)  | - The graph is wider than the graph of $y = |x|$ if $|a| < 1$ and narrower than the graph of $y = |x|$ if $|a| > 1$ by stretch factor $\frac{1}{[a]}$  
- The graph always has a vertex at (-b, c) and is symmetric in the line $x = -b$  
- The graph is V-shaped. It opens up if a > 0, straight line when a = 0 and opens up again for a < 0. | - Though working on different screen, and using different descriptive language, all pairs seemed to come to the same general conclusions about the transformations |

| James and Sophie                           | - Though using a quadratic function, James and Sophie noticed that ‘a’ stretches the function horizontally.  
- Parameter ‘b’ moves the function up and down the screen  
- Parameter ‘c’ sets the range of the function [they did not use the word range, but described it as the limit beyond which the graph does not exist] | |

Hershkowitz et al (2001) view generalisations as an activity of reorganising previously constructed mathematical knowledge into a new mathematical structure. Instances of generalisations arising from recognition of commonalities are summarised below. However, it was difficult to deduce from conversations whether participants really understood the implications of the dynamic changes beyond the animations on the screen.

The six participants engaged in some mathematical discourse, explicitly formulating the general observations from a collection of activities carried to date. Falcade et al (2007) argue that collective discussions play an essential part in teaching and learning and constitute the core of semiotic process on which learning is based. After the activities, various observations were collectively discussed, collectively analysed and commented on. There are common points noted from the summary of observations in Table 4.3 regarding characteristics of the graphs of $y= |ax + b| + c$ and $y = |ax^2 − b| + c$.  
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The graph of \( y = |ax + b| + c \) has a vertex at \((-b/a, c)\) and is symmetric about the line \( x = -b/a \).

The parameter ‘a’ stretches the graphs and the graphs are wider for values \(-1 < a < 1\) and narrower for values \(|a| > 1\).

Both functions are horizontal and linear for value of \( a = 0 \).

The linear graphs involving modulus functions are V-shaped. They open up if \( a > 0 \) and \( a < 0 \).

Parameter \( c \) sets the lowest limit of the graphs of modulus function.

Though the work in Activity 2 focused on investigating graphs of modulus functions, there were also some elements of transformation of graphs that featured in participants’ conversations (see Table 4.3).

### 4.1.3 Activity 3

Activity 3 was the last activity in this session. Some of the tasks set in this activity aimed at checking if participants had developed mental images of the graphs of modulus functions. Participants used pencil and paper first. They only used GeoGebra to check their pencil and paper work answers. The general objective of the activity was to check if participants could apply knowledge acquired from previous activities without the use of GeoGebra. Participants were asked to draw the graph of \( y = |f(x)| \) from the graph of \( y = f(x) \). Participants were required to explain their answers with the aid of sketches. Sketch 4.1 and 4.2 are extracts from the six participants’ written work.

**Sketch 4.1: From John and Emma**

Sketch 4.1 is a sketch of the graph of \( y = |x - 1| \) taken from John and Emma’s pencil and paper work. The diagram shows the graph of \( y = |x - 1| \). There was no evidence to indicate that this sketch was a product of group work from the pair. However, there were extracts from the John and Emma’s discussion scripted on the same page as the graph claiming that the vertex is at \((1, 0)\); line of symmetry is \( x = 1 \) (See Sketch 4.1).
Sketch 4.2: Susan and Peter

Sketch 4.2 shows the graph of $y = |2x + 1|$ superimposed on the graph of $y = 2x + 1$. A few notes were scribbled on the graph describing how the pair decided what the graph looked like ("the part of $y = 2x + 1$ below the $x$-axis is reflected in the $x$-axis. Range for the modulus function $|f(x)| \geq 0$). The graph has two parts. The right hand side has equation $y = 2x + 1$ and the left hand side has equation $y = -2x - 1$.

The pencil and paper sketches show that the participants understood the relationship between graphs of $y = f(x)$ and $y = |f(x)|$ for simple linear functions. General knowledge of graphs of modulus functions acquired during activities 1 and 2 was demonstrated when participants sketched graphs in activity 3. Participants recognised that (i) the graph of $y = |f(x)|$ is V shaped; (ii) the part of the graph of $y = f(x)$ below the $x$-axis is reflected in the $x$-axis and (iii) the graph of $y = |f(x)|$ does not exist below the $x$-axis. The participants considered the part of the graph below the $x$-axis and reflected it in the $x$-axis. There was evidence from the sketches that participants managed to sketch linear modulus functions of the nature $y = |x - 1|$ without using GeoGebra. Participants used GeoGebra to verify the pencil and paper sketches.

To conclude activity 3, participants got an exercise consisting of graphs of modulus functions. In this activity, participants were required to identify and write down the algebraic functions represented by each graph (See Appendix E). The exercise consisted of linear graphs. All six participants correctly matched the functions and their corresponding graphical representations. This task was a simple recognition task, not one of construction or of reading coordinates of points. Duval (2006) argues that, naturally if students are given the expressions to sketch the graph, the success rate would exceed ninety per cent but the results will be different the other way round.

Results from participants’ work support Ainsworth’s (1999) claims that providing learners with a rich source of representations helps them to translate or construct
references across these representations. The use of GeoGebra and its multiple representations facilities in previous activities provided learners with clear links between the functions and their graphical representations and this was evident in the way they answered questions in the exercise.

My role throughout the first session was to encourage the use of GeoGebra while participants were working on tasks related to modulus functions. I guided participants through basic operations of GeoGebra and helped with some mathematical interpretations where necessary. I also guided participants through the multiple screens of GeoGebra and explained where to find the relevant tools, how to use colour codes and how to enlarge the scales using the mouse. The availability of an Interactive Whiteboard allowed me to give group instructions whenever it was necessary.

4.2 SESSION 2
Polynomials, exponentials and trig functions involving modulus functions.
Session 2 is divided into three activities. In the second session, participants used both GeoGebra and calculus to investigate graphs of polynomials involving modulus functions. Activity 1 focused on the graphs of $y = |f(x)|$ for quadratic functions ($y = |ax^2+b|$), trigonometric functions, exponentials and logarithms. Participants also considered the use of calculus to find derivatives of modulus functions. Activity 2 focused on polynomials of degree higher than 2 that involved modulus functions. The last activity focused on the use of the ‘tangent’ tool on the GeoGebra tool bar, to investigate the aspects of continuity and differentiability of modulus functions.

The Core 1 module in the ‘A’ level mathematics curriculum required students to be able to use the method of completing the square to identify the vertex and roots of quadratic functions. Graph sketching is further enhanced in the Core 2 module when students use differentiation to identify stationary points using the fact that the derivatives of functions are zero at stationary points.

When confronted with the graph in Fig 4.12 Peter and Susan used calculus to identify the stationary points of the function.
4.2.1 (a) Activity 1:

**Fig 4.13**: A copy of Fig 4.12.

Fig 4.13 is a transformed version of Fig 4.12. In this phase Susan and Peter tried to use calculus to identify turning points of the graph of \( f(x) = |x^2 - 1| \) (see Insert 4.1 below). They observed that the graph of \( y = |f(x)| = |x^2 - 1| \) had vertices at \((-1, 0)\) and \((1, 0)\) and a local maximum at \((0, 1)\) when all slider values are set at 1. The pair regarded all the three as stationary points. Their curiosity was to check if these vertices and the local maximum could be identified using calculus. GeoGebra provided a visual representation (Fig 4.13) showing turning points. Susan and Peter concluded that the function could therefore, be differentiated to identify the stationary points.

Susan and Peter used differentiation to identify stationary points on the graph of \( y = |x^2 - 1| \). They differentiated the modulus function. The work represented below as an insert, is work extracted from Susan and Peter’s pencil and paper work. Below is an extract from Susan and Peter’s use of calculus to investigate stationary points on the graphs in Fig (4.13).
From previous knowledge of graphs of functions, Susan and Peter concentrated on the critical features of a graph (i.e. maxima, minima and intercepts). The handwritten work above indicates that the pair equated the derivative to zero, and obtained three values of x, x = -1; x = 0 and x=1. Susan and Peter were of the view that there are three stationary points for the function \( y = |x^2 - 1| \). However, John reminded Susan and Peter that the values of x could not be 1 or -1 since the denominator in the derivative would be zero and the derivative would be undefined. The written work, where Peter and Susan equate the derivative to zero, shows a misconception that all turning points are stationary.

4.2.1 (b) Using GeoGebra to verify the derivative of \( f(x) = |x^2 - 1| \).
GeoGebra has a facility for finding derivatives of given functions. I used the Interactive Whiteboard to demonstrate how to enter the correct syntax in the INPUT window. Initially I used simple functions like \( f(x) = x^2 \), \( g(x) = \ln(x) \) and \( h(x) = \sin(x) \) to demonstrate...
how to differentiate functions using GeoGebra. The functions were selected from work that participants had encountered previously in calculus, hence their derivatives were familiar. Participants were however not familiar with the graphical representations of the derivatives.

Once a function \( f(x) \) or \( g(x) \) was defined, typing “\( f'(x) \)” or “Derivative [\( f(x) \)]” in the input window and pressing ENTER key yielded the derivative function in the algebraic window and its graphical representation in the graphics window. Participants received instructions on how to use GeoGebra to differentiate \( f(x) = x^2 \), \( g(x) = \ln(x) \) and \( h(x)=\sin(x) \). Fig 4.14; Fig 4.15 and Fig 4.16 are three extracts from participants’ work.

**Fig 4.14:** The graph of \( f(x) = x^2 \) and its derivative \( f'(x) = 2x \).

Graphical representation of \( f(x) \) clearly shows the graph of linear function \( f'(x) = 2x \). Participants were already familiar with the graphs of \( f(x) = x^2 \) and \( f'(x) = 2x \). The video clip was short indicating that the participants did not spent much time on the displays of these functions. The diagram shows the behaviour of the gradient of the function \( f(x) = x^2 \).
Fig 4.15: *The graph of* $g(x) = \ln(x)$ *and its derivative.*

Fig 4.15 displays the graph of $g(x) = \ln(x)$ and its derivative $g'(x) = \frac{1}{x}$ as a rectangular hyperbola.
The derivative of $h(x) = \sin(x)$ is represented by the graph of $h'(x) = \cos(x)$.

The work in Figures 4.14 – 4.16 was a precursor to the investigation of derivatives of modulus functions using GeoGebra. The graphical representation of derivatives for $f(x)$, $g(x)$ and $h(x)$ came in as an additional aspect to participants’ learning. The current Core 2 and 3 curriculum does not put much emphasis on graphs of derivative functions. However, participants recognised the respective graphs $f'(x) = 2x$; $g'(x) = 1/x$ and $h'(x) = \cos(x)$.

The next Vignette (10) is an extract from an attempt by Susan and Peter to use GeoGebra to differentiate modulus function graphs.
**Vignette 10: Using GeoGebra to differentiate modulus functions:**

Line 578: *Peter types $y = \text{abs}(x^2-4)$;*

Line 579: *A graph appears in the graphic window (see the black graph in Fig 4.16),*

Line 580: *Peter types “$f'(x)$”,*

Line 581: *The derivative of a function $f(x) = |x^2 - 4|$ appears in the algebraic view as $f'(x) = \frac{2x(x^2-4)}{|x^2-4|}$, at the same time more lines (later coded with the red colour in Fig 4.17) appears in the graphics view.*

Line 582: *No comment about the representations in the graphics view,*

Line 582: *“Our differentiation was correct”, Peter remarks,*

............

Line 633: *Me: “remember to check the value of the gradient function when $x = 2$ or $x = -2$”. *

Line 634: *“The derivative cannot be defined at $x = 2$ and $x = -2$ because the denominator will be zero”, Peter says.*

Line 635: *“Let us draw tangents through the three points,” said Susan,*

............
Two graphical representations for \( f(x) = |x^2 - 4| \) and \( f'(x) = \frac{2x(x^2 - 4)}{|x^2 - 4|} \) appeared in Fig 4.17. The conversation on the video clip made very little reference to the graph of \( f'(x) \) (red function). I interpreted this lack of reference either as an indicator that Susan and Peter did not relate the graphs to any work on modulus functions they had encountered previously or that their focus was on the graphs of \( f(x) = |x^2 - 4| \). Susan and Peter verified their pencil and paper answer (Line 582) using the derivative \( f'(x) \) function in GeoGebra.

I displayed the graphs of \( f(x) = |x^2 - 4| \) and that of its derivative, on the Interactive Whiteboard and colour coded the lines to provoke discussion about the graphical representations displayed on the screen, but with emphasis of the graph of \( f'(x) \). After some discussion, the six participants agreed that the graph of \( f'(x) \) (in red) in Fig 4.17 illustrated the behaviour of the derivative of \( f(x) = |x^2 - 4| \). The discussion points are listed below.
a. For values of x to the left of -2, the function is decreasing therefore the red line is found below the x-axis.
b. At x = -2 the graph displays some discontinuity.
c. The red line appears above the x-axis between -2 and 0, indicating that the function f(x) is increasing in that interval.
d. Between 0 and 2, f(x) is decreasing, and the red graph goes below the x-axis.
e. The continuity of the red line in the interval -2 < x < 2, crossing the x-axis 0 indicates a stationary point when x = 0.
f. In the interval x > 2, f(x) is increasing and the red graph is above the x-axis.
g. The discontinuity of the red graph at x = -2 and x = 2 implies that the derivative function is undefined at those x values.

4.2.2 Activity 2:
Activity 2 introduces the ‘Tangent’ icon. This tool affords the ability to construct tangents at given points of the function. This was just an extra activity, to demonstrate further that the sharp corners on the graph of a modulus function are not stationary points. The Tangent tool can be found of the GeoGebra menu bar (Fig 4.18).

The use of calculus to identify turning points in this activity brought to fore misinterpretation or misunderstanding of the relationship between stationary and turning points. I reminded participants that tangents through stationary points are horizontal, and that not all turning points are stationary.
Screencast video evidence showed that none of the pairs managed to hold the tangent horizontally at \( x = 2 \) or \( x = -2 \). Failure to construct a horizontal tangent at \((2, 0)\) and \((-2, 0)\) further helped to clarify the distinction between stationary points and turning points. This explained why the gradient function was undefined at points \((2, 0)\) and \((-2, 0)\). Participants noted that \( \frac{dy}{dx} = 0 \) only at stationary points. They also noted that not all turning points are stationary.

Using calculus to identify turning points in this activity also brought to fore misinterpretation or misunderstanding of the relationship between continuity and differentiability. This activity raised two issues for further investigation: (i) Is a differentiable function always a continuous function. (ii) Is a continuous function always differentiable? This was knowledge emerging outside the concept of modulus functions through working with GeoGebra. Fig 4.17 and Fig 4.19 display graphs, which clearly show sharp turns and some stationary points. This generated discussion among participants on their understanding of differentiability of functions. GeoGebra supported students to go beyond the confines of the problem and provided a facility for extending their knowledge about modulus functions.
Work in this activity showed that participants first used graphical representations in GeoGebra at a very low level to justify the correctness of the pencil and paper work (Line 582). They also used GeoGebra to verify their answer, receiving instant feedback about the correctness of their calculus. At another level, GeoGebra was used to correct the misconceptions about stationary and turning points.

4.2.3 Activity 3

In this activity participants carried out further investigations on polynomials involving modulus functions and their derivatives. The differentiation of polynomials involving modulus functions became too complicated and participants used GeoGebra to find the derivatives. They were now familiar with the process of differentiation using GeoGebra, and did not waste time using pencil and paper first.

**Fig 4.19:** The graph of $f(x) = |x^3 - 5x^2 + 2x + 8|$ and its derivative.

When John typed $f'(x)$ in the input window, a very long function appeared in the Algebraic View
\[
f'(x) = \frac{2|x^3 - 5x^2 + 2x + 8| - 10x|x^3 - 5x^2 + 2x + 8| + 3x^2|x^3 - 5x^2 + 2x + 8|}{x^3 - 5x^2 + 2x + 8}
\]

John acknowledged that it would have been very difficult for him to complete the differentiation using pencil and paper.

Work in this activity showed that John and Sophie tried to use GeoGebra for visual justification about graphs of modulus function not existing below the x-axis. However, the multiple screens displayed the visual aspect of the function and its derivative on the algebra screen, and the graph of the modulus function and its derivative on the graphics screen. There were no further recorded discussions to check their understanding of the multiple representations of the derivatives of polynomials involving modulus functions. However, the use of visual representations in GeoGebra provided a new dimension of graphs of modulus functions beyond participants’ anticipation.

Multiple representations played a pivotal role in the exploration of the graphs of modulus functions. During the first session, I noticed the slowness with which participants navigated through the screen to find correct tools or appropriate language. Once they became familiar with some features of the software, the speed of execution increased in all of Session 2. The next session focused on the comparison between the graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \).

### 4.3 SESSION 3

**Investigating and comparing the graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \).**

This session carried out in the third lesson extended the work on modulus functions to include \( y = f(|x|) \). Session 3 focused on the comparison between the graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \). Several tasks, drawn from a textbook (see Appendix A), were set to investigate graphs of \( y = f(|x|) \) and \( y = |f(x)| \). The session also investigated the graph of the sum of two modulus functions \( y = |x + a| + |x - b| \).

The session started with a brief overview of participants’ observations in the previous lessons on graphs of \( y = f(x) \) and \( y = |f(x)| \). Participants were involved in activities most of which concerned answering questions involving modulus functions. The first parts of the instructions recapped work from Session 1 and Session 2. We used the Interactive
Whiteboard, laptops, and some worksheets with related questions. Below each question was a grid on which participants sketched the graphs of the given function (see appendix C). A few questions that required pencil and paper sketches were given on a worksheet (see Appendix B). No grids were provided for these questions. Participants were to come up with their own sketches. The exercise was intended to establish participants' knowledge regarding the concept of modulus function graphs acquired from previous sessions. Some questions on the worksheet required participants to identify whether the graphs were for \( y = |f(x)| \) or for \( y = f(|x|) \). Another starter activity (see Appendix F) involved a matching task where participants matched algebraic expressions to corresponding graphical representations.

There was clear evidence from analyses of data that participants had a conceptual understanding of the relationship between the graph of \( y = f(x) \) and \( y = |f(x)| \), but could not always distinguish between the graph of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \).

Participants were asked to sketch the graphs of \( f(x) = x + 3 \), \( g(x) = |x| + 3 \) and \( h(x) = |x + 3| \) and describe the relationship between the three functions. All six participants wrongly assumed that the graph of \( g(x) = |x| + 3 \) was similar to the graph of \( h(x) = |x + 3| \). The initial assumption was that all graphs involving modulus functions behave in the same manner, therefore the graph of \( h(x) = |x + 3| \) was perceived to be the same as that of \( g(x) = |x| + 3 \). Such misconception was not unique to this group of participants. A study carried out in Turkish schools (Monaghan and Ozmantar 2006) established that students became confused about the difference between ways to obtain the graph of \( |f(x)| \) and \( f(|x|) \).

To address misconceptions like this, de Villers (2012) recommends that teachers use the diagnostic teaching approach advocated by Bell et al (1985) and Bell (1993). In such an approach, place learners in situations which create 'cognitive conflict' between their expectations and the eventual outcome, for example, giving learners more activities like Activity (1) and Activity (2) below. Rather than viewing misconceptions as something intrinsically negative, misconceptions in this study were viewed and dealt with using de Villers' approach as an important and necessary stage of the learning process.
4.3.1 Activity 1:

Activity 1 focused on investigating graphs of \( y = f(|x|) \). The expected outcome for this activity was for participants to be able to compare and describe characteristics of the graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \). The long-term objective was for participants to be able to recognise and write down corresponding equations for such functions when they see them.

Instructions for this activity:

- Use pencil and paper to sketch the graph of \( y = f(|x|) \) and describe briefly how you came up with the sketch.
- Use GeoGebra to sketch the graph of \( y = f(|x|) \) and compare it with your pencil and paper sketch.
- Describe in your own words the relationship between the graphs of \( y = f(x) \) and \( y = |f(x)| \) and the graph of \( y = f(x) \) and \( y = f(|x|) \).
- Use GeoGebra to investigate graphs of modulus functions listed in the worksheet (See Appendix A).

Vignette 11 is an extract from the dialogue that took place between me and the pair of James and Sophie as they started to investigate the graph of \( y = f(|x|) \). In this vignette, I engaged in a conversation with the participants only to probe them but not making any remarks that suggested the nature of the graph of \( y = f(|x|) \).

**Vignette 11: Investigating the graph of \( y = f(|x|) \).**

```
Line 769: James types y = abs(x) + 3;
Line 770: Graph of f(x) = |x| + 3 appears on the screen;
Line 771: James types = abs(x + 3);
Line 772: Graph of g(x) = |x + 3| appears on the same screen
```

......... (Process of colour coding the graphs);

```
Line 776: Graphs appear in different colours (Fig 4.20);
Line 777: James: “Yeah, the graphs look different”;
Line 778: Me: “Can you describe each graph?”
Line 779: James: “One of the graphs turns at the x-axis and the other one turns at the
```
Line 780: *Me*: “Which one turns at the x-axis?”

------  (adding colour codes)

Line 791: *Sophie*: “The graph of \( y = |x| + 3 \) turns at the y-axis

Line 792: … and the graph of \( y = |x + 3| \) turns at the x-axis”

The initial pencil and paper sketch drawn by John for the graph of \( y = |x| - 1 \) looked the same as that for \( y = |x - 1| \).

**Fig 4.20:** Graph of \( f(x) = |x + 3| \) and \( g(x) = |x| + 3 \).

Fig 4.20 shows the graphs of \( f(x) = |x + 3| \) and the graph of \( g(x) = |x| + 3 \). Displaying the graphs on the same axes enabled James and Sophie to compare the two and note the differences. The different diagrams helped participants to realise that the graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \) are not the same, a misconception raised at the start of this session. GeoGebra displayed two different graphs as shown in Fig 4.20. From the multiple representations on the screen, James and Emma describe the behaviour in very simple terms: The graph of \( y = |x| + 3 \) turns at the y-axis (Line 791) and the graph
of $y = |x + 3|$ turns at the x-axis (Line 792).

4.3.2 Activity 2:

Participants were free to choose from a list of functions, which included linear, quadratic, rational, logs, exponentials, trigonometry, hyperbolic or any function of the participants’ choice. In this activity, I captured the screencast clip when Susan and Peter were investigating $f(x) = x^2 - 3x$ and $g(x) = |x|^2 - 3|x|$.

**Fig 4.21: Graph of $f(x) = x^2 - 3x$ and $h(x) = |x|^2 - 3|x|$.

![Graph of f(x) and h(x)](image)

Fig 4.21 displays the graphs of $f(x) = x^2 - 3x$ and $h(x) = |x|^2 - 3|x|$. The graphs clearly show the relationship between the graph of $f(x)$ and $h(x)$. The graph of $h(x) = |x|^2 - 3|x|$ is symmetric about the y-axis. The part of the graph of $f(x)$ for $x \geq 0$ is reflected in the y-axis.

Susan and Peter were challenged to investigate more complicated graphs for polynomial such as $f(x) = x^3 + 2x^2 - 3x + 4$, and $f(|x|) = |x|^3 + 2|x|^2 - 3|x| + 4$ using GeoGebra to further establish properties of the graphs of $y = f(|x|)$. 
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Fig 4.22: Graphs of \( f(x) = x^3 + 2x^2 - 3x + 4 \), and \( h(x) = |x|^3 + 2|x|^2 - 3|x| + 4 \).

Fig 4.22 shows the graph of \( f(x) = x^3 + 2x^2 - 3x + 4 \), and \( h(x) = |x|^3 + 2|x|^2 - 3|x| + 4 \) and it further confirms observations drawn from earlier activities in this session, that the graph of \( y = h(x) \) is also symmetric about the \( y \)-axis. Only the part of \( f(x) \) for \( x \geq 0 \), is reflected in the \( y \)-axis.

**Vignette 12: Investigating the graph of \( y = |x|^3 + 2|x|^2 - 3|x| + 3 \).**

```
Line 923: Me: “Now try to enter the function \( y = |x|^3 + 2|x|^2 - 3|x| + 3 \)”;
Line 924: \( y = \text{abs}(x)^3 + 2*\text{abs}(x)^2 - 3*\text{abs}(x) + 3 \) is typed;
Line 925: Graphic view shows Fig 4.23;
Line 926: Algebraic view displays \( f(x) = |x|^3 + 2|x|^2 - 3|x| + 3 \);
Line 927: Me: “What happened to the rest of the graph?”
Line 928: Me: “Let us draw the graph of \( y = x^3 + 2x^2 - 3x + 3 \) on the same page”;
Line 929: \( y = x^3 + 2x^2 - 3x + 3 \) is typed in;
Line 930: Graphic view displays the graph in Fig 4.23;
```
Fig 4.23: The graphs of \( f(x), g(x) \) and \( h(x) \).

Fig 4.23 shows the graphs of \( f(x) = x^3 + 2x^2 - 3x + 3 \), \( g(x) = |x^3 + 2x^2 - 3x + 3| \) and \( h(x) = |x|^3 + 2|x|^2 - 3|x| + 3| \) on the same plane.
Fig 4.24: The graphs of $f(x) = e^x$ and $g(x) = e^{|x|}$.

Fig 4.24 shows the graph of $f(x) = e^x$ and $g(x) = e^{|x|}$. Vignette 13 is an extract of the conversation between Emma and John while they were investigating the graphs $f(x) = e^x$ and $g(x) = e^{|x|}$.

**Vignette 13: Investigating graphs of $f(x) = e^x$ and $g(x) = e^{|x|}$.**

**Line 824:** The equation $y = e^x$ is entered and another graph (blue) pops up

**Line 825:** Another equation $y = e^{\text{abs}(x)}$ is entered

......

**Line 834:** John: “The graph of $g(x) = e^{|x|}$ is a reflection of the graph of $f(x) = e^x$ in the $y$–axis”.

**Line 835:** Emma: “It is only that part of the graph that is on the right of the $y$-axis that is reflected in the $y$-axis”.

**Line 836:** John: “Hang on! The graph of $y = |f(x)|$ is a reflection of $y = f(x)$ in the $x$-axis and $y = f(|x|)$ is a reflection in the $y$-axis”.

**Line 834:** Emma: “The graph of $y = f(|x|)$ and $y = |f(x)|$ are different”.
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Emma and John concluded that the graph of the modulus function $y = e^{|x|}$ was a reflection of the part of the graph of $y = e^x$ for $x > 0$ in the $y$-axis. The occurrence of the same characteristics from the generated functions led to generalisations of the characteristics of the graphs of $y = f(|x|)$. In Line 834, Emma noted the differences between the graph of $y = f(|x|)$ and $y = |f(x)|$.

**Fig 4.25:** Graphs of $y = \ln(x)$ and $y = \ln(|x|)$.

The investigation of the graph of $f(x) = \ln(x)$ and $g(x) = \ln(|x|)$ on the same axes as shown in Fig 4.25 raised some discussion points. A glance at the graphs in Fig 4.25 further confirmed the accession that the graph of $f(x) = \ln(x)$ is all reflected in the $y$-axis. However, James raised a very interesting observation (see Vignette 14).
Vignette 14 is an extract of conversation captured from participants' discussions provoked by the visual displays shown on GeoGebra, which contradicted participants' understanding of derivative of \( \ln(x) \) and the integration of \( \frac{1}{x} \).

**Vignette 14, Similarities between the graphs of the derivative functions of \( \ln(x) \) and \( \ln|x| \).**

**James:** “When we used GeoGebra to differentiate \( f(x) = \ln(x) \) we got a rectangular hyperbola for \( f'(x) = \frac{1}{x} \) (Fig 4.15). We are also getting the same rectangular hyperbola for the derivative of \( \ln|x| \). Why is the \( \int \frac{1}{x} \, dx \) given as \( \ln|x| \) only? The graph of \( y = \ln(x) \) is different from that of \( y = \ln|x| \) but the graphs of their gradient functions are the same.

**Peter:** “Your observation is not entirely wrong. The problem is that the domain of \( \ln(x) \) is for \( x > 0 \), while \( \frac{1}{x} \) is defined everywhere except at \( x = 0 \). The function that matches that domain is \( \ln|x| \).
Sophie: “Peter has a point. It has to do with area under the curve. We can definitely see from the graph that $\frac{1}{x}$ is defined everywhere except when $x = 0$ and we can find $\int_{-2}^{-1} \frac{1}{x} dx$. If we do not use the absolute value, we will not be able to find natural log of negative numbers, even though we know that this area exists”.

James: “Why not just say $\frac{1}{x}$ is the derivative of $y = \ln|x|$ so that the integral of $\frac{1}{x}$ gives back $\ln |x|$”.

Sophie: “For $x > 0$, you are correct. The derivative of $\ln|x|$ is the same as the derivative of $\ln(x)$. But the graph of $\ln|x|$ and its derivative are both defined for values of $x$ less than zero as well”.

John: “For me, I take it that integration serves two purposes: to solve differential equations or to find area under the curve. If I am given $\frac{dy}{dx} = \frac{1}{x}$ and I am required to find $y$, I will give it as $y = \ln(x) + c$. But if I am asked to $\int_{a}^{b} \frac{1}{x} dx$, the rectangular hyperbola exists on both sides of the y-axis. I will give my answer as $\ln|x|$. This will enable me to find area on either side of the y-axis.

Susan: Thank you Sophie. I really never realised that integration served different purposes.

The discussion in Vignette 14 involved all participants. The different representations for $f(x) = \ln(x)$ (Fig 4.26) and $g(x) = \ln |x|$ (Fig 4.25) evoked a discussion that initially centred on the correctness of the representations displayed in GeoGebra. James questioned why the integral of $1/x$ was not just given as $y = \ln(x)$. Each participant presented an argument to justify the correctness of the representations. John highlighted that integration served two purposes. Sophie talked about the domains of the functions and justified why the integral of $\frac{1}{x}$ is $\ln|x|$. The multiple representations of the GeoGebra screen generated discussions and allowed participants to focus on issues of understanding the differences between the functions $\ln(x)$ and $\ln|x|$ including their derivatives.
This section is not a logical follow up to the discussions highlighted above, but screenshot clips taken from other recorded video.

**Fig 4.27**: The graph of $g(x) = a \sin |x| + b$.

In all examples considered, there was an element of the graph of $y = f(|x|)$ being symmetric about the $y = axis$. It was generally agreed that, to sketch the graph of $y = f(|x|)$, first sketch the graph of $y = f(x)$. Then take any part of the graph of $y = f(x)$ for all values of $x \geq 0$ and reflect it in the $y$-axis. The $y$-axis remains a permanent line of symmetry for all graphs involving $f(|x|)$ with or without any transformations involved.

Working in a GeoGebra environment not only gave participants accurate diagrams but also allowed students to experiment more while appreciating the ease of getting many examples (Yerushalmy 1997). Repeating the same process over and over again helped to confirm the relationship between the graph of $y = f(x)$, $y = |f(x)|$ and $y = f(|x|)$. Participants explored as many cases as time could permit, without even considering the complexity of some of the questions. The focus shifted from sketching correct graphs using pencil and paper to investigating properties of the graphs of modulus functions.
Information obtained through use of multiple representations was a step towards generation of conjectures, which in turn served as a basis for learning the concept of modulus functions and generalising observations.

4.3.3 Activity 3: Consolidating of work:
In this activity, participants worked through questions selected from past examination questions. No GeoGebra was used in this activity. The focus of the activity was to check participants’ understanding of the relationship between the graphs of \( y = f(x) \), \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \). The questions displayed sketches of \( y = f(x) \). Participants used pencil and paper to sketch the respective graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \) for each given function.

Fig 4.28: Question 1:

![Graph of y = f(x), y = |f(x)|, and y = f(|x|)](source: Adopted from Edexcel C3: June2006 Qu. 3)

The diagram shows part of the curve with equation \( y = f(x) \), \( x \in \mathbb{R} \), where \( f \) is an increasing function of \( x \). The curve passes through the points \( P (0, -2) \) and \( Q (3, 0) \) as shown. On a separate diagram, sketch the curves with equations:

(a) \( y = |f(x)| \)
(b) \( y = f(|x|) \)

All the six participants seemed more confident and clear about the graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \). They correctly identified the images of \( P' (0, 2) \) and \( Q' (-3, 0) \) for the graph of \( y = |f(x)| \). However, four out of the six correctly sketched the graph of \( y = |f(x)| \). Of the
two who failed, one had a sketch that appeared correct, but with no coordinates for Q’. Susan failed to sketch the graph of $y = f(|x|)$ completely. She sketched a graph similar to that of $y = |f(x)|$. This is not consistent with the rest of her work in other questions. She attributed this to a careless mistake.

**Fig 4.29: Question 2:**

![Diagram](image)

*The diagram shows part of the curve with equations $y = f(x)$, $x \in \mathbb{R}$. The curve passes through the points Q(0, 2) and P (-3, 0) as shown. On separate diagrams, sketch the curve with equation $y = f(|x|) - 2$, (Edexcel C3: Jan 2013 Qu. 3).*

There is evidence (Appendix D) of participants’ understanding of modulus functions, but the inclusion of a transformation confused all but one. Only John managed to sketch the graph of $y = f(|x|) - 2$ correctly indicating the coordinates of Q’ (0, 0) correctly. The others struggled with this question. They gave coordinates of P as (-3, -2). They did not realise that P disappears under this transformation because it is on the left side of the y-axis. Participants failed to transfer knowledge from work covered in the activities.
I created Question 3 from the graph of \( y = \frac{x+1}{x(x-3)} \) to challenge participants' understanding of modulus functions.

**Fig 4.30: Question 3:**

The diagram shows the graph of \( y = f(x) \). On separate diagrams, sketch the graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \).

All the six participants managed to sketch the graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \) correctly (see Appendix D). There was no mix-up between the two graphs. The sketches do not show enough evidence that participants would have got the correct answers if coordinates had been included in this question.
The diagram shows the graph of $y = f(x)$. On separate diagrams, sketch the graph of $y = |f(x)|$ and the graph of $y = f(|x|)$.

The responses to this question were mixed. Emma, Peter and Sophie failed to reflect the part of the graph below $y = -2$ (for $x > 4$) in the x-axis. The other three participants correctly sketched the graph of $y = |f(x)|$. Only James managed to correctly sketch the graph of $y = f(|x|)$. The rest failed to reflect the asymptote $x = 4$ in the y-axis, hence their image is shown immediately after the y-axis (see Appendix D).

Questions 1 – 4 presented graphs without functional equations. Monaghan and Ozmantar (2006) argue that presenting graphs without functional equations aid students to develop a rule to obtain the intended graphs by analysing the graphs alone. In this exercise, there was no opportunity for participants to use GeoGebra to sketch the required graphs.
**Question 5**

The function \( f \) is defined by \( f: x \rightarrow \ln (2x - 1) \) for \( x > \frac{1}{2} \) and \( g \) is defined by \( g: x \rightarrow \frac{2}{x^3 - 3} \) for \( x \in \mathbb{R} \) and \( x \neq 3 \). Sketch the graph of \( y = |g(x)| \). Indicate clearly the equation of the vertical asymptote and the coordinates of the points where the graph crosses the \( y \)-axis.

a) On the same grid sketch the graph of \( y = f(x) \).

b) Estimate the value of \( \frac{2}{x^3 - 3} \) in \( \ln(2x-1) \). (Source: Adopted from Edexcel C3: June 2007, Qu. 5)

Question 5 was given without the aid of the diagram and participants were free to use GeoGebra. Sketching the graph of the rational function \( \frac{2}{x^3 - 3} \) posed some problems for all participants. However with the background knowledge of transformation of the \( y = a f(x + b) \) it was easy to guide participants through sketching the graph of \( \frac{2}{x^3 - 3} \) from the graph of \( 1/x \). Susan, Sophie and James used GeoGebra to check their solutions. All participants managed to sketch the graphs of \( y = f(x) \) and \( y = |g(x)| \) correctly, which was a reflection of their understanding of graphs of modulus functions. Solving the equation graphically did not yield accurate answers since their sketches were not very accurate. GeoGebra was used to find correct solutions.

### 4.3.3.1 Participants' written responses:

Data obtained from written responses (see Appendix D) suggests that participants made use of the knowledge obtained from the use of GeoGebra to correctly sketch some graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \) but failed in other instances where graphs looked complicated. Though the activity displayed questions without the functional equations, participants developed correct perceptions to obtain the intended graphs. Participants used knowledge from earlier activities such as:

i. graph of \( y = |f(x)| \) is a reflection of the positive part of the graph of \( y = f(x) \) in the \( x \)-axis,

ii. the graph of \( y = f(|x|) \) is a reflection of the part of the graph of \( y = f(x) \) on the right of the \( y \)-axis in the \( y \)-axis. They correctly drew graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \).
Session 3 Activity 4:
Investigating graphical representations for the sum of two modulus functions $|x+a| + |x-b|:

As a stretching and challenging activity, but within the confines of the curriculum, participants investigated the graph of $y = |x + a| + |x - b|$. The general question posed at the beginning of the activity was: “If $f(x)$ is a sum of two linear modulus functions $g(x)$ and $h(x)$, can you draw the graph of $|g(x)| + |h(x)|$ from the graph of $f(x) = g(x) + h(x)$?”

John looked at the function $f(x) = |x + 3| + |x - 2|$, ignored the modulus functions and added the right hand side, wrongly yielding a linear function $f(x) = |2x + 1|$. He then sketched the graph of $f(x) = |2x + 1|$. I challenged him to input $f(x) = |x + 3| + |x - 2|$ in GeoGebra. He entered the function $f(x) = \text{abs}(x + 3) + \text{abs}(x - 2)$. Fig 4.32 appeared on the screen.

**Fig 4.32:** The graph of $f(x) = |x + 3| + |x - 2|$ as displayed in GeoGebra.

From his reaction, John did not expect to see what came up on the screen. All participants confessed that they had not anticipated a representation similar to what
appeared on John’s screen. John summarised his interpretation of the graphical representations.

i. \( f(x) = x + 3 \) for \( x \geq 2 \)

ii. \( f(x) = 3 + |x-2| \) for \(-3 \leq x \leq 2\)

iii. \( f(x) = x - 2 \) for \( x \leq -2 \)

iv. The length of the horizontal line is the distance between the parameters -3 and 2.

This raised some discussion points and participants were encouraged to consider the algebraic manipulation of the sum of the modulus functions. Susan led the discussions:

- If \( |x + 3| = x + 3 \) and \( |x - 2| = x - 2 \), then \( x + 3 + x - 2 = 2x + 1 \) for \( x > 2 \)
- If \( |x + 3| = x + 3 \) and \( |x - 2| = -x + 2 \), then \( x + 3 - x + 2 = 5 \) for \(-3 < x < 2\)
- If \( |x + 3| = -x - 3 \) and \( |x - 2| = -x + 2 \), then \(-x - 3 - x + 2 = -2x -1\) for \( x < -3 \)

John argued that from the graph (see Fig 4.32) the third part should be \(-2x + 1\). His comparison of the graphical representation and algebraic representation did not give him the clarity he was looking for. He however acknowledged that his earlier assumptions were incorrect.
Further investigations using sliders for \( f(x) = |2x + 5| + |3x + 3| \) (see Fig 4.33) led to the general conclusion that the graph of \( f(x) \) is divided into 3 sections

i) \( f(x) = 5x + 8 \) for \( x > -1 \)

ii) \( f(x) = -x + 2 \) for \(-5/2 < x < -3/3\) (i.e. \(-2.5 < x < -1\))

iii) \( f(x) = -5x - 8 \) for \( x < -2.5 \)

There was no attempt from the participants to give general descriptions for the graphs of the sum of two modulus functions \( f(x) = |ax + b| + |cx + d| \), but Peter noted that the middle section of the graph is horizontal if \( a = c \).

The next session looked at equations involving modulus functions. Participants had a choice to work the solutions algebraically or use the aid of GeoGebra to get the visual representations before attempting the questions algebraically.
SESSION 4:
Solving equations involving modulus functions:
The fourth session focused on solving equations involving modulus functions, but also left room for exploring graphs of more complicated modulus functions. At all times during this session, participants had access to the laptops and GeoGebra.

Session 4 Activity 1:
Participants got a worksheet with a set of equations involving modulus functions. Participants produced a variety of solutions, but for this study, I have selected cases that provide rich data for my research questions and some cases where participants made use of GeoGebra in the process of solving the equations.

Question: Find the value(s) of $x$ for which $|x - 2| = |4x - 3|$.

Insert 4.2 is an extract from Peter’s hand written work.

Insert 4.2

\[
\begin{align*}
\Rightarrow & \quad |x-2| = x-2 \quad \text{and} \quad |4x-3| = 4x-3 \\
& \quad x-2 = 4x-3 \\
& \quad +1 = 3x \\
& \quad x = \frac{1}{3} \quad \text{and} \quad y = -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} \\
& \quad \text{Coordinates: } \left(\frac{1}{3}, -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{3}\right) \\
\Rightarrow & \quad |x-2| = x-2 \quad \text{and} \quad |4x-3| = -4x+3 \\
& \quad x-2 = -4x+3 \\
& \quad 5x = 5 \\
& \quad x = 1 \quad \text{and} \quad y = -1 \\
& \quad \text{Coordinates: } \left(1, -1\right) \\
\Rightarrow & \quad |x-2| = -x+2 \quad \text{and} \quad |4x-3| = 4x-3 \\
& \quad -x+2 = 4x-3 \\
& \quad 5x = 5 \\
& \quad x = 1 \quad y = -1 \\
& \quad \text{Coordinates: } \left(1, -1\right) \\
\Rightarrow & \quad |x-2| = -x+2 \quad \text{and} \quad |4x-3| = -4x+3 \\
& \quad -x+2 = -4x+3 \\
& \quad 3x = 1 \\
& \quad x = \frac{1}{3} \quad y = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} \\
& \quad \text{Coordinates: } \left(\frac{1}{3}, \frac{\sqrt{3}}{3}\right)
\end{align*}
\]
Peter considered case by case to identify all possible values of $x$ for which the equation was true. He gave four coordinates $(1/3, -4/3), (1, -1), (1, 1)$ and $(1/3, 4/3)$ in his answer, but failed to note that $|x - 2|$ or $|4x - 3|$ are always positive, hence the y-coordinate cannot be negative. GeoGebra correctly displayed two points A $(1/3, 4/3)$ and B $(1, 1)$ as the only solutions to the equation $|x - 2| = |4x - 3|$ (see Fig 4.34). Points $(1/3, -5/3)$ and $(1, -1)$, below the x-axis were outside the range of the two given modulus functions. The graphs did not exist below the x-axis.

With the aid of a diagram, Peter realised that he could have limited his investigations to Case 3 and 4 (see Fig 4.34) only and discarded Cases 1 and 2. His execution of the algebraic calculations was correct, but yielded more solutions than required. Besides producing spurious answers, the algebraic method was long and tedious. Sketching the graphs of $f(x) = |x - 2|$ and $g(x) = |4x - 3|$ first, would limit the number of cases to be investigated to Cases 3 and 4 only.

The algebraic method of solving equations involving modulus functions sometimes produces spurious answers as seen from Peter’s work. GeoGebra provided visual representations, which later helped participants to restrict working to focus on what was necessary. After analysing Peter’s work as a group, we concluded that it is advisable to sketch the graph before solving the equations algebraically. A correct sketch would show the number of expected solutions before applying the algebraic method.

Peter’s approach of using an algebraic method tallies with Yerushalmy (1991) who found that even after extensive experience with multi-representational learning experiences designed to teach understanding of functions, only twelve per cent of students gave answers that involved both numerical and visual representations. Most answers reflect the use of one representation and a neglect of the other. Yerushalmy’s research suggests that appreciating the links across multiple representations is not automatic. Poppe (1993) explored the effects of differing technological approaches to calculus on students’ use and understanding of multiple representations when solving problems. Poppe found that although students realised that tables, graphs and mapping diagrams were helpful, they did not use them in order to solve unfamiliar mathematical problems unless it was suggested to them.
Fig 4.34: Graphs of $f(x)$ and $g(x)$ displayed on the same screen.

This diagram (Fig 4.34) clearly shows that there are only two points of intersection at A $(1/3, 4/3)$ and B $(1, 1)$, hence two solutions of the equation $|x - 2| = |4x - 3|$. On the Interactive whiteboard, I used a similar equation to demonstrate to the group why Peter got four points instead of just two (See Fig 4.35).
Fig 4.35 illustrates that if the domain of the graphs of modulus functions is not restricted, there are exactly 4 points of intersection A (-1, 1), B (1, 3), C (-1, -1) and D (1, -3).
**Fig 4.36:** Solving $|x + 2| = 2x + 1$ graphically.

**Question:** Find possible values of $x$ for which $|x + 2| = 2x + 1$

Emma’s written response is shown in Insert 4.3:

**Insert 4.3**

$|x + 2| = 2x + 1$

\[ \therefore x + 2 = 2x + 1 \]

\[ x = 1 \]

**OR**

$|x + 2| = 2x + 1$

\[ -x - 2 = 2x + 1 \]

\[ -3x = 3 \]

\[ x = -1 \]

Emma discarded the second solution after illustrating the two functions on the GeoGebra screen. Fig 4.36 clearly illustrates that the only lines that intersect are $y = 2x + 1$ and $y = x + 2$. The intersection of $y = 2x + 1$ and $y = -x - 2$ falls outside the range of the modulus function graphs discarding point $(-1, -1)$. The graphical representation clearly shows that the only valid solution for this equation is $x = 1$, which occurs at point $A (1, 3)$. 
Participants solving equations involving modulus functions algebraically:
Although participants used several approaches to solve modulus function equations, they continued to use GeoGebra to check their solutions. Below are some extracts from participants’ algebraic work before using GeoGebra to check.

**Question 1**: Solve the equation $|x| = |2x + 1|$
Susan squared both sides

**Insert 4.4**

\[
\begin{align*}
|x|^2 &= |2x + 1|^2 \\
(2x + 1)^2 &= 4x^2 + 4x + 1 \\
3x^2 + 4x + 1 &= 0 \\
(3x + 1)(x + 1) &= 0 \\
X &= -\frac{1}{3} \text{ or } x = -1
\end{align*}
\]

**Question 2**: Solve the equation $|x - 1| = -3$.
In this question Susan continues with the same method but fails to realise that the method of squaring both sides only works if the function or number on the right side is positive.

**Insert 4.5**

\[
\begin{align*}
|X - 3| &= -3 \\
(x - 2)^2 &= (-3)^2 \\
x^2 - 4x - 5 &= 0 \\
(x + 1)(x - 5) &= 0 \\
x &= -1 \text{ and } x = 5
\end{align*}
\]

When the two functions $f(x) = |x - 2|$ and $y = -3$ were entered in GeoGebra (see Fig 4.37), the graphical representation clearly showed that the two graphs did not intersect,
and therefore there was no solution. The illustration in GeoGebra, brought out a
learning point, not only to Peter but to the rest of the participants. The fact that a
modulus function cannot be equal to a negative constant is brought to fore. From the
illustration, Peter concluded that there was no solution to that equation.

**Fig 4.37:** *The graph of \(|x - 2| = -3.\)

![Graph of |x - 2| = -3](image1)

**Solving the equation \(|x^2 - 4| = 2x\)**

**Fig 4.38:** *Using GeoGebra to solving \(|x^2 - 4| = 2x.\)

![GeoGebra Graph](image2)
Sophie started her solution by illustrating the two functions \( f(x) = |x^2 - 4| \) and \( y = 2x \) in GeoGebra (see Fig 4.38). She then used the algebraic method to solve the equation. She restricted her calculation to only two cases. Insert 4.6 shows Sophie’s answer.

**Insert 4.6**

\[
\begin{align*}
|x^2 - 4| &= 2x \\
x^2 - 4 &= 2x \\
x^2 - 2x - 4 &= 0 \\
x = 3.24 & \text{ or } x = -1.24 \\
x = 3.24 & \text{ at point } A \\
-x^2 - 4x &= 0 \\
x^2 + 2x - 4 &= 0 \\
x = 1.24 & \text{ or } x = -3.24 \\
x = 1.24 & \text{ at point } B
\end{align*}
\]

GeoGebra provided Sophie with a clear view of the points of intersection and limited her algebraic calculations to focus on the parts of the graphs that were intersecting.

**Extending work to included algebraic fractions \( \frac{x+1}{x-1} = |x + 2| \)**

Smart (1995) cited in Selinger and Pratt (1997) found that while using graphic calculators, students unusually displayed high levels of visual strategies to solve algebraic problems. None of the six participants had done any Further Pure Mathematics and they had not encountered graphs of rational functions. However, they used GeoGebra to identify the solutions. Participants sketched the graphs of \( f(x) = \frac{x+1}{x-1} \) and \( g(x) = |x + 2| \) on the same diagram. Below is an extract of a diagram captured from Susan and Peter’s screencast clip.
The multiple representations identified points A, B, C and D in the graphics section and corresponding coordinates for each point were displayed in the algebraic section of the screen. Solutions listed in the algebra register are \( x = -2.41; \ x = -1.73; \ x = \ 0.41 \) and \( x=1.73 \). The visual representations in GeoGebra guided participants in solving this equation. No one in the group attempted to solve this equation algebraically. Susan and Peter passively accepted answers as given on the screen and ended the investigation. No curiosity was raised and no discussion was generated from these displays.

Illustrations in GeoGebra (Fig 4.38 and Fig 4.39) clearly showed how many solutions there are, before the start of the algebraic calculations. This restricted participants to work on parts of the graphs within the correct domains. GeoGebra afforded participants an opportunity to visualise the notions of different types of equations of modulus functions and helped them redefine the domain and range of the functions.

The visual illustration established further properties of the domain and range of the graphs of modulus functions. In cases where the range of the function was not first
established, as visualised on the graphs in Fig 4.35, there are clearly four points of
intersection, two of which lie outside the range. Points C and D lie outside the domain of
the defined modulus function, hence the solutions at these points should be discarded.

Solving equations involving functions graphically was mostly a method of last resort, for
the pairs of Susan/Peter and John/Emma, when the algebraic method became
complicated or had failed. It was not a method of first choice. In conclusion, to all the
activities in Session 4, I recommended to participants to sketch the graphs first, to see
the number of solutions and identify where they are located.

4.5 SESSION 5: Solving inequalities involving modulus functions.
By the time we started working on inequalities involving modulus functions, the use of
GeoGebra had become less and less. Research on dynamic mathematics software,
(Guin & Trouche, 1999; Hoyles, Noss & Kent, 2004; Mariotti, 2002; Trouche, 2005),
notes that the use of multiple representations and accurate diagrams drawn using
dynamic mathematics software shapes learner's mental conception of function graphs.
Using multiple representations in GeoGebra was presumed to have helped participants
to build mental pictures of what linear and quadratic graphs of |f(x)| look like (see pencil
and paper sketches).

Insert 4.7: Solving the inequality |2x – 1| ≤ 3
Below is an extract from Peter’s pencil and paper work.
Peter sketched the inequalities on a diagram and then proceeded to use the algebraic method to get the solution. Peter used equality signs throughout but recognised in the final solution that the graph of $y = |2x - 1|$ is below the graph of $y = 3$ between -1 and 2 and gave the solution in the correct format. The pencil and paper sketch is not as accurate as those produced by GeoGebra, but it however gave him guidelines on how to solve the inequality $|2x - 1| \leq 3$, by identifying the range of values for which the graph of $y = |2x - 1|$ was below that of $y = 3$.

**Insert 4.8: Solving the inequality $|2x - 1| \leq 3$ from Susan’s pencil and paper work**

Susan also started the solution by using a sketch.

It was interesting to note that Susan and Peter began their solution process with a visual justification using pencil and paper sketches and then went on to use the algebraic methods to solve inequalities. Following recommendations from Session 4, Susan and Peter’s solutions were a combination of the visual aspect on the pencil and paper sketch and an algebraic method based on the graph of the modulus function. Even though they used visual images to solve the inequalities, their dependence of GeoGebra had become less. They sketched the graphs involving linear functions easily without the aid of the software.

The algebraic and graphical representations observed throughout the activities are two very different symbol systems that articulate and define the mathematical concept of modulus functions. Neither functions nor graphs can be treated as isolated concepts. These are two symbolic systems used to illuminate each other. They both contribute to and confound the development and understanding of modulus functions.
4.6 SESSION 6: Participant responses at the end of the session.

The last session checked on the impact of GeoGebra, and how participants used knowledge acquired through using the software, to tackle examination type questions, sketch graphs, solve linear equations and inequalities involving modulus. The discussions were guided using an interview protocol (see chapter 3).

Interview data revealed that participants had a positive impression of using GeoGebra. Participants’ interest was further demonstrated in the way they were deeply engrossed in trying different tools, some of which were not included on the initial list discussed in Table 4.1.

James and John said it was easy to navigate around GeoGebra than on their graphics calculators in that they could move from one function to another without having to turn over the screen. This observation resonates with the rest of the participants and also concur with Dikovic’s (2009) that GeoGebra is more user friendly compared to graphics calculator, and that it offers and easy-to-use interface, multilingual menus, commands and help lines.

4.7 Summary

The chapter highlighted the participants’ progression in using GeoGebra and learning the concept of modulus functions. It gave an account of activities carried out during the investigations. The account is drawn from lesson observations and screencast video recordings of activities from across the six sessions. The activities were made up of sequentially planned lessons conducted with a group of six participants. For each of the sessions, raw data collected from video recordings was collated, coded and analysed. Data was presented in Figs, Vignettes, Tables and Appendices.

The first section of this chapter gave an account of participants’ instrumental genesis process as they mastered the use of GeoGebra to explore the concept of modulus functions. It highlights participants’ activities while investigating graphs and also solving equations and inequalities involving modulus functions.

In some sections, the account highlights the use of multiple representations to link algebraic functions and their graphic representations. Though most activities looked at
finding and describing the graphical representations of modulus functions, there are activities when participants were required to convert given graphical representations to algebraic expressions. Analysis of participants' work, shows evidence of understanding of modulus functions even in cases when they had stopped using GeoGebra.

The highlights of the chapter include the discussion the distinction between turning and stationary points; the difference in the graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \); the graphs of \( y = \ln(x) \) and \( y = \ln|x| \) which generated a lot of discussion on why the integral of \( 1/x \) is \( \ln |x| \) instead of \( \ln(x) \). We also discussed the issues of domain and range of function to avoid getting spurious answers when solving equations and inequalities involving modulus functions.
CHAPTER 5

5.1 Conclusions and Discussions

In this chapter I used information from Chapter 4 to answer the research questions. Each question is addressed based on the data available. Analysis of data in Chapter 4 highlighted some aspects that I had not anticipated and it helped me to ask some probing questions throughout the sessions. I used Goos et al’s (2004) four metaphors to analyse how participants used GeoGebra and at what stage in the process of solving problems did they use it. I checked for fluency in using the software and students’ comments about the software. These observations, together with data collected from other sources such as pupils recorded discussions, screencast video activities and pencil and paper work, established whether students used GeoGebra to investigate the modulus function concept or to verify answers or as an extension to investigate more advanced aspects of modulus functions and their graphs.

Initial observations show that the use of GeoGebra was very frequent in the first four of the six sessions. The high frequency of use of GeoGebra within the first two sessions can be attributed to the instrumental genesis process, with work mostly focused on GeoGebra than on modulus functions. Some time was spent while participants tried to identify the correct syntax.

In later sessions, the use of GeoGebra depended on the need to investigate different aspects of modulus functions. There was reduced frequency of use of GeoGebra in Session 4 and 5 when participants were solving equations and inequalities involving modulus functions. This could have been influenced by the fact that: i) participants had internalised the graphical representations of modulus functions and could now sketch some of them without the aid of GeoGebra, (ii) the structure of some examination questions did not provide for the use of GeoGebra or graphics calculators (see Appendix D).

Participants used GeoGebra to investigate functions that would have been difficult when using pencil and paper (polynomials, algebraic rational fractions and sum of modulus functions). This was evident when participants used the calculus to investigate modulus
functions. Calculating derivatives of modulus functions is beyond the scope of the Core 3 curriculum specifications in England and Wales (see Appendix H). This was an extension to their understanding of modulus functions.

5.2 Findings:

5.2.1 Primary Research Question 1: In what ways did participants employ GeoGebra to support their understanding of the concept of modulus functions?

Within an instrumental genesis approach, I used Goos’ et al. (2004) four metaphors to answer the first research question. The instrumental approach focuses on the way individual learners use tools. My research looked at group interactions and whole class discussions while participants used technology to share and test their mathematical understanding, therefore Goos et al.’s metaphors were appropriate to answer this research question.

5.2.1.1 Research Question 1: Metaphor 1:

According to Goos et al (2004), at the first level of use, students view technology as a master. Their knowledge and usage of the technology is limited to a narrow range of operations.

An analysis of data from Activity 1 of Session 1 concurs with the first metaphor. Participants carefully used basic GeoGebra tools introduced at the start of session 1 (See Table 4.1). The use of GeoGebra was restricted to simple tasks. Participants appeared to be satisfied with inputting as many functions as they wanted, but sticking to the basic tools. There was not much debate, throughout the sessions, about whether graphical presentations shown on the screens were correct or wrong except in Session 3, Activity 2, when there was a discussion about the correctness of the gradient function graph for ln(x) (see Vignette 14). This was highlighted again when participants were introduced to sliders. They used the default setting on the screen without adjusting, for example, intervals to give natural number values for parameters a, b and c.
5.2.1.2 Research Question 1: Metaphor 2:
At the second level, students use technology as a supplementary tool but not in creative ways to change the nature of activities (Goos et al 2004).

The nature of the exercise in Appendix E allowed participants to use GeoGebra, only to check their answers. The exercise consisted of a set of graphs and algebraic functions. Participants were matching the graphs and the corresponding functions. After matching the graphs and their functions, participants entered the functions in GeoGebra to check if their match was correct. There was not enough evidence from the data to conclude that participants used GeoGebra as a supplementary tool after the matching, or that they first entered the functions in GeoGebra and then selected the corresponding image.

5.2.1.3 Research Question 1: Metaphor 3:
At the third level students use technology creatively to provide new ways of approaching existing tasks (Goos et al 2004, Templer, Klung and & Gould 1998).

Characteristics of this level of usage were highlighted throughout each session. Starting from Activity 2 of Session 1, participants began to explore more features of modulus functions. They used sliders and animations to investigate features of modulus functions. In Activity 2, participants discovered new ways of creating sliders without guidance from me. In Fig 4.11 participants introduced a straight line \( y = 4 \) to check the effects of changing values of \( a \), \( b \) and \( c \) in the function \( y = |ax + b| + c \). In Fig 4.26 participants investigated the gradient for the derivative of \( \ln(|x|) \). All this extended beyond the basic investigation of graphs of modulus functions.

In Session 2, Activity 1 (see Fig 4.13) there was a slight diversion from the planned tasks, when participants used calculus to investigate turning points. In Activity 3 of Session 3 participants ventured to investigate graphs of the sum of modulus functions. The discussions that followed did not indicate that participants fully understood the graphs that were displayed. However, that did not scare them from attempting even more complicated sums of modulus functions as in Fig 4.32 and Fig 4.33.
5.2.1.4 Primary Research Question 1: Metaphor 4:

In the fourth and the last level, students use technology as extension of self. At this level, students use technology to extend their existing competencies related to mathematics and the technology (Goos et al 2004).

Evidence from the screencast video recordings highlighted incidences where participants used GeoGebra to extend their understanding of modulus functions. Some of which are:

1. Distinguishing the difference between \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \) and being able to sketch the two graphs without the aid of GeoGebra (Session 3 Activity 3 Questions 1 – 5);
2. Raising the question why the integral of \( 1/x \) is \( y = \ln |x| + c \) instead of \( y = \ln(x) + c \) since the derivative of \( f(x) = \ln(x) \) is \( 1/x \) (Vignette 14).
3. Using GeoGebra to eliminate spurious answers derived from algebraic calculations while solving equations (Session 4, Activity 1: Fig 4.34 – Fig 4.39) and inequalities that involve modulus functions.
4. The concept of continuous functions and derivatives was highlighted when participants tried to construct tangents at the point where the graph of the modulus function was reflected in the x-axis (Session 2, Activity 3).

5.2.1.5 Primary Research Question 1: Mediating tool:

Outside Goos et al’s metaphors, GeoGebra was also used to mediate in the learning of modulus functions. Central to understanding how tools mediate learning is the need to understand how students’ mathematical conceptions were shaped through the use of GeoGebra. GeoGebra acted in a mediating role by providing a medium for visualisation that linked the abstract concept of modulus functions with graphical illustrations. It afforded an environment in which quick and precise diagrams were made. This is evident in participants’ work throughout the sessions when they used GeoGebra to generate graphs of modulus functions involving simple linear functions, quadratic functions, trigonometric functions, and exponential and logarithm functions.
There was a need to analyse how mathematical learning evolved in tandem with the use of GeoGebra. Brousseau (1997) and Pea (1997) argue that a mere action of pointing, clicking and dragging the slider buttons allows mediation of learning as learners try to make sense of changing representations in the different multiple representation formats.

There were noted instances where pupils used GeoGebra as a mediating tool in their learning. One such instance was when participants struggled to use the correct syntax to input functions in GeoGebra. There was dialogue as participants developed new phrases to describe the shape of the graph of the modulus function. The use of descriptors such as, 'V shaped' to refer to the shape of modulus function graphs and emergence of terms like corners, reflection, translation, domain and range were all part of an endeavour to come up with a formal description of graphs of modulus functions (see Table 4.2).

Another instance of tool mediation was when participants appeared to understand a particular aspect of GeoGebra but in fact had entirely their own perspective. This was manifest in the misconception that all turning points on the graph of a function were stationary points. In Session 2, Activity 1, Sophie and James had the misconception that the graph of $y = |x^2 - 1|$ had three stationary points at $x = -1$, $x = 0$ and $x = 1$. The use of an animated diagram using the tangent tool in GeoGebra (Session 2, Activity 3) and calculus (Vignette 10) cleared this misconception.

In Fig 4.18, the derivative of $f(x) = |x^3 - 5x^2 + 2x + 8|$ and the sum of two modulus function graphs in Fig 4.32 and Fig 4.33, are displayed graphically. Participants failed to relate the graphical representations for these functions to the graphs of modulus functions they had previously encountered. More detailed critical analysis of the conversations revealed that participants failed to grasp the connections between the algebraic and graphical representations as displayed on the screens. They just accepted each given representation as correct. Similarly, Yerushalmy (1991) found that even with extensive experience with multiple representational learning experiences designed to understand functions, students still experienced problems in connecting between graphical and algebraic representations. An investigation by Ainsworth, Wood
and Bibby (1996) demonstrated how translation between graphical and algebraic representations varied, depending upon the nature of the function and the type of representation selected.

Another illustration of mediation of learning is how earlier experiences of successfully constructing graphs of modulus functions tended to structure later constructions when participants used pencil and paper without the aid of GeoGebra. There was evidence, found at the end of Session 1 activity 3, on how earlier experiences with GeoGebra structured participants’ later construction of graphs of modulus functions. A task of simple recognition, without involving construction of modulus function graphs was given. Participants were able to recognise correctly the modulus functions that represented each of the given graphs (see Appendix E). In another instance in Activity 3 of Session 3, most of the participants managed to answer questions selected from past examination papers correctly without the aid of GeoGebra (see Appendix D). An analysis of participants’ conception of modulus function graphs at the beginning of Session 1 and participants’ written answers from Appendix B and C showed a progression in participants’ understanding of modulus function graphs.

5.2.1.6. Secondary Research Question 1:

*Does the use of GeoGebra increase speed and efficiency of the process of sketching modulus function graphs? Does it improve the accuracy and presentation of results?*

Analysis of the data collected indicated that within the first session of this investigation, participants managed to acquire skills of using basic tools in GeoGebra while at the same time investigating graphs of modulus functions. GeoGebra made it easier to produce modulus function graphs accurately and rapidly, therefore increasing the efficiency and speed at which the work was covered throughout the sessions. The graphical screen of GeoGebra displayed graphs, which enabled participants to focus on deducing properties of the graph of \( y = |f(x)| \) instead of worrying about manually sketching the graphs.

Work covered in Session 1, Activity 1 indicated that participants made a solid start to the development of a mental picture of concepts related to modulus functions and their
graphs, within a short space of time as evidenced by the work displayed in Figs 4.1 – 4.7. After the first session, all participants were able to explain correctly how to sketch the graph of $y = |f(x)|$ from the graph of $y = f(x)$.

Participants showed a more immediate and practical grasp of modulus functions and the software (GeoGebra) as they progressed through the work. This was reflected in participants’ answers to past examination questions presented at the end of Session 3 Activity 2, where participants managed to sketch graphs of the type $y = |f(x)|$ and $y = f(|x|)$ from a given graph of $y = f(x)$, without the aid of GeoGebra.

Speed and efficiency of the software was manifest in the variety and number of functions investigated within a short space of time. By the end of the first session, participants had managed to extend their work beyond linear functions, to include trigonometry functions and quadratic functions involving modulus functions. In session 2, participants looked at polynomials of a degree higher than 2, exponentials and logarithms, and still had time to discuss differentiation of modulus functions. Within a traditional approach more time is spent on investigating graphs of linear functions involving modulus functions with the hope that the properties will be cascaded to graphs of non-linear functions.

Participants agreed (see Table 4.2) that the easy input and instant displays generated by GeoGebra gave them access to understanding modulus functions and their properties quickly. Participants also observed that fast and accurate constructions in GeoGebra saved them time, which was then devoted to carrying out further investigations, e.g. attempting more advanced functions like the sum of two modulus functions, $y = |ax + b| + |cx + d|$ (see Fig 4.33).

Efficiency was manifest in the number of times participants diverted from the main investigation to follow issues that emerged from the multiple representations. Vignette 10 highlighted instances when participants investigated the derivative of modulus functions and in Vignette 14 participants compare the graphs of $y = \ln(x)$ and $y = \ln(|x|)$ and even question the validity of the integration of the function $1/x$, otherwise taken for granted.
5.2.2 Research Question 2: How does GeoGebra relate to and contribute to the whole learning experience?

Question 2 was divided into three sub-research questions and each of these is discussed separately based on the data collected through screencast video clips and field notes.

5.2.2.1 Is there any evidence of participants using GeoGebra to support processes of checking, refining, testing and improving strategies and solutions?

GeoGebra made work on modulus functions more accessible to participants. It supported the processes of checking, trailing and refinement through the use of multiple examples. Instances of GeoGebra supporting the process of checking, refining, testing and improving strategies were evident in participants’ work throughout the study. From the first session participants used as many sketches as they could, to establish common characteristics of the graphs of modulus functions and this is highlighted in Table 4.2. Sliders enabled participants to dynamically manipulate representations of modulus functions and observe how the properties of the functions changed, leading to formulation of formal descriptions in Vignettes 7 - 9. In one of the exercises (see Appendix B, Questions 1 - 9), participants attempted questions on the grid provided, then used GeoGebra to mark their own work.

Different approaches to solving problems were observed in Session 2 when participants used GeoGebra to check the derivative of modulus functions. When participants were confronted with unfamiliar graphs during the investigation of derivatives of modulus functions, they used GeoGebra to search for a clear understanding of what was taking place. In solving equations involving modulus functions, participants realised through the use of GeoGebra, the need to define domains of functions to avoid getting spurious answers.
5.2.2.2 Does the use of GeoGebra overcome participants’ difficulties and enhance their sense of capability and confidence to tackle difficult tasks?

Participants’ autonomy seemed to increase as they became more familiar with GeoGebra and they developed the confidence to try things out in an experimental manner. They were motivated to seek justifications for their descriptions of graphs of modulus functions. Smart (1995) cited in Selinger and Pratt (1997) in a research that focused particularly on girls’ mathematical development, observed that visual skills increased significantly alongside development of confidence in mathematics. Data from Session 2 and Session 3 showed that participants gained confidence, to attempt more advanced functions, as they became familiar with GeoGebra. They investigated functions that would normally be ignored when using pencil and paper. These included algebraic fractions involving modulus functions. It was not easy at times to get the correct syntax, but from the perseverance shown in the video clips, it showed participants’ sense of confidence in using GeoGebra.

Reduction of laborious written work enabled participants to work through a lot of examples and allowed them to tackle issues beyond the tasks of sketching and solving problems involving modulus functions. GeoGebra widened the range of possible activities and provided deeper reflection, exploration and problem solving than in a pencil and paper environment. The dynamic connection between multiple representations of mathematical objects seemed to open up a range of capabilities of GeoGebra software, which can be used for teaching and learning mathematics while fostering student understanding (Preiner, 2008). GeoGebra provided multiple representations which have been strongly connected with the complex process of learning in mathematics, and more particularly, with the seeking of the students’ better understanding of important mathematical concepts such as graphical representation of modulus functions.

Evidence of capabilities to tackle more mathematics concepts was manifest in some of the issues that emerged during the investigations: (a) differentiability versus continuity of functions, when participants were investigating turning points of graphs of modulus functions (see Vignette 10), (b) Turning points and stationary points; (c) the nature of
graphs of gradient functions (See Figs 4.14 – 4.18), (d) importance of setting the
domain and range of functions, which led to the need for knowledge of a more formal
definition of a function, and (d) differentiation of ln(x) and the reverse process of
integrating the reciprocal function y = 1/x.

5.2.2.3. Does the use of GeoGebra foster participant independence and peer exchange,
notably by providing opportunities for pupils to share knowledge and provide mutual
support to peers?

A few approaches to learning were observed as participants worked with GeoGebra.
Firstly, there was an ‘independent approach to learning’. Participants managed to
explore GeoGebra (the software) without much assistance from me. Participants
independently explored the use of GeoGebra and developed enough proficiency to use
the software to investigate graphs of modulus functions. They explored the tools menu,
they investigated how to input information and they made remarks about the multiple
representations on a GeoGebra screen. Participants did not view me as the source of
information. When they struggled to input commands in GeoGebra, they consulted their
peers or searched for any leads from “Input help” facility located at the end of the Input
window.

GeoGebra provided participants with immediate feedback and fostered peer
discussions focused on multiple representations on the screens. Immediate feedback
allowed participants to move on with their work uninterrupted, hence fostering
independency. Research literature (Clements, 2000), shows that dynamic mathematics
software provides fast and reliable feedback, which is non-judgemental and impartial.
Clements (2000) argues that working in real-time encourages students to make their
own conjectures, test them out and modify them.

Evaluation of participants’ work from screencast video clips showed that they carried out
investigations using a trial and error approach in most instances. Participants used
many entries until they observed similar characteristics. They synthesised all graphical
representations of modulus functions and noted the difference between the graphs of y
=|f(x)| and y = f(|x|). Descriptions such as reflection of the negative part of the graph of y
= f(x) in the x-axis, to sketch the graph of \( y = |f(x)| \) and reflection of the graph of \( y = f(x) \) for \( x \geq 0 \) in the y-axis, to sketch the graph of \( y=f(|x|) \) are noted (see Fig 4.20).

5.3 Discussions
This research study showed that multiple representations based instruction to learn about modulus functions, made a significant influence on participants’ understanding of this concept. In the initial stages of the investigations, learning of modulus functions using GeoGebra was fraught with difficulties, requiring participants to relate graphs to corresponding algebraic representations. As work progressed, participants developed conceptual understanding between some of the graphical representations offered by GeoGebra and their algebraic alternatives.

In these investigative activities, participants tested and refined some of the conjectures that they had made during the first session of the study. Based on an analysis of the responses to past examination questions, most of the participants seemed to have made a good start to the development of conceptual schema of concepts related to modulus functions. In question 1 (see Session 3, Activity 3) all participants managed to correctly sketch the graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \).

Data from lesson activities revealed that participants worked faster in the last lesson as they got more familiar with GeoGebra. Participants gathered a lot of sketches that characterised the graphs of modulus functions and managed to synthesise the gathered diagrams and made connections between (i) the graphical representations of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y=f(|x|) \), (ii) the relationship between functions and their derivatives and (iii) the link between the graphs of functions and their derivatives.

Participants’ understanding of graphs of modulus functions was improved by working with GeoGebra. After a slow start due to coding problems, participants generated many graphs of modulus functions. The use of different colours for different functions made it easy and clear to display many graphs on the same screen and observe common characteristics. GeoGebra enabled participants to link the algebraic concept of functions and their graphical representations.
My own observations based on the video recordings and classroom observations reveal that participants became motivated while using GeoGebra and they remained within the context of investigating graphs of modulus function. Focus on activities was evident from the way participants persevered when faced with difficulties of finding the correct command to input \( y = |f(x)| \) in GeoGebra and the number of sketches generated to compare the relationship between the graphs. When error messages were displayed on the screen, participants tried other means to find the correct notation.

Participants’ conversations were more focused on finding general descriptions about the behaviour of the graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \) (see Vignette 12 – 14). GeoGebra afforded them the opportunity to use as many graphs as they wanted without any challenges on how to sketch them. This enabled participants to try a variety of options and compare results, make generalisations and move towards a more formal description of how to sketch the graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \) from the graph of \( y = f(x) \).
CHAPTER 6:

6.0 Contributions and implications of the study:

In this research, I used two theoretical frameworks (Instrumental genesis and semiotic mediation) to investigate how GeoGebra was used and how it was transformed by participants during activities while learning the concept of modulus functions. For this I focused on Goos et al’s (2004) metaphors to elaborate instrumental genesis within a group context and multiple representations within a semiotic mediation framework.

One novel contribution of this research is its elaboration on Goos et al’s (2004) framework within the context of learning about modulus functions using dynamic mathematics software (GeoGebra). It draws data from students’ experiences in a real classroom setting, where they engaged technology to mediate in the process of understanding modulus functions.

The results of this study showed that GeoGebra-assisted instruction, as a supplement to traditional classroom instruction, allowed participants to explore more aspects of modulus functions than the confines of the Core 3 module specifications (see Appendix H). My findings are consistent with studies by Mainali & Key (2012), Lowrie (2001), Ruthven et al (2008), Ainsworth et al (2002), Brenner et al (1995), Ozgun-Koca (2001) and Panasuk (2010), who found positive impact of utilising mathematical software to enhance students’ learning and understanding.

A study conducted by Guzen and Kosa (2008) among mathematics teachers in Turkish schools, also showed that computer supported activities contributed to the learning and understanding of mathematical concepts. My study demonstrated the instructional effectiveness of GeoGebra to support the learning of modulus functions. It challenges some advocates of a constructivist approach to education who argue that dynamically linking representations through the use of technology leaves learners too passive in the process (Ainsworth 1999).

This study also contributes to existing research literature (Drijvers, Kieran & Mariotti, 2010; Arzarello, 2006; Falcade et al., 2007; Bartolini Bussi & Mariotti 2008; Duval, 2006)
on instrument-artefact as a semiotic system in the wider sense of the term. It focused on how dynamic mathematics software (GeoGebra) was transformed into an instrument by participants and how it assisted their learning within the novel context of learning modulus functions.

GeoGebra was used as a semiotic mediation tool in the learning process to provide visual representations that enhanced understanding. It complemented activities during regular classroom settings where students were able to visualise the same concept in multiple representational formats. The multiple screen representations in GeoGebra brought together three aspects of modulus functions (the function, the graphical representation and the equation) which are normally taught separately in the school curriculum in England. It enabled participants to visualise all three aspects at the same time, hence promoting conceptual understanding of the concept of modulus functions, a finding similar to Brenner et al (2005). In solving equations and inequalities involving modulus functions, in session 5 and 6 participants began some of their solutions with a visual justification using pencil and paper sketches and then went on to use the algebraic method to solve the equation or inequality.

My research conclusions are consistent with the findings of previous studies (Ozgun-Koca, 2001; Pitts 2003) that provide evidence to the effectiveness of multiple representations based instruction in engaging students in meaningful algebra learning. After multiple representation based instruction in a college algebra course, Herman (2002) cited in Akkus et al (2009) found that students were better able to establish connections between varieties of representational modes, which led to better understanding of algebra. Herman’s (2002) research findings challenge some advocates of a constructivist approach to education who argue that dynamically linking representations through use of technology leaves a learner too passive in the process (Ainsworth 1999).

Dynamic links provided by GeoGebra encouraged active participation and reflection on the nature of modulus function, leading participants to construct the required understanding of the concept. Participants saw things dynamically changing and understand how they were.
6.1 Limitations of the study:
This study adds to literature on the use of new technologies by investigating students’ experiences of using GeoGebra to learn modulus functions. The basic limitation of this research was that it investigated a single instrument, GeoGebra, with a small group of participants, over a very short period. The study occurred in a particular time and was restricted to particular curriculum requirements. The results could have been more reliable if the study had been conducted in more places, with more than one researcher and more participants. Although the study cannot be generalised to an overall population because of the small number of research participants, the observations concur with previous studies on other dynamic mathematic software like Dynamic Geometry Software, Cabri and Derive.

At the start of this research, my knowledge of GeoGebra was limited to a few sessions on personal use and a few instances where I used animated GeoGebra applets to demonstrate transformations of the graph of $y = f(x)$ to $y = f(x \pm a)$; $y = f(ax)$; $y = f(x) + a$ and $y = af(x)$. Although I managed to assist participants through the investigations, it would have been more helpful in my planning, if I had taken more time to use the software before the start of the study. I discovered some of the functions of the software along with the participants.

Throughout my thesis, I strove to assert great caution while conducting an interpretive phenomenological analysis of data and not to focus only on positive aspects of the software. During transcription and analysis of data I tried to maintain trustworthy and credibility by presenting accounts of participants’ experiences as viewed from the clips. I presented transcribed data to participants to check if the transcripts were a true reflection of what had transpired during the learning activities.

6.2 Recommendations for further research:
The results of this study showed that there is great potential in using GeoGebra to teach ‘A’ level mathematics in England and Wales, but further research is necessary to extend the investigations to more topics across the mathematics curriculum. Research on teachers’ professional development in order to use GeoGebra effectively in the classroom is needed. It is necessary to continue addressing issues such as: the general
impact of GeoGebra on mathematics learning, the variety of approaches to GeoGebra and the use of GeoGebra to develop an understanding of mathematical ideas. Finally, a study on the effects of the use of GeoGebra in students’ mathematical attainment and achievement needs to be carried out over a longer period than that of this study.
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APPENDIX A

Sketch the following graphs

1. \( y = |x + 3| \)
2. \( y = |3x - 1| \)
3. \( y = |x - 5| \)
4. \( y = |3 - 2x| \)
5. \( y = -2|2x - 1| \)
6. \( y = 3|2 - 3x| \)
7. \( y = |x + 4| + |3 - x| \)
8. \( y = |6 - x| + |1 + x| \)
9. \( y = |x^2 - 2| \)
10. \( y = 2|x - 1| - |2x + 3| \)

Draw sketches of each of the following set of graphs

1. \( y = \sin(x) \) and \( y = |\sin(x)| \) and \( y = \sin(|x|) \)
2. \( y = (x - 1)(x - 2)(x - 3) \) and \( y = |(x - 1)(x - 2)(x - 3)| \) and \( y = (|x| - 1)(|x| - 2)(|x| - 3) \)

APPENDIX B: Modulus Function Worksheet

Solve the following equations.
1. $|2x| = 7$
2. $|x| + 10 = 0$
3. $|x + 6| = 7$
4. $2|x - 5| + 1 = 3$
5. $|x - a| = 1$
6. $|x + 2| = |x + 3|$
7. $|3x - 2| = |7x - 1|$
8. $x + 2 = |x| + |2x - 1|$
9. $|x - 2| + |x + 2| = |x^2| + 7$
10. $x = |− x| + |x| - |2x - 3|.$
11. $7 - |x + 3| = 2|x - 2| + |x - 1|.$
12. $|x + 1| - |x| + 3|x - 1| - 2|x - 2| = x + 2$

Sketch the following functions.
1. $y = |x - 3|.$
2. $y = |2x + 1|.$
3. $y = |x - 4| - 4.$
4. $y = |x| - |x - 2|.$
5. $y = |x| + |x - 2|.$
6. $y = |x| - |x + 3| + |3x - 1|.$
7. $y = |x^2 - 4|.$
8. $y = |x^2 - 4| - |x^2 - 1|.$
9. $y = |x^2 - 4| + |x^2 - 1|.$
10. $y = |x^3 - x| - |x^3|.$
APPENDIX C

Graph each equation.

1) \( y = |x| + 1 \)

2) \( y = |x - 2| \)

3) \( y = |x + 3| - 4 \)

4) \( y = |x - 1| + 3 \)
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5) $y = -|x| + 2$

6) $y = -|x - 3|$

7) $y = -|x - 2| + 4$

8) $y = -|x + 1| - 2$
APPENDIX D

Question 1:

The diagram shows part of the curve with equation $y = f(x)$, $x \in \mathbb{R}$, where $f$ is an increasing function of $x$. The curve passes through the points $P(0, -2)$ and $Q(3, 0)$ as shown.

In a separate diagram, sketch the curves with equations:

(c) $y = |f(x)|$

(d) $y = f(|x|)$

Question 2:

The diagram shows part of the curve with equations $y = f(x)$, $x \in \mathbb{R}$. The curve passes through the points $Q(0, 2)$ and $P(-3, 0)$ as shown. On separate diagrams, sketch the curve with equation $y = f(|x|) - 2$, (Jan 2013 Qu. 3).
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Question 3:

The diagram shows the graph of \( y = f(x) \). On separate diagrams, sketch the graphs of \( y = |f(x)| \) and \( y = f(|x|) \).

Question 4

The diagram shows the graph of \( y = f(x) \). On separate diagrams, sketch the graph of \( y = |f(x)| \) and the graph of \( y = f(|x|) \).

Question 5:

The function \( f \) is defined by \( f: \rightarrow \ln (2x - 1) \) and \( g \) is defined by \( g: \rightarrow \frac{2}{x-3} \).

c) Sketch the graph of \( y = |g(x)| \). Indicate clearly the equation of the vertical asymptote and the coordinates of the points where the graph crosses the y-axis.

d) On the same grid sketch the graph of \( y = f(x) \)

e) Estimate the value of \( |\frac{2}{x-3}| = \ln(2x-1) \)
APPENDIX E

A graph of absolute value function is shown in each question. Find the function.

1) \( f(x) = \)

2) \( f(x) = \)

3) \( f(x) = \)

4) \( f(x) = \)

5) \( f(x) = \)

6) \( f(x) = \)
EXAMINING THE EFFECT OF $a$ Match the function with its graph.

12. $f(x) = 3|x|$
   
13. $f(x) = -3|x|$
   
14. $f(x) = \frac{1}{3}|x|$

EXAMINING THE EFFECTS OF $h$ AND $k$ Match the function with its graph.

15. $y = |x - 2|$
   
16. $y = |x| - 2$
   
17. $y = |x + 2|$
LETTER OF CONSENT:

This is a study on the contributions of technology on mathematics learning: Characterising the variety of classroom practices associated with using technology in Post 16, ‘A’ level (A2) mathematics.

Dear Student,

During the course of this year, April 2014 to October 2014, I am engaged in the process of improving the learning of A-level mathematics using technology as part of my doctoral study with the Institute of Education, London.

The study seeks to investigate the potential contributions of GeoGebra software in the development of your ability to solve mathematical problems at GCE advanced level. This study will explore how you use GeoGebra software to understand mathematical concepts such as modulus functions. It attempts to analyse how multiple representation features of the software can aide in the learning of new mathematical concepts.

Studies have shown that technology can be used in a variety of ways to improve and enhance the learning of mathematics. With the aide of technology, mathematics concepts can be presented in a variety of ways, such as diagrams, schemes, drawings and graphs. The features embedded in technology enables us to see dynamic changes to objects in real time, providing instant feedback, while at the same time allowing us the freedom to solve problems without restrictions of pencil and paper.

The study process involves video and audio recordings of sessions while you are using GeoGebra. The recordings attempt to capture how you will be using GeoGebra and the approaches you will use to solve problems while working with the software. Only your voices and on-screen activities will be video recorded.

This is an on-going case study which involves data collection through the use of interviews and screencast video recordings of some of our sessions while participating in this study. You will work in pairs most of the time and may be required to record yourself solving problems on modulus functions. Your input is greatly valued and I hope the process will help you to understand the concept of modulus functions better.

More details will be provided at the meeting once you consent to participate in the study. Occasionally you will be asked to undertake activities, probably during lunch times or soon after school. You can consider this as akin to attending an after school club.

Most of the activities in this research will be discussed as a group activity and the times negotiated. The activities agreed would fit with your curriculum and will be embedded within the learning process. For those activities that require extra time we will agree on the course of action. This research is a journey we will undertake as a team to effect change to our approach to learning. I am looking forward to it.

Your participation is voluntary. If you choose not to participate or to withdraw from the study at any time, there will be no penalty. It will not affect your grade or affect the help you get from me as a lecturer. You must feel free to express your honest opinion without fear of reprisals. You are free to view the data collected about you at any stage of the research.
The results of the research may be published, but your name will not be used. Any videotapes that are recorded and any written work collected as part of this study will be used only with other educators for research or educational purposes. During the research project, all tapes will be securely kept in my home. The tapes will be erased or destroyed six months after the research project is completed.

If you have any questions concerning the research study, please contact Mr Ebert Gono at High Pavement College (Mathematics Department).

Sincerely,
Ebert Gono
Mathematics Lecturer

____________________________________________________________________________________

I ______________________________, give consent to participate in the above study. I understand that I will be videotaped during class and my written work will be copied as outlined above.

☐ I agree to have my voice, actions videotaped.

☐ I do not agree to have my voice, actions videotaped

Signature and Date
_________________________________  ______________________

Guardian/Parent’s Signature
_________________________________
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Edexcel Core 3 (A2) Specifications on Modulus Functions:

- The modulus function.
- Students should be able to sketch the graphs of $y = |ax + b|$ and the graphs of $y = f(x)$ and $y = f(|x|)$, given the graph of $y = f(x)$.

- Combinations of the transformations $y = f(g(x)$ as represented by $y = af(x)$, $y = f(x) + a$, $y = f(x) + a$, $y = f(g(x))$.
- Students should be able to sketch the graph of, for example, $y = 2f(x)$, $y = f(-x) + 1$, given the graph of $y = f(x)$ or the graph of, for example, $y = 3 + \sin 2x$.

- $y = -\cos \left( x + \frac{\pi}{4} \right)$.
- The graph of $y = f(ax + b)$ will not be required.

AQA Core 3 (A2) Specifications on Modulus Functions:

- 14.1 Algebra and Functions
- Definition of a function.
- Domain and range of a function.
- Composition of functions.
  - $f(g(x)) = f(g(x))$.
- Inverse functions and their graphs.
  - The notation $f^{-1}$ will be used for the inverse of $f$.
  - Domain may be expressed as $x > 1$ for example and range may be expressed as $f(x) > -3$ for example.
- The modulus function.
  - Notation such as $f(x) = x^2 - 4$ may be used.
  - Domain may be expressed as $x > 1$ for example and range may be expressed as $f(x) > -3$ for example.
  - The notation $f^{-1}$ will be used for the inverse of $f$.
  - To include reflection in $y = x$.
  - To include related graphs and the solution from them of inequalities such as $|x + 2| < 3|x|$ using solutions of $|x + 2| = 3|x|$.
  - For example the transformations of: $e^x$ leading to $e^{2x} - 1$; $\ln x$ leading to $2 \ln (x-1)$; $\sec x$ leading to $3 \sec 2x$.
- Combinations of the transformations on the graph of $y = f(x)$ as represented by $y = af(x)$, $y = f(x) + a$, $y = f(x) + a$, $y = f(g(x))$.
  - Transformations on the graphs of functions included in modules Core 1 and Core 2.

Mathematics Education in Industry (MEI): Core 3 (A2) Specifications on modulus functions:

- The modulus function:
  9 Understand the modulus function.
  10 Be able to solve simple inequalities containing a modulus sign.
OCR Core 3 (A2) Maths Specifications on modulus functions:

**Algebra and Functions**

Candidates should be able to:

(a) understand the terms function, domain, range, one-one function, inverse function and composition of functions;

(b) identify the range of a given function in simple cases, and find the composition of two given functions;

(c) determine whether or not a given function is one-one, and find the inverse of a one-one function in simple cases;

(d) illustrate in graphical terms the relation between a one-one function and its inverse;

(e) use and recognise compositions of transformations of graphs, such as the relationship between the graphs of $y = f(x)$ and $y = af(x + b)$, where $a$ and $b$ are constants;

(f) understand the meaning of $|x|$ and use relations such as $|x| = |b| \Leftrightarrow a^2 = b^2$ and $|x - a| < b \Leftrightarrow a - b < x < a + b$ in the course of solving equations and inequalities;

(g) understand the relationship between the graphs of $y = f(x)$ and $y = |f(x)|$;

(h) understand the properties of the exponential and logarithmic functions $e^x$ and $\ln x$ and their graphs, including their relationship as inverse functions;

(i) understand exponential growth and decay.
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Date ___________

1. Classroom Observation:

A. Learning Integration
   2. How well participants got onto and begin using GeoGebra for a specific task?
   3. How well did participants navigate their own way through specific tools on the GeoGebra menu?
   4. Are participants doing the work they were assigned to do? Did they have additional programs/games running simultaneously during lesson time?
   5. Do participants seem to be able to complete activities within the allotted time frame? Describe the quality of student work.
   6. How often did participants ask me for help?
   7. Did participant ask peers for additional help instead of me?
   8. Is the learning environment collaborative and encouraging?
   9. Did participants link their investigations to previous knowledge?
  10. Were there an emerging themes linked to but outside the defines of the curriculum specification

B. Affective domain and technology aspiration:
   Do participants appear to generally be happy, bored, frustrated, distracted, entertained, etc. during their activities?

C. Guiding questions during group discussions:
   1. Can you tell me something about your computer use during the session
   2. Did you enjoy using GeoGebra? Why?
   3. How much do you feel the use of GeoGebra has helped?
   4. Do you feel GeoGebra has improved your understanding of modulus functions and made your learning easier?
   5. Is there anything else anyone would like to share?
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Interview data from Session 6:

1. Can you tell me something about your use of GeoGebra during the activities?

   **Emma:** I used GeoGebra a lot during the first activities to understand modulus functions. I also used it to investigate more complicated functions. It also helped me to consolidate my knowledge of domains and ranges of functions.

2. Did you find it easy to find the correct commands and tools? Which features did you find easy/difficult to use?

   **James:** I found GeoGebra easy to use and I have now downloaded the App on my iPhone. I found it easy to learn how to use GeoGebra, while investigating modulus functions. Initially it was just funny to enter function after function on the screen and I did not even bother to link the graphs and their functions. At first I ended up having a screen full of different graphs, but with the introduction of colour codes, I started to notice the links between functions and their graphs. This encouraged me to investigate more functions and note the dynamic changes taking place in the multiple screens. At first I did not even notice that the algebra screen at times looked different from what I would have typed. E.g. typing $y = \text{abs}(x)$ would appear as $f(x) = |x|$. It is unfortunate that we are not allowed to use GeoGebra in an examination. It would have made my life easier. However, I now understand the difference between $y = |f(x)|$ and $y = f(|x|)$.

   **John:** It was extremely easy to navigate around GeoGebra. I think it is better than using my graphics calculator in that I can move from one function to another with great ease. This is because in GeoGebra I can use sliders to modify functions in the different windows without the need for me to type new parameter. GeoGebra has clear images and it is interesting to see graphical representations which are easy for me to understand.

   James and John’s observations were not different from the rest of the participants and they concur with Dikovic (2009) who argues that GeoGebra is more user-friendly compared to a graphic calculator, and that it offers an easy-to-use interface, multilingual menus, commands and a help line.

3. Did you enjoy using GeoGebra? Why?

   **Sophie:** I enjoyed using GeoGebra and I learnt a lot about modulus functions…. Now I understand why at times my algebraic solutions are marked wrong. I now make rough sketches first to provide me with guidance when solving equations and inequalities. The work became more interesting as I worked through more complicated problems. I never knew that I could differentiate and integrate functions using GeoGebra.

4. Is there anything you failed to do on GeoGebra during the activities?

   **Peter:** I managed to do all the tasks given to me. However, there were cases when I failed to understand some graphical representations that appeared on the screen. This was the case with the representations for the sum of two modulus functions and graphs of derivative functions. I took for granted that the given diagrams were correct and just moved on to the next task. I thought it would be better if GeoGebra could include some verbal explanations to the graphical representations.

5. How much do you feel the use of GeoGebra has helped in these sessions?

   **Sophie:** The real time changes that took place in the multiple screens helped me understand the different graphical representations of modulus functions. Without GeoGebra, I think I would have restricted my work to linear functions only. With GeoGebra I managed to investigate graphs involving trig functions, algebraic rational functions, logarithms and exponentials. I also know the difference between the graphs of $y = |f(x)|$ and $y = f(|x|)$.

6. Do you feel GeoGebra has improved your understanding of modulus functions and made your learning easier?

   **Susan:** I got an insight on how to solve equations involving modulus functions. Some of them were complicated but I am now confident that I can answer any examination question on modulus functions. The sessions stretched and challenged my thinking. I managed to investigate aspects beyond the curriculum but all this helped me to understand modulus functions better.
7. **Is there anything else anyone would like to share?**

   **James:** I prefer to sketch the graph of modulus function first, look for intersection of the lines. If the line is the part of the original graph of the function $y = f(x)$, I remove the modulus sign. If the line is part of $y = f(x)$ reflected in the $y$-axis, I multiply equation for the line by $-1$, then solve like a normal inequality.